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Satcasters
Fight for
Subscribers
by Leslie Stimson
LAS VEGAS The young U.S. satellite
radio industry isn't waiting for terrestrial
radio to react to its recent gains. XM and
Sirius are moving to generate more subscribers as each seeks to break even or better in 2004-05. Their strategies include trying to poach listeners from each other and
terrestrial radio.
The efforts include regional traffic and
weather services, something terrestrial
radio leaders had feared, considering it a
threat to radio's traditional monopoly on
that information.
Some broadcast engineers told Radio
World during the recent CES show that the
introduction of such programming by the
satellite companies was inevitable.

GM JOURNAL
V Talking ' bout an evolution: Oldies
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Page

23

Although XM and NAB recently
reached an agreement for suggested language regarding the FCC's terrestrial
repeater rules — language that would bar
XM from using repeaters to insert local
programming — one engineer of aprominent radio group said he knew it was possible to deliver such regional programming
See SATELLITE, page 7 .
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NAB: Proceed With Digital at Night
by Leslie Stimson
KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. At its semiannual board meeting in late January,
the NAB Radio Board took steps
regarding the industry's digital transition and what members might face this
year politically in Washington.
AM IBOC at night: The Radio
Board wants the FCC to authorize AM
nighttime IBOC on an interim basis. It
stated, " The dramatically improved
audio quality ... is well worth the predicted and limited reductions in analog
coverage."
The commission should take steps to
address those problems, stated board

members, should any AMs experience
reduction in nighttime analog coverage
"beyond those predicted by the studies." The studies referred to are AM
nighttime feasibility and impact studies
Ibiquity recently completed and delivered to an NAB committee.
A digital standard: The completion
of an IBOC technical standard is seen
as key to the FCC issuing further operational authorizations. The National
Radio Systems Committee, astandards
body backed by NAB and the
Consumer Electronics Association,
has been going back and forth with
Ibiquity Digital for several months
over how much information Ibiquity

must divulge so the NRSC can set a
standard.
Tension has arisen between the
NRSC's desire to document the technology and Ibiquity's wish to protect
proprietary technical information.
Ibiquity has said its HDC codec is
proprietary and unique. NAB Senior
Vice President Science and Technology
Lynn Claudy told the board Ibiquity is
unable to disclose the technical details
of the codec, in turn delaying the standards process.
Ibiquity has discussed pursuing
"modulation and transmission" standards for AM and FM HD Radio that
include provisions for advanced data

February II, 2004

applications. These are elements
Ibigui.
ty çar diOo>e, the technology
developer told Radio World.
The NAB Radio Board members recommended that the NRSC pursue such
a course for the HD Radio standard.
The codec would be left out of the standard, so "audio compression methods
thus would be subject to selection by
market forces," according to the board
meeting's minutes.
Ibiquity said the codec would still
be included in the technology it licenses to broadcasters.
The board also discussed secondary
audio channels for HD Radio and was
"generally positive" about the potential feature.
"Big Media" and regulation: NAB
President/CEO Eddie Fritts said last
year's light over media ownership rules
activated arevolt by consumer and other groups against " Big Media" that
could spill into the current session of
Congress. Fritts said broadcasters must
promote their public service efforts
even more than before.
Small- market broadcasters also have
lobbied FCC staff to retain the rules
that would measure unrated markets
using a modified contour overlap
method.
Look for regulators to sharpen their
focus on broadcast indecency, Marsha
MacBride, NAB's new executive vice
See AM DIGITAL, page 3
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Monorail to Lighten Cab Lines

AM Digital
Continued from page 2

president for legal and regulatory
affairs, told the board. She replaces Jeff
Baumann, who retired. Indeed, Rep.
Fred Upton, R- Mich., chairman of the
House telecommunications subcommittee, has introduced a bill raising the
fines for indecency violations.

lines shorten and wallets thicken with the
cheaper rates," said Dennis Wharton,
NAB senior vice president of corporate
communications. "The schedule and
number of stops will allow our attendees

Mrenorail

LAS VEGAS Some attendees will be
able to avoid long taxi lines at this year's
NAB show by catching the Las Vegas
Monorail, the gambling capital's newest
moving attraction.
Starting March 1, the electric transportation system will begin ferrying
passengers along a four- mile route on
and near the Las Vegas Strip. It will
become the first fully automated largescale monorail in the country, according
to the Monorail Society, a volunteer
organization founded to promote this
transit method.
With stops at the Las Vegas
Convention Center and eight resort
hotels, the driverless trains will offer
conference attendees and tourists an
alternative to busses and taxis without
hurting the environment. The LVCC
station is at the intersection of Paradise
Road and Desert Inn Road at the western end of the center.
The developers of the system predict
that the monorail will eliminate the need
for more than 4.4 million automobile
trips on the major roadways and reduce
carbon monoxide by 135 tons per year.
For large conventions such as NAB,
which draws more than 90,000 attendees,
the monorail will not solve transportation
problems, but would supplement existing
transportation options such as convention
buses and taxies, said Todd Walker,
director of communications for the Las
Vegas Monorail.
For $ 3one way and $5.50 round trip,
riders can get off at seven stops from
the Sahara to the MGM Grand HotelCasinos on opposite ends of the strip,
with stops at the Las Vegas Hilton, the
LVCC, Harrah's/Imperial Palace, the
Flamingo/Caesars
Palace
and
Paris/Bally's. Traveling at up to 50

miles an hour, passengers can ride the
track from end to end in 14 minutes.
Hours are 6 a.m. to 2a.m. every day of
the year. Tickets can be purchased
online or at the monorail stations.

Pill'III by

by Naina Narayana Chernoff

The new look of transportation at NAB shows.
Each train carries approximately 225
passengers and rail officials estimate
that the system will carry up to 5,000
passengers per hour in each direction.
During larger conventions, Walker said,
the monorail will coordinate with thc
convention center to accommodate
increased passenger loads at particular
times of the day.
During peak times, from 10 a.m. I,)
10 p.m., riders will be able to catch a
train approximately every four minutes
in each direction.
NAB organizers believe the monorail
will provide agreat service for attendees.
"Hopefully we'll see traffic lighten. cab
their FCC authorizations for providing
anational program service. The companies say their plans do not violate those
authorizations.
Entercom Communications Presidelt
and CEO David Field updated members
on NAB's marketing initiative to combat negative perceptions about terrestrial radio in the consumer press, a misperception being driven by the satellite
radio companies and others, he said.
Radio Show returns to Philly: As

to get around quickly and easily."
NAB is not changing nor scaling back
its convention shuttle service for this
show, planned before the monorail plans
became public. It will, however, evaluate
the shuttle service for NAB2005.

HD- Ready Radio Antennas

IBOC Hybrid Combiners

Television Antennas

EL Series UHF

T

NAB's shuttle reaches 20 hotels.
Conceived 30 years ago, the monorail
is the result of a 10-year effort by entrepreneurs, business leaders and elected
officials who raised $650 million from
revenue bonds and contributions from
resort properties to build the system.
Developers said the monorail is privately
financed and will not use any tax money
for the system, which will be supported
by fare revenue.
The monorail system is owned and operated by the Las Vegas Monorail Company,
anon-profit corporation whose board is
appointed by Nevada's governor. In
December, the developers announced that
the project was $23 million under budget.
In 1995, the MGM Grand and Bally's
Hotels built aone-mile monorail that carried approximately 5 million riders each
year between two stations. The original
monorail track was expanded for the new
transit system, according to Walker. The
monorail eventually will connect downtown Las Vegas and the McCarran
International Airport.
While some cabdrivers expect the
monorail to be successful and reduce
gridlock during large conventions and
high season for tourists, other taxi
companies believe ridership estimates
are inflated.
"We feel, plain and simple, it will be a
white elephant,- said Bill Shranko, director of operations at Yellow Checker Star
cab company. The company's taxis would
compete with the monorail for riders.
Yellow Checker Star taxis offer door-todoor service and allow several riders to
split asingle fare, he said..
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he NAB Radio Show will return to
Philadelphia in 2005.

New possibilities with ERI

Structural Reinforcement
MacBride, fresh from her stint as
chief of staff for FCC Chairman
Powell, said the agency is interested in
"reclaiming spectrum, and that broadcast spectrum is viewed as particularly
valuable."
Satellite localism: The board directed its staff to " seek an explanation" on
whether plans by XM and Sirius to air
regional traffic and weather violate

attendance at the annual radio show has
dropped, NAB has thought about combining it again with another show. The
NAB Radio Show in 2004 and 2005
will remain astandalone event.
This year's show is set for Oct. 6-8
in San Diego, with a return to
Philadelphia in 2005. The board decided to begin talks exploring partnership
possibilities for 2006.4
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Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Rd.
Chandler, IN 47610
ph: 812.925.6000 www.eriinc.com
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Gotcha! Star Wars Just Heating Up
Igot burned by the bird last month.
Icommented here in January on
apparent harmony between NAB and XM
over the question of terrestrial repeaters.
My optimism was premature. Just after
that issue of Radio World rolled off the
presses and before it reached you, controversy erupted anew at the CES show on
the topic of satellite localism.
It's hard for me not to blame XM for
the egg on my cheek. The joint letter it
signed with NAB sure made it sound like
the warring parties had solved their "terrestrial/local" issue. But it was afoolish
thought on my part. In fact, the war with
the Death Star may just be heating up.
And Iwasn't the only one lulled.
NAB President/CEO Eddie Fritts
called XM's plans for regional traffic and
weather, announced at CES, "an
appalling back-door attempt to bypass
the FCC's intent to limit satellite radio to
anational service only."
Fritts said XM's plans "violate the
spirit" of the recent agreement between
the companies for suggested language
regarding the terrestrial repeater rules.
That language bars XM from using
repeaters to insert local programming.
At the CES show, XM told Radio
World's Leslie Stimson that it is not violating the agreement with NAB because
it will send its traffic and weather data
as part of its satellite signal nationwide.
"This will be anational service,"
President/CEO Hugh Panero said. XM
apparently is simply adding these geographically- specific channels and making them available to all subscribers.
But it sure sounds like XM is bringing
the battle right to radio's front door. It
plans to introduce the service in 15 cities
for no extra cost to subscribers in March.
The list of cities is like amap of the
IBOC rollout: New York, L.A,
Washington, Dallas, Chicago, Houston,
Detroit, PhiIly, Phoenix, San Francisco,
Tampa-St. Pete, Orlando, Baltimore,
Pittsburgh and St. Louis.
Shortly thereafter comes Boston,
Atlanta, Miami- Ft. Lauderdale,
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Seattle and San
Diego.

So, tell me again what sets local radio
apart from satellite?
'Relentless ambition'
Separately, local broadcaster and
Whitney Radio President Bill
O'Shaughnessy has been outspoken on
this topic. He, too, had reacted positively
to the earlier news of the translator agreement ( although he didn't end up with a
column that was out of date before it hit
the street).
O'Shaughnessy issued afollow-up
statement in January taking XM to task
for "duplicitous, under-the-radar behavior." Among his comments:

on local programming. But they are edging closer and closer. Now with that
announcement out of Las Vegas, they're
at the door. They've also tried to navigate
very skillfully between the International
Bureau and the Mass Media Bureau of
the commission, which regulates us,"
O'Shaughnessy wrote.
"The whole thing is further complicated by the fact that Clear Channel, the
nation's biggest terrestrial broadcaster, is
hedging its bets with avery substantial
investment in XM. Pity the poor NAB
lobbyist trying to determine, trying to
intuit what's in the best interest of his
client. ... Clear Channel is working both

X

M wants a bigger piece of our action.

The fight will get nastier.

"I've had alingering feeling that the
final nail was not yet driven into the
coffin of XM's relentless ambition,
even with last week's feel- good
announcement of the joint filing and
agreement regarding restrictions on
their patented technology.
"It's like the Carnival of Venice. XM
presents adifferent face to everyone and
every entity with which it deals: one to
the regulators at the commission; one to
Wall Street; one to local zoning boards
— even going so far as representing
themselves as a ' public utility' and having ' permanent authority.'
"They haven't been candid or forthcoming with the commission, with poor
NAB, representing all of us, and Isuggest the American people. They say
they're anational service with no designs

sides of this perilous street and covering
its bets. ...
"This Star Wars threat to established
AM and FM broadcasters has been driven by the marketing muscle of GM.
We know that. But it has also, Isuggest, been driven by apattern of duplicitous, under- the- radar behavior by XM,
which built aterrestrial network right
under the noses of the FCC. And all the
while, refusing to reveal its ultimate
goals and real intentions."
'Significant benefit'
We asked XM's vice president for corporate affairs, Chance Patterson, to reply
to what O'Shaughnessy wrote. His reply:
"What we are doing and have done is
clearly consistent with all regulations.
There's no issue here as far as whether

From the Editor

Paul J. McLane
we're doing something consstent with
our license or not. It's all going through
the satellite. It's anationwide service.
"Say you're aWashington Redskins
fan. The game will be broadcast nationwide. Clearly the majority of people
who would be interested in the game
are in the Washington area ... but fans
in California can listen, too. The situation is similar with XM's nationwide
traffic sen ice.
"The bottom line is our subscribers
have indicated that this is aservice they
desire, so we've been fortunate to partner up with Mobility Technologies.
They have astate-of-the-art traffic data
system that will be asignificant benefit
to our subscribers. This is not only a
strong consumer offering, it's also
going to be apublic service in that it
should help people avoid traffic jams
and avoid accidents. So consumers will
benefit from this.
"This is an issue about content. This is
content that is useful for people who are
on the nation's roads and our content is
what separates us from AM and FM, the
lack of commercials, and programming
that consumers desire." Patterson stated.
I'm with NAB on this one. XM was
launched as anational service; but now it
wants abigger piece of our action. It will
continue to look for ways to take our
audiences and revenue.
My prediction: the fight over localism
via satellite will get nastier. Those bird
boys have sunk alot of money into this
game, and if they turn the corner to profitability, they will be radio's biggest
nemesis for years to come. e
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DEFINING TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGY

FCC Chairman Michael Powell, second from left,
and Commissioner Jonathan Adelstein, center, visit
Ibiquity Digital's booth. Powell is listening to
Ibiquity Digital President/CEO Robert Struble.

Musician, actor and synd ,cated radio producer Steven
Van Zandt, left, and Sirius Satellite Radio President/CEO
Joe Clayton. Van Zandt has joined Sinus as acreative
advisor. He will create and produce 'Underground
Garage,' to debut on Sinus later this year

Sirius adds the JVC Plug & Play to its product lineup. The KT-SR1000 retails for $ 99.95.
Don Milks with Onkyo was one of several
manufacturing representatives who spoke at
Ibiquity's HD Radio product launch. Onkyo is
developing HD Radios for the home as well
as a plug-and-play add-on module.
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XM showed its Roddy receiver installed on a Harley-Davidson
motorcyle. The XM Delphi SkyFi, partially visible at left, can also
be installed on a bike.
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The new Silence Monitor Ill improves on the features of the original SSM, with
front- panel control, removable screw terminals, "Plug & Play" installation, builtin program switcher, restore timing delay, aural alarm and relays for most remote
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Look for additional

Delphi, Navigation Technologies, Panasonic and Visteon exhibited
HD Radio traffic implementations. Shown is Visteon's multimedia
navigation system demonstrated with HD Radio.
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XM, Sirius Expand Product Lines

with an FM radio system.
The adapters plug into the vehicle's
cigarette lighter. They wirelessly transmit
XM to avehicle's FM radio and provide
power to the receiver.
Looking Beyond Boomboxes to
home stereo. The Streamer boombox
For the home, XM has introduced the
retails for $99.95.
In- Car Video, Wireless Distribution
Roady home adapter, which retails at
Crestron and Nile Audio are develop$39.99. The home adapter connects the
ing in-home Sirius radios. Niles plans to
year: Sirius struck agreements with
by Leslie Stimson
Roady to ahome stereo or aset of powincorporate Sirius technology into its
Alpine and Blaupunkt to release Siriusered
speakers.
next
generation
of
multi-zone
receivers
ready products in 2004. Alpine will
LAS VEGAS Satellite radio companies
More
customers are using XM in the
and
preamplifiers
for
release
later
this
develop
aftermarket
Siriuscompatible
Sirius and XM and their manufacturing
home now, said Patterson. Much of the
year. Tivoli is crafting ahand-held device
head units; Alpine becomes the first XM
partners are introducing a variety of
XM product being sold now is for
for late ' 04 release.
receiver partner to cross over and build
products this year.
portable use, suggesting that roughly half
Sanyo
is
developing
a
Sirius
model
for
receivers for both satcasters.
Sirius likes to create buzz with future
of buyers intend to use the products at
early spring release.
Blaupunkt plans to release a Sirius
concept demos at conventions, and this
home. Originally, the company predicted
Kenwood is shipping the Sirius Home
plug- and-play radio and a Sirius- ready
year's CES was no exception. Last year,
10-15 percent penetration for home use,
Tuner ( DT-7000S), which lists at $299.
in-dash tuner this spring. The tuner can
Sirius demonstrated rear-seat live video —
said
Patterson.
Also
a
new
partner
for
Sirius,
Eclipse
in-car mobile video transmission over a be connected with Blaupunkt's Chicago
Delphi
has introduced the Delphi CD
will
manufacture
Sirius-ready
head
units
IVDM-7002
in-dash
audio/video
system.
satellite radio network. Now it says it is
Audio System, its first AM, FM, XM,
for release this year.
It includes a DVD/CD/MP3 player, and
perfecting the system with Delphi and
At last year's CES, Sirius showed a CD and MP3-capable boom box. It lists
5.1 Dolby Digital Theatre System.
hopes to have it ready for automakers in
at $ 179.99. This product delivers XM
multi-zone
satellite radio, designed for
JVC,
Audiovox
and
Antex
came
to
the
18 months. The video feature was demonprogramming through the Delphi XM
very
large
homes
and
shopping
centers.
Sirius
stable
of
partners
in
2003,
joining
strated at apress conference and showSkyFi receiver that was introduced in
In January, Antex Electronics began shipthe original partners Clarion, Jensen,
cased in moving vehicles in Las Vegas.
ping to retailers the SRX-3 Triple Play, a 2002 and lists for $99.99.
Kenwood and Panasonic.
According to Sirius, video reception
XM recently introduced the aftermarket
would not require that the consumer
product XM Commander, an XM radio that
install another antenna; the delivery uses
works with any AM/FM car stereo, regardthe satellite radio antennas available at
less of the brand. Terk Technologies distriblpine becomes the first XM receiver partner
retailers and car dealerships.
utes XM Commander.
to build products for both satcasters.
In December, Alpine Electronics introFCC questions Sirius
duced the first in-dash stereo head unit with
The FCC has asked Sirius for details
an integrated XM radio, along with AM,
about its plans to add " multiple" video
FM, and CD functions. The receiver elimisatellite
radio
receiver
designed
to
bring
JVC
has
developed
a
plugandplay
channels to its offerings.
nates the need for aseparate XM tuner box.
Sirius radio service to multi-room and
radio for Sirius. The JVC KT-SR1000
Commission spokesman David Fiske
The new XM Direct device features a
multi-zone distributed audio systems.
Sirius Satellite radio is available at retailtold Radio World the agency is trying to
universal
tuner that connects to the car
The
product
consolidates
multiple
tuners
ers and retails for $99.95. The JVC plugdetermine whether the video offering
stereo system using a digital adapter
into asingle component with one antenna
and-play resembles ahandheld PC device
would qualify as an ancillary service,
cable for $99.99. Once the XM Direct is
and control scheme, allowing listeners in
and allows subscribers to use the same
which would be consistent with the satconnected, users can listen to XM on the
different rooms to play different Sirius
Sirius receiver in their car, home, office,
caster's spectrum authorization.
in- dash car stereo using the existing
streams
simultaneously
over
a
multi-source
boat and RV.
If not, Sirius may need to make aforstereo controls.
(or zone) distributed audio system.
mal request to add the service. This
Blitzsafe introduced the XM Direct
Sirius is testing a wireless signal diswould mean the service would require a New in February
adapter
cable for BMW and Mini autotribution
system
for
interior
environSirius begins an ad campaign this
ruling from the commission. "We're posmobiles
last fall. Blitzsafe is expected to
ments.
If
it
is
approved
by
the
FCC,
month;
plug-and-play
buyers
will
receive
ing those questions," said Fiske.
introduce adapter cables for Alpine and
Sirius subscribers could receive their serthree months of Sirius service free when
The service rules for satellite digital
Sony head units in the first quarter of this
vice in their homes, offices or stores with
they sign up for ayear's worth of service.
audio radio services were passed in 1997.
year.
In addition, Terk Technologies is
one
wireless
repeater.
The
satcaster
says
While Sirius President/CEO Joe Clayton
Pending are separate rules to govern
introducing
XM Direct adapter cables for
the
system
allows
single
or
multiple
users
didn't
release
the
cost
of
the
ad
campaign,
how Sirius and XM will use their terresKenwood and Pioneer head units.
to receive its signal without indoor
he told Radio World it would include tertrial repeaters.
And what was in XM's demo of future
wiring and without needing to place the
Delphi, meanwhile, was awarded a restrial radio ads as part of the buy.
car
technologies? Its advanced technolosecond
antenna
by
the
window.
Sirius
and
its
partners
introduced
two
contract from Ford to provide radios for
gies
group in Boca Raton, Fla., had
boombox
units
that
are
compatible
with
Sirius, joining eight other vehicle makers
Delphi make a pre- production in- dash
XMS new products
its 10 new plug-and-play models.
that have chosen Delphi's satellite radios.
receiver displaying how XM might inteWhile rival satcaster XM had aconcept
The Audiovox SIRBB1 Portable
A turning point for the receiver makgrate with anavigation system.
car
for
the
first
time
at
CES,
its
executives
Boombox
Audio
System
for
Sirius
is
er's aftermarket business came last year
The rear seat unit displayed and
said they prefer to stress products actually
available for $ 99.99 retail. The new
when it introduced the Delphi XM SkyFi
played stored audio clips, real-time
coming out in the next 12 months.
boombox component works with
radio. Delphi's president of its Electrical,
weather reports and music videos sent
XM introduced wireless FM audio
Audiovox S.R.S. plug-and-play receivers.
Electronics and Safety sector David
over
the air and displayed when the user
adaptors
for
its
Delphi
XM
SkyFi
and
Commercial
truck
dealers
and
truck
Wohleen said the company has sold more
wishes. XM Advanced Applications SVP
Roady product lines. The SkyFi and
stops now have the Pana -pacific
than 750,000 satellite radio systems.
Neil Eastman said the satcaster is workRoady audio adaptors retail at $ 29.99
Streamer, atransportable Sirius receiver
Among the basic new satellite radio
ing on these concepts.
each.
They
deliver
XM
service
to
any
car
that
connects
with
any
in-dash
radio
or
products consumers will see in stores this
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The Sound of
Solid Ground
A great remote needs a great
home base. And there's nothing
better than the Matrix Rack. It's
compatible via POTS and ISDN
with all Comrex codecs as well
as those from nearly everyone
else. Perfect for receiving those
GSM calls from the field.
Make Matrix Rack the center
of communications for ALL your
remotes.
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Doing a remote? Put Comrex on the line.
Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: infoecomrex.com
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without terrestrial repeaters. He suspects
NAB was aware of it, too.
"They knew this was coming," he said.
NAB President/CEO Eddie Fritts was
quick to respond; and observers expect
this tiff to continue for awhile. The NAB
Radio Board instructed the staff to keep
pressing for "an explanation" on whether
the satcasters' plans violate their FCC
authorizations for providing a national
program service.
"Whatever NAB will do will be political. Don't count them out," said one head
of engineering for aprominent radio group.
XM and Sirius say their services are
national and they're not violating their FCC
authorizations for their service.
The FCC has not commented on the
issue.
We're legal'
Instead of inserting programming on
local repeaters, XM and Sirius simply
intend to add traffic and weather data that is
available to all subscribers nationwide. For
XM, each channel, however, will be devoted to aparticular region. Sirius intends to
let the subscriber's receiver select which
region's material to broadcast.
Satcasters say this does not constitute
local programming because they are sending all of the data with their programming
on the satellite signals.
"What we are doing and have done is
clearly consistent with all regulations," said
XM spokesman Chance Patterson. "There's
no issue here as far as whether we're doing
something consistent with our license or
not. It's all going through the satellite. It's a
nationwide service."
He gave asports programming example
that could also apply to XM's new traffic
service, set to debut March 1.
"Say you're aWashington Redskins fan.
The game will be broadcast nationwide.
Clearly the majority of people who would
be interested in the game are in the
Washington area, but fans in California can
listen, too."
XM has partnered with Mobility
Technologies and The Weather Channel to
offer dedicated traffic/weather channels for
15 cities in March, with plans to expand to
21 cities by the end of the year (Radio
World, Feb. 1).
The roughly 4 kilobit-per-second channels would carry reports around the clock,
every day. One broadcast engineer likened
4 kbps to 2 kHz of audio, roughly telephone quality. XM said the audio quality of
the channels would be good.
A demo for Washington- area traffic
heard by Radio World lasted approximately
2minutes and included extensive coverage
of the beltway circling the Washington
metropolitan area, as well as information
on north and southbound I-95.
A listener will be able to punch up the
report when he or she gets in the car, and
plan atrip, instead of waiting to hear traffic
and weather at predetermined times on terrestrial radio.
"I'd pay $ 10 amonth for that," declared
aprominent radio engineer, referring to
XM's monthly subscription rate. There is
no extra charge for the new traffic/weather
channels.
"This is content that is useful for people
who are on the nation's roads, and our content is what separates us from AM and FM,
the lack of commercials and programming
that consumers desire," said Patterson.

Radio World

But the head of radio engineering for
another prominent group said, "Ihave a
feeling they're dialing down the bitrate for
the program channels to develop enough
channel bits for these new services. People
will have to dial through some 100 channels
to find (the traffic/weather). Whether it's
good for consumers remains to be seen."
Privately, an official with one of the
satellite companies said it would be interesting to see whether terrestrial high-power
AMs lengthen their traffic reports in
response.
Sirius, too, is broadcasting all the traffic/weather data for locations over its satellite signals. Certain "flags" in the data
enable asubscriber's receiver to determine
what traffic and weather locations would be
preferred, and that radio only allows that
information to be broadcast to that particuSee SATELLJTE, page 8
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Go, Team: The Sirius NFL Cheerleaders

hat Does It Sound Like At The Top?

Delivering the sound of the summit to listeners
around the world is as simple as pressing a
button. The Comrex Matrix, equipped with our
optiondl GSM Module, combines an integrated
mobile phone and an advanced Comrex codec
to deliver broadcast quality 7kHz audio over
standcrd cellular connections ( 15kHz over POTS).
The rasults? Your listeners hear fingernails
digging into roc.< - the sound of a successful
climb with detaili that's simply unprececented.
Grab Your audience by their ears and give them
the full experience - not lust astory.
Doing a remote? Put Comrex on the line.

Tot, Oree: 800-237-1776 • www.coirrex.com •
e-mail: info@comrex.com
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subscriber.
In 2005, Sirius plans to offer simple text
traffic with information for ageneral area
and later introduce advanced traffic with
the addition of real-time weather reports.
1.ir

Also on the satellite front, XM is picking
up acue from rival Sirius and making all of
its 68 music channels commercial-free this
month. That has been astrong point-of-sale
feature for rival Sirius.
XM executives hope the move will eliminate abig difference between the two digital satellite radio services when consumers
learn about them from electronics retailers.
"It's nice to set the standard:' said Sirius

A Kenwood-made Sirius receiver was in this Mini Cooper.
This service would tie in with any navigation system, Larry Pesce, executive vice
president of product development, said.
Sirius also plans to add sports and financial data ticker data this year for no extra
charge to subscribers.

Retail Vice President of Retail Operations
Bob Law, who recently joined the company
from Kenwood.
That leaves programming offerings and
price as differentiators between the satellite
companies. with XM's subscription price at

The Perfect' Hybrid
JK Audio's Got ADigital Hybrid With Features Just Right
For Your Job — Whatever Your Job Is!
Over the years, we've hold many ideas of what the "perfect hybrid" might be. We've learned that the
"perfect hybrid" is actually different things to different people, depending on its use. The good news is that
it really comes down to ahandful of features, combined in ways that make alot of sense. We're happy to
introduce oseries of digital hybrids that hit the nails on the heads, making them perfect for their respective
jobs. Check them out and let us know what you think.

INNKEEPER 4squeezes four independent digital hybrids in a1U rack space. The front panel keypad,
displg and handset jacks provide easy speed dialing and call setup. Maintain excellent separation between
your voice and the caller. XLR output jocks contain only the caller's voice. Available July 2003
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INfiKEEPER PBX

easily converts your
multi- line PBX type

BROADCAST HOST turns your desktop into a
professional broadcast centet Everything you
need to get talk show quality phone recordings
into your mixer or sound card. Send mic and
line level signals into the phone line while
maintaining exceUent separation between your
voice and the collet Available June 2003.
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tele3hone system
into aprofessional,
affordable talk show console. Simply connect between your telephone handset and the phone base So simple,
anyone can do it. Winner of Radio World's 2003 Cool Stuff Award. Availabe June 2003.
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REMOTE AUDIO & BROt DCAST GEAR

Toll Free ( USA& Canada): 800-552-8346
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$9.99 per month, nearly S2 less than Sirius.
Rolling out hardware is key to the race
to break even. So is signing up more subscribers.
XM says it signed up more than 1.36
million subscribers in 2003, and had 1million net additional subscribers for the year.
Much of that increase came in the fourth
quarter, with 20,000 subscribers signing up
on Christmas day.
XM added more than 430,000 customers
in that quarter and expects to have 2.8 million subscribers by the end of this year,
close to the company's break-even point of
3million.
Sirius ended last year with 261,061 subscribers, up from approximately 30,000
subscribers at the end of 2002. It added
more than 100,000 subscribers in the fourth
quarter due to holiday retail sales.
But subscriber numbers alone don't
provide the whole picture of how the company is doing, said Sirius President/CEO
Joe Clayton.
Sirius needs to reach about 2 million
subscribers and XM needs about 3 million to get in the black, both have said.
Why the difference? Sources say it has to
do in part with how much money each
company gives back to its receiver and
auto partners per sale, and how much
debt each satcaster is carrying. Both
companies re-capitalized last year, but
Sirius claims it has less debt than XM,
making for astronger balance sheet.
In the skies

For those who would count out Sirius in
the long run, Clayton said, "There are some
who say that we're not in the game. Forget
about it. We are for real."
XM President/CEO Hugh Panero
countered, "It's not what you announce
... that matters, it's what happens the
next day and the next 12 months. While
other companies are trying to generate
smoke, XM's on fire."
Fliers on some aircraft for JetBlue
Airways and AirTran Airways will be
able to experience that fire later this year

An XM display will appear on armrests in AirTran planes, and on seatbacks in JetBlue aircraft.
for free.
XM will provide in-flight audio entertainment on flights using a system provided by LiveTV LLC, a wholly owned
subsidiary of JetBlue. The XM in-flight
service will be introduced on JetBlue's
existing fleet of Airbus 320 aircraft
beginning this fall and on its new fleet of
Embraer 190 aircraft when introduced
into service next year.
AirTran will offer XM on its existing
fleet of Boeing 717s this fall, as well as its
new Boeing 737 aircraft when introduced
into service.
XM and Sirius also are exploring
expanding into Canada. Both satcasters
have applications into the Canadian broadcasting industry's regulatory body. If successful, XM and Sirius would each devote
two channels to Canadian programming,
one in English and the other in French. As
part of the application process, Canada
would need to approve the installation of
terrestrial repeaters.
XM's Chairman Gary Parsons said the
Canadian government also put out acall
for proposals to open up the process to
other companies. Those were due Feb.
16, he said.

RBDS Standards
Review Begins
Receivers handle the ways broadcasters want to send text data differently.
Some broadcasters are sending static text
data; other stations want to send scrolling
text and more than just call letters.
Up for discussion among members of
the recently revived Radio Broadcast
Data Services Subcommittee of the
National Radio Systems Committee is
how to do all of these things more easily
within the context of RDS services, while
not increasing driver distraction.
The subcommittee met at CES in
January. Members elected Charlie
Morgan of Susquehanna and Tom Mock,
aconsultant for StratosAudio, to head the
RBDS standards working group.
Entercom's Marty Hadfield, co-chair of
the RBDS Subcommittee,, said the group
hopes to know in broad-brush strokes
what changes it.should make the North
American RBDS standards by this
spring's NAB show.
RDS is undergoing arevival sonie 11
years after the first RDS-enabled
receivers were introduced. Entercom is
using RDS on all of its FM stations,
Clear Channel Radio is using the technology on several facilities and other major
groups are interested. • .
Hadfield said the standard needs- to be
updated.

"The system is not designed for anything beyond displaying call letters on a
basic RDS receiver," he said. While many
receiver designs seem to tolerate changing the location of the call letters in the
display, others do not.
"Some will freeze or shut down the display, when new text information is added
to that portion of the display:' he said. "We
need to make sure it's something that will
have a reliable reaction in people's
receivers" — in other words, predictability.
The group hopes to craft a uniform
standard for displaying RDS content in
the receiver. Once its work is complete,
the RBDS standard would be published
and could act as ageneral guideline for
receiver.mànufacturers.
"Listeners are thrilled with it, when it
works," Hadfield said. " Even low-end
RDS-enabled receivers .
that may not have
a radio-based function can at least display something. This converts it to a
mote versatile receiver."
When stations go digital, they can still
broadcast RDS on their analog FM sub-.
carriers. Althotigh those subcarriers go
away when stations convert to all-digital
mode, "we're many yeais down the road
from that," Hadfield said.
— Leslie Stimson

Wish you had more

Announcing Omnia-6EX.
There's a lot of buzz about the new HD Radio codec. We've
heard it and agree with the many others who like it and say
it's now time to get on with radio's transition to digital.
Because HD Radio can transmit audio frequencies up to
20kHz, listeners will finally be allowed to hear the full CD
spectrum — if their radio stations choose the right on-air
processor. On this point, you should know something
important: Some " HD" processors simply hack off everything
above 15kHz... robbing listeners of the full HD Radio
experience and keeping our industry in afidelity backwater.
The new Omnia-6EX won't short-change your listeners.
We've built Omnias with sampling rates of 48kHz and
higher from the start. All along, we've needed the sampling
headroom to keep analog FM audio grunge-free. Now it's
essential for HD Radio. Even if some listeners wouldn't notice
the missing high frequencies, there's afair chance they would
hear a sharp 15kHz low-pass filter operating within HD
Radio's codec range.
The new Omnia-6EX has enhanced processing for
analog FM, and is ready for HD Radio with asecond
limiter section and digital output. Both FM and HD
limiters and outputs are included as standard.

Omnia-6EX is also full of processing enhancements that
result in yet more bass punch, yet more voice clarity, than
the original Omnia-6. A sound so powerful and free of
artificial constraints, you'll crave it for your station the first
time you hear it.
More than 50% of the US' Top 100 FM stations have already
upgraded to Omnia. Maybe you're next?
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Company

omniaaudio.com

Omnia is a registered trademark of TLS Corp. © 2003, TLS Corp. All rights reserved. HD Radio (tm) iBiquity Digital Corp.
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Campaign Reform From Audemat-Aztec
We Try Out the FM Navigator 100
Signal Measurement System
by W.C. Alexander
Since the earliest days of broadcasting,
broadcasters have sought means of measuring their signals. Some measurements
are needed to evaluate the performance of
a particular antenna or antenna system,
while others may serve to define acover-

9- meter mast, a tuned horizontal
dipole and a 30- meter measurement
run at each point is clunky at best and
downright dangerous at worst.
In addition, what do such measurements really tell you, other than what
the average field intensity is at each
measurement location 9 meters in the

The FM Navigator is shown set up for a
measurement campaign in the author's vehicle.
age area or determine the signal strength
at particular locations within astation's
coverage area.
Whatever the case, the basic need is
for an accurate, easy, repeatable means of
signal measurement.
A better way for FM
AM signal measurements have long
been relatively straightforward and
used a calibrated tuned RF voltmeter
with ashielded loop antenna.
FM measurements, on the other
hand, have been more of a challenge.
The FCC-prescribed method of using a

air? They sure don't tell you what the
average listener's antenna will see just
afew feet above ground level.
Audemat-Aztec, a company headquartered in Strasbourg, France, and
with a new U.S. subsidiary in
Aventura, Fla., saw the need to provide real -world " rubber- meets- theroad" FM field strength data that stations can use to highlight their
competitive situation, contrast their
facilities against competitors and monitor site effectiveness.
In its FM Navigator 100 system,
Audemat-Aztec combined a complete

Control Solutions
Model RFC- 1/B Remote Facilites Controller
• control transmiter from any telephone
• 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
• programmable control by date and time
• optional printer and modem adapters
• programmable telemetry alarms
• integrated rack panel

Model RAK-1 Intelligent Rack Adapter
• parallel printer interface
• internal modem for data transfer
•front panel status indicators
• battery backed power supply
• rack mountable chassis
• accessory package for RFC- 1/B

41

Sine Systems

more Infrynatton .

615.228.3500
www sinesystems Corn

FM broadcast receiver package that
includes RF signal strength, FM
stereo, RDS and DARC measurement
capability along with GPS position
fixing.
The FM Navigator 100 hardware is
contained in a rugged anodized aluminum modem case that weighs in at
about 2.5 lbs. It has external connections for FM antenna, GPS antenna,
RS- 232, headphones and multiplex. A
Flash memory card slot is provided in

GPS position data is stored to the
Flash memory along with signal level
and other parameters.
Measurement campaign
Campaign parameters are stored
before hitting the road. The type of campaign, slow or fast, is selected. A fast
campaign samples each station for 300 to
2000 ms and records 10 parameters from
each measurement. A slow one samples
each station for five minutes and records
anumber of additional parameters.
The scan mode — none, FM, RDS or
PGM — then is selected. No scan means
the unit stays on afixed frequency. An

FM and GPS Magnetic-Mount Antennas
the back for storing measurement campaign data, a far cry from the strip
chart recorders of old. The unit comes
with ahandy foam lined carrying case
that is airline transportable.
The FM Navigator 100 front panel
is simple, containing an alphanumeric
LED, selector wheel, two pushbuttons
for programming and three status
LEDs for stereo, RDS and DARC data.
The FM Navigator 100 is operated
using a multi layer menu system controlled by the selector wheel and pushbuttons. Anyone familiar with the
Burk ARC -16 and its menu system
will have no trouble negotiating the
FM Navigator menus. The user can
program 50 presets into memory for
quick recall by channel.
A modem- type speaker is provided,
but the quality was so poor that I
found it to be of little value. A headset
jack is provided as well, but volume
adjustment is made through the menu
system, making quick adjustment of
volume level difficult.
Once a station has been tuned in,
the user can dial up awealth of information about the signal, including RF
level in dBuV, peak multiplex deviation, multiplex signal power, multiplex
overshoot, left and right audio levels,
L+R and L- R audio levels, pilot deviation, subcarrier deviation ( 57 and 76
kHz), and complete RDS data. In the
early part of our trials, we used the
FM Navigator at several transmitter
sites to confirm modulation and subcarrier injection levels. The accuracy
was good, but we had to adjust our
thinking from percent modulation to
kHz deviation to make use of the data.
The FM Navigator's strongest suit,
however, is in mobile signal measurements. A measurement campaign consists of aseries of automatic measurements made along a planned route.

FM scan seeks out the next FM station in
the band at the end of each measurement. This would be useful for comparing the signal levels of all the stations in
amarket. An RDS scan is the same as an
FM scan but only stops on stations transmitting valid RDS data. A PGM scan
sequentially analyzes all the frequencies
stored in memory.
Finally, aname is selected and stored
for the campaign. The Flash memory
holds agood bit of data, and the amount
of memory used can be viewed from the
campaign menu. The user can also clear
the Flash memory from the menu.
With the campaign parameters programmed, the user is ready to attach the
magnetic- mount FM and GPS antennas
to the roof of the vehicle and hit the
road. At the start point, aquick doublepress of the enter button starts the
recording.
Just drive
There is nothing else for the user to do
for the rest of the campaign but drive.
The FM Navigator emits asoft beep as
each measurement is made, letting the
user know it is working. The display
shows the frequency and RF signal
strength of each measurement. At the end
of the campaign, along press of the enter
button stops the recording.
Along with the FM Navigator comes the
FM Explorer software. This Windows-based
application allows the user to connect a
computer to the FM Navigator and retrieve
campaign data. It also allows comprehensive
real-time signal analysis, including abargraph type simultaneous mod monitor display of pertinent data. Comprehensive RDS
and DARC analysis are provided through
the FM Explorer application.
Microsoft MapPoint is provided as an
option. At the end of acampaign, the data
can be imported into MapPoint and amap
See NAVIGATOR, page 12
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For mission- critical audio transmission. nothing beats TEAMTm and SuperLinkTm. Both give
you these advantages:
•
•
•
•

Connect directly to Ti or E1 transmission mes
Suppert multiple channels of program audio. data and contact closures
Linear PCM or encoded audio with multiple algorithms
Streaming audio
Automatic backup via ISDN

A variety of hot-swappable Function Modules lets
you design asystem that meets your needs today.
and then expand it for tomorrow.
When you have audio to send. TEAM and
SuperLink are tne rugged. solid and flexible way
to go. Call us. or your MUSICAM USA Distributor.
with your application requirements.
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Superlink rear panel configured for bi-directional Ti
program transmission with automatic ISDPI backup.

MUSICAM USA
670 North Beers St -eet. Bldg. #4
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from page 10
showing signal level at each location can
be generated. Filters and other tools are
provided to customize the type and
amount of information displayed.
Ifound it alittle aggravating that the FM
Explorer software was provided on three 3.5inch floppy diskettes rather than CD-ROM.
Many computers these days, particularly laptops, are not equipped with floppy drives.
The documentation left quite abit to be
desired. For the most part, the manual is
simply amap of the FM Navigator menu
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This measurement campaign map
using Microsoft MapPoint was run
through Denver's southeast corridor
and South Platte Valley.
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A screen shot of the FM Explorer application displays
several modulation parameters including RDS data.

Sabre

Lightweight
Towers

fellerree
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Dealers are
welcome.

Cdtg —
cabre

Site Solutions -

ADivision of Sabre Communications Corporation
Ca"

lo" free

1-866-4-A-TOWER (866-428-6937)

2101 Murray Street •

PO Box 658 •

00 21

Sioux

City, IA 51104

For information, contact the company
in Florida at 13051 692-7555 or visit
www.audemat-aztec.com.

limited time Ihad with the unit. I
allowed one of our market chiefs to use
the unit for aweek, and his experience
was much the same as mine. Our combined experience confirms my initial
impression _ that the FM Navigator
would be a much better product with
comprehensive, easy- to- follow documentation that includes step-by-step
instructions for the unit's many uses.
Bottom line
There is no doubt that Audemat-Aztec
has found and filled aneed with the FM
Navigator. The hardware is awinner. The
software is fair to good. If the software and
especially the documentation can be
improved, the FM Navigator would be an
indispensable tool for many FM stations
and station groups.
The author is director of engineering
for Crawford Broadcasting.
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Microboards Expands OD Line
Microboards' Quick Disc series of
duplicators lets users make archival
copies of broadcasts for on- and off-site
storage. The series has been expanded to
include QD-52, ahigh-speed version of
the QD-2, and aDVD version, the QDDVD.
The QD-52 ships without ahard drive
and is for users who require the copying
of audio, video or data CDs. It features a
read speed and write speed of 52X. LED
indicators let the user know the status of

Sabre's 12" or•
18" face towers feature tubular or solid roun
legs and serpentine bracin
Engineered for modem design
standards, these towers are
capable of handling heavier loading
ice conditions while maintaining competitive pricing. Manufactured in ten foot
sections and hot-dip galvanized, Sabre's
lightweight towers can be
guyed, rooftop, wall-bracketed
or even self-supporting.
Built with Sabre's commitment
to meeting delivery deadl ines,
these towers are in stock and
ready to deliver. Call today
to place your order.
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system. There are explanations of menu
selections, but Ifound that Ihad to really
dig to figure out how to get from point A to
point B. There was no easy set of instructions on how to connect and set up the unit,
program acampaign and use the data.
The manual was provided in loose-leaf
paper and on CD-ROM. If you're expecting abound instruction book, forget it.
Another aggravation was that while
the manual referenced amapping utility
called MAPINFO Professional (not provided with the unit), the FM Navigator
was supplied with Microsoft MapPoint.
A supplemental manual was provided
which described how to interface measurement campaigns with MapPoint, but
the information it contained was
sketchy. While Iwas able to generate a
map of the campaign Iran, Iwas unable
to do much more with the data.
The FM Navigator is no doubt a
powerful tool, but Ihad the feeling that
Iwas only scratching the surface in the

Price: S5,990

Its Zephyr's 10th birth y
(But you get the present).
When we first married MP3 with ISDN in 1993, we had no
idea that their offspring would grow up to be the most-loved
audio codec ever. But it has, and its popularity keeps growing
—there are now more than 10,000 Zephyr codees in radio
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stations and production studios around the globe.
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Get two award-winning codecs — Zephyr Xstream & Zephyr Xport
POTS — forjust $4,995 US MSRP Add ISDN capability (with G722 and
low delay MPEG AAC-LD coding) to your Xport for just $399 more, or..

A birthday this significant deserves aspecial present, so here
it is: the Zephyr 10th Birthday Bundle, acomplete codec
package at aonce-in-a-decade price.
You'll get the best-selling Zephyr Xstream for your studio,
and the satisfaction of knowing you can make CD-quality
ISDN connections to virtually anywhere using industrystandard MPEG Layer 3or MPEG AAC coding. And for
your remote kit, the award- winning Zephyr Xport with
built-in two channel mixer — perfect for sponsored remotes,
sporting events, interviews and live appearances. Just plug in
to any POTS phone line for an aacPlusTM link to your Zephyr
Xstream; you'll get stunning audio and rock- solid connections.

...Upgrade to the Ultimate Remote Bundle: a rack-mount Zephyr
Xstream for the studio and a portable Zephyr Xstream MXP with
4-channel DSP mixer and onboard audio processing by Omnia,
for only $ 7,294 US MSRP.

Best of all, you'll receive your Zephyr 10th Birthday Bundle
for the special price of just $4,995 US MSRP — over $ 1,800
in savings. (There are more special Zephyr bundles to fit specific needs; just ask your Telos dealer.) But don't delay —
this special offer is only good through

y,004 .
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telos-systems.com
Telos, the lelos logo, Zephyr, Zephyr Xstream, Zephyr Xport are all registered trademarks of TLS Corporation, 0

2003, TLS Corporation. All rights reserved. aacPlus (
TM) Coding Technologies.
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Whups, There Goes the Neighborhood
The World of Digital Radio Will Largely
Be an Incompatible One, and That's Too Bad
by Skip Pizzi

The insular attitude common to most
Americans often makes us assume that
the way things are done here is more or
less the way they happen everywhere.
Americans who travel abroad often
learn the fallacy of such thinking; and
this is certainly proven true in the world
of broadcasting, as has been noted previously in this column.
Yet there is a basic area of common
ground: Analog radio services are largely
interoperable worldwide, allowing
Americans to take along their radios
when they travel and listen to AM and
FM stations in other countries. Although
channel bandwidth and spacing are not
globally uniform, and transmission power
generally is lower in many countries than
that used here, most modern radios can
accommodate these differences, via
either manual or automatic adjustments.
This is not the case for analog television, where wholly different video modulation formats are used in different countries. This situation doesn't affect
travelers too badly, since they don't usually carry their TVs with them; but they
often may take along a portable radio,
and this provides aconvenient way to
experience abit more of an area's local
color. ( It's even more interesting for
those of us in the radio business, of
course.)
The TV incompatibility issue does
affect relocating citizens, however, who
typically will have to buy new TV and
video equipment if they move outside
North America, but not the temporary
visitor or tourist.
Digital is different

Sadly, the compatibility enjoyed by
analog radio services seems unlikely to
be carried over to digital radio broadcasting, where several different, incompatible
systems have emerged.
As most readers are aware, the U.S.
digital radio system will use an in-band,
on-channel service in the existing AM
and FM bands, plus proprietary satellite
radio services in the S-band. Meanwhile,
most of the rest of the world will use the
format now known simply as " DAB,"
formerly called Eureka- 147, in the VHF
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or L bands. Many of these same countries
may also establish new service using the
Digital Radio Mondiale system, on frequencies below 3 MHz, those currently
used for AM/MW and SW services, and
favored by international broadcasters.
Yet another system, the Integrated
Services Digital Broadcasting format,
will be used in Japan for both digital
radio and TV services, while South
Korea has announced plans to develop its
own variant of the DAB format called the
Digital Multimedia Broadcasting platform.
There are other countries that remain
undecided on their digital radio plans,
and they may use one or more of the formats listed, or choose to develop systems
of their own.

digital TVs are the only devices that will
work in both countries.
Recent discussions indicate that satellite radio may gain U.S.-Canadian crossborder availability in the future, but terrestrial digital radio will remain divergent
between these two otherwise largely
compatible neighboring countries.
Homegrown space

To date, however, satellite-delivered
digital radio that includes mobile reception capability remains a uniquely U.S.
service. There are anumber of reasons
for this.
First, the U.S. radio market is by far
the biggest for mobile radio usage, with
approximately equivalent listening in
home, car and office. Listening in fixed
locations predominates substantially in
most other countries.
Second, while European countries
would be the next most likely candidate

D

igital radio's international divergence
seems to be for little good reason, as all

these incompatible systems attempt to
provide essentially similar services.

by Skip Pizzi
languages in significant use, coupled
with its lower latitude, makes it ideal for
satellite radio application.
Finally, many European countries
already are well-covered by national services, delivered by networks of terrestrial
FM stations. Practically all car radios are
RDS-equipped, some with dual tuners;
and the AF feature of that service allows
generally seamless coverage from distributed terrestrial repeaters. Many of these
services are also noncommercial. so the
overall market demand for services like
those offered by XM and Sirius in the
United States may not be as high in
European countries.
Separate but equal?

Not only do these digital radio formats
use different transmission frequencies,
they have widely different modulation
and channelization schemes, and employ
avariety of audio codecs.
This makes the prospects for an internationally agile digital radio unlikely, or
at least rare and expensive. Even within a
given format, some differences can exist
among regions. For example, spectrum
and RF channel mapping varies among
countries within the DAB format,
although a growing number of DAB
receivers can accommodate at least some
of these differences.
There is particular irony in the North
American market. Consider that Canada
and the United States share the same digital television terrestrial broadcast format,
ATSC, but are deploying different digital
radio systems ( Canada uses DAB at Lband). Far more Americans will visit
Canada (and vice-versa) in their cars and
carrying portable radios than will take
their televisions across the border, yet the

for such services, the more northerly
location of Europe makes it less friendly
to geostationary satellite reception ( like
XM Satellite uses) from small mobile
antennas, almost certainly requiring the
more expensive, highly elliptical orbit
(HEO, like Sirius uses) system to be
employed.
Yes, climactic similarities lead most
Americans to believe that Europe and the
United States are at equivalent latitudes,
but check the map; there is actually very
little common positioning shared by the
regions. For example, Rome and Boston
are at approximately the same latitude.
Europe and Canada, not the United
States, are at generally similar global
locations.
Third, the use of many different languages in close proximity reduces the
efficiency of satellite delivery, or at least
requires the use of spot beams, another
additional expense, especially in aHEO
system. In contrast, the large landmass of
the United States, with only one or two

its appropriate for different regions to
develop divergent services that respond
to the variations in their citizens' needs.
But digital radio's international divergence seems to be for little good reason,
as all these incompatible systems attempt
to provide essentially similar services. In
aperfect world this might not have happened, but we must all acknowledge that
development of any new technology is an
expensive proposition, and return- oninvestment requirements must be considered. Thus different digital radio systems
have developed for business or NIH —
"not invented here" — reasons, rather
than purely for adaptation to local service
requirements.
Perhaps future devices will smooth
over these differences by offering multiple capabilities with transparent
switchover, as some U.S. cell phones
attempt to do today. In the meantime,
current directions point to a world of
undesirable diversity in digital radio.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World. e
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Pulizzi Has Multi-Configuration Power Strips
BIA Updates
Media Access Pro

BIA Financial Network debuted its Version 4.0 database software, Media Access Pro, last
fall.
It includes acomprehensive database covering 1, 400 newspapers, featuring proprietary
advertising and circulation revenue estimates. The software integrates three databases to
offer across-media view and analysis of markets, ownership, revenues and coverage.
The company also offers anew publication, "Investing In Newspaper Market Report."
It estimates that local daily newspaper revenues in Nielsen markets totaled $38.8 billion
in 2002, not including the three national dailies, The Wall Street Journal, USA Today and
the Christian Science Monitor, the revenues of which totaled $ 1.85 billion.
BlAfn is amerchant banking and investment firm specializing in broadcasting, telecommunications and related industries.
For more information, contact BIA Financial Networks at ( 703) 818-2425 or visit
www.bia.com.
MILE STONES

A series of power distribution units with current monitoring is available from Pulizzi
Engineering.
The V42 and V70 Series is aimed at applications where alot of power supply is needed in
adense space, such as racks and other electronic enclosures.
The series has eight configuration options. There are two vertical package styles, 42 and
70 inches tall. The unit is 2by 2inches with receptacles running along the length. Detachable
mounting brackets are included.

There are 12 to 32 receptacles per unit. The PDU can be configured with straight-blade or
locking receptacles and plugs. Configurations include 120 or 240 volts, and 15,20 or 30 amp
input options, with various input plug types. EMI/RFI filtering is available optionally.
Current monitoring is provided by atwo-digit display that shows the current draw of the
connected equipment.
Pricing ranges from $300 to $900.
For information contact the company in California at (800) 870-2248 or visit
www.pulizzi.com.

The Last Watch'
Heraclitus said the only constant is
change.
Technical changes a-plenty have come to
radio, but few have had more impact than the
industry's move to remote controls for transmitters.
Prior to 1953, all transmitters had on-site
operating engineers. These skilled folks were
present to maintain standards, correct instabilities and repair and restore any plant component that might take the station off the air.
In the 1950s and ' 60s, various factors led
to systems that allowed remote control of the
transmitter. Among these factors were
changes in FCC regulations to allow "offsite" monitoring and control; improvements
in equipment reliability and the declining
cost of gear, so that backups of critical systems could be kept online; and — as always
— cost pressures.
Once more, people were asked to do more
with less. Radio now saw the appearance of
the combination air personality and licensed
transmitter operatoc the combo man.
A critical piece of equipment needed to
accomplish this change .was acost-effective
remote control system, reliable and accurate
enough to be "legal." The Gates RDC-10
appeared and became almost ubiquitous.
Essentially an all-DC system, the studio
and transmitter were tied together with two
wire pairs, one for metering, the other for
control. The control line actually consisted of
two circuits, split into one wire and telco
ground for each.
A fundamental FCC requirement for
remote control was afail-safe: If you lost
connection or control of the transmitter, it
had to fail in the Off mode. This was accomplished with aconstant low-voltage DC
"pilot" or "sealing" potential on the control
pair. The pilot held closed asmall relay, the
contacts of which usually were in the interlock loop or filament On control of the transmitter. Lose the circuit and the transmitter
went off.
The metering pair supplied DC analog for
each reading calibrated against astable reference voltage from the transmitter selected at
the beginning of each meter-reading session.
Channels were switched by pulses sent down
the line rotating atelephone-type "step"
relay reminiscent of dialing anumber at the
telco switch house.
Remote control is astandard configuration today even if the transmitter is in the
next room. A sea change in the 1960s, it
wiped out an entire job category in radio but
liberated an army of talented people to make
their mark elsewhere in the industry.
— Charles S. Fitch
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Radio Automation. Right Out of the Box.

The new Latitude Edition, powered by DigaSystem.
The radio automation system specifically built to meet your station's
every need. We make running radio stations easy.
To learn more about how Latitude Edition can make your station aleader in the
marketplace, visit our booth # SL2477 at NAB, or contact us at ( 703) 396 4900.

Record. Manage. Edit. Schedule. Broadcast. Distribute. 24/7.
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Bend It Like Bisset
by John Bisset
As you take a look at the photos
below, don't let some old salt convince
you this is some kind of newfangled
beam tilt!
Personal Achievement Radio DOE
Winston Hawkins. a frequent contributor to this column, sent these shots of a
site his group acquired. Fortunately,

there was escrow money to cover the
replacement, because the tower was
useless. The result is shown on page 17.
This series of photos is agood example of why an engineering due diligence inspection is necessary when
properties are acquired. During his
inspection, Winston discovered this
tower was unsafe; after the acquisition,
it was professionally felled and

Past columns are archived at www.nvonline.comfreference room

replaced. Save yourself this trouble and
expense. Thoroughly inspect any property your owner is planning to buy.
In addition to a physical inspection,
check the lease on the property; if the
property is included, ensure that the
title is clear.
A contract engineer recently told me
about a station purchased by a client
who did not see the value of an engineering duediligence inspection. After
the sale, the engineer was reading over
the lease for the property where the
towers were located. He discovered
there are only three years left on the

lease. It's afourtower DA! Everything
was disclosed; the owner simply didn't
read the fine print. No wonder the former owners wanted to sell the property.
Just as important is the omission of
some aspect of an inspection. The
tables could be reversed and you could
be the one who misses the fine print on
alease. Unless you feel qualified, bring
in aprofessional. This is true especially
if you are acontractor who owns your
own shop.
Missing something like this could
ruin your business, areason many contract firms carry "errors and omissions"
insurance.
* * *

Fig. 1: The tower shows
a serious bend.

Fig. 2: Professionally dismantled, the
tower is allowed to fall on itself.

Fig. 3: Gravity does its thing.

Readers of this column sure like to
save money.
I've been surprised at the positive
feedback on the supply of "cheap" thermal paper for EAS units. Al
Kazlauckas with Radio One in
Cleveland has used a similar method
since the EAS system was created back
in 1997. Al ran the idea by several
engineers, who thought it was far too
much trouble.
Al says the paper adapter used by
Entercom's Lamar Smith is more aesthetically pleasing, and our pictures
gave him some good ideas to incorporate into his printer adapter. One timesaving idea was the use of a band saw
to cut the thermal paper rolls. Al used a
hacksaw to cut the rolls of paper, and
even sliced up aleftover roll of thermal
fax machine paper. The hacksaw works,
but the band saw is quicker.
Why would an engineer go to this
trouble? Al used to have three stations
on one EAS box; he would go through
a small roll of paper in a short time.
Adapting the EAS printer to accommodate larger paper rolls ensured the
paper supply wouldn't run out.
See WORKBENCH, page 17
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Omega_fM is a100%-digital, software-based design. New Rev2 software offers abuilt-in
scheduler for dayparting, plus advanced AGC logic, afourth section of parametric al, harmonic
\bass ennancement and composite output filtering.
While Omega_FM's composite/MPX output feeds your existing FM exciter, the fully
independent AES/EBU digital output can be configured for flat 20kHz response
with programmable delay. This allows asingle processing chain to impart a
common ' sonic signature' to simultaneous FM and DAB transmissions. The
inherent audio quality limitations of FM ( 15kHz cutoff, plus pre- emphasis and its
attendant ' protection' limiting) will not compromise the digital broadcast.
Despite its modest price, Omega_FM challenges the versatility and performance of
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any processor on the market Even if you are delighted with what you're using now,
see your preferred equipment supplier for acomparison demo at your station.

...Processing doesn't get any better than this.
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the adapter is screwed onto the cable at the
LNB end. If you don't measure this voltage,
check the LNB voltage right at the receiver
output If you measure the proper voltage at
the receiver output, the next step is to check
the interconnecting coaxial cable for damage.
Dale has found that, in some cases, a
cable staple damaged the RG-6, shorting the
inner to outer conductors of the coax.
Reach Dale Heidner, W7NAV, at diheklner@in-tch.com.
John Bisset has worked as achief engineer and contract engineerfor more than 30
years. He is the Northeast regional sales
manager for Dielectric Communications.
Reach him at (571) 217-9386 or john.bisset@dielectric.spx.com.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification credit..

Workbench
Continued from page 16

Reach Al Kazlauckas
zlauckas@ radio-one, corn.

at
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* * *
In the Jan. 14 Workbench, Fig. 3
caught the eye of more than one engineer. Those three nitrogen bottles do
not appear to be secured to the wall.
This would be important particularly
for the two without valve covers.
Not to worry; the tanks were secured
with two levels of chains. Tom Franklin
of NORCOM in Oregon reminds us
that nitrogen tanks be secured with a
chain or bottle rack to avoid "missile
launch" in the transmitter building.

Fig. 4 I
he finished product.
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engineering
companies.
For engineers not familiar with missile launch: Compressed nitrogen can
turn the bottle into amissile if the tank
falls and the valve breaks off. That's
why securing the tanks is such a big
deal. A fire marshal once told me about
a tank that plowed through two cinderblock walls, landing several hundred
feet away in the transmitter field.
Nitrogen tanks deserve respect.
Think of those 2,200 pounds of compressed gas. Never open a tank valve
without a regulator attached. Even
cracking a tank valve can unleash a
deadly or maiming force.
Keep tanks secured; keep valve covers in place. Respect those cylinders.
Thanks, Tom, for the helpful
reminders. Franklin can be reached at
torn @ norcomsys.com.

The ultimate in remote broadcast mobility.
With afree Battery pack and new GSM wireless capability
Tieline Patriot POTS codecs can take your remotes to new
heights.

og"

lir;
Buy the exclusive Freedom Kit which includes two Patet
POTS codecs*, Flight Case & Mic Headset & get a
Free Battery Kit and PC Remote Control Software
Package valued at $ 1000

o

This package gives you the power/
to deliver and control crystal cleq,
quality audio and
anywhere anytime
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* * *
Contract engineering is a wonderful
career, especially as the ranks of qualified
engineers dwindle. As acontractor, you're
not just doing engineering but must manage
the marketing of your business as well.
Why not let the SBE help you? Its Web
site at www.sbe.org lists legitimate contract
engineering companies, their areas of specialty and regions served. There's even a
sample contract agreement.
If you haven't visited the site, give it a
few clicks and build your business.

Call now!
Toll Free at
800-750-7950

while stocks last

* * *
Dale Heidner handles broadcast station
engineering as well as several Muzak satellite systems in three cities. To facilitate troubleshooting these satellite facilities, Dale has
made asimple test device that he shares with
Workbench readers.
It is an "F' chassis connector with a270
ohm, 1watt resistor soldered from the center
conductor to the side of chassis connector.
Dale has found systems where cable shorts
have damaged power supplies in the receiver
section.
To use the adapter, you must measure at
least 15 volts DC across the resistor when

•minimum purchase of any 2 Tieline codecs
GSM phone and batteries not indudeci

Tieline America
7202 East 87th Street Suite # 1i0
,
Indianapolis IN 46256 USA " •
Free call: 890 750 7950
Fax: (317r913 6915
email kevin@tieline.com
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At MTR History in the Making
founder of CBS.
Under the leadership of Batscha, the
museum launched the MT&R Media
Center in 2002. The center convenes
executives, journalists and creative talent
from the converging industries of media
and technology to discuss critical issues.
Other programs include speeches and indepth discussions on media subjects such
as the impact of new technologies on
television advertising and digital piracy.
In addition to the festivals and media
center events, the facility plays host to
many top stars in live radio performances
each year. Pop and rock guests have
included David Bowie, REM, Steven
Chapman, Graham Nash and Stevie
Nicks. Often, the appearances coincide
with the release of a new CD, and the
museum must coordinate with more than
one radio station.
"We had eight radio stations doing live
interviews when the Steven Chapman
tour came in," recalls Ken Mueller, radio
curator of the New York facility. "We had
to get eight ISDN lines into the building
and multiple pots lines to satisfy everybody." For the event, Director of
Engineering Fred Cotton and Audio

Though It's Home to 300 Broadcasts a Year,
You Won't Find MTR on the Radio Dial
by Ed Ritchie
Between its studios in New York and
Los Angeles, it broadcasts well over 300
AM and FM radio shows per year, but
you won't find its call letters on the radio
dial.

gram designed to teach teens about the
power of radio. In another, experts examined how the events of Sept. 11 had
changed American news and talk radio.
Personality Scott Muni was on hand at
that event to discuss his 40 years on New
York City's airwaves.

our equipment and capabilities. There's a
lot of pre-production and time going into
the process."
Some of the pre-production involves a
relatively recent technology for live radio
events, Webcasting. For example, Los
Angeles-based KCRW broadcasts and
Webcasts from the New York facility a
number of times each year. When live
performances are done in the museum's
theater on the eighth floor, the signal has
to be routed to acomputer on the first
floor.
"There isn't adirect tie to the computer where we encode the signal so we
have to sort of patch it around, using up
to three routing switches," Jennings said.
The museum uses a Utah Scientific
router, with a64 x64 matrix. "We don't
have the luxury of redundant equipment:'
Cotton said. "But in the case of afailure
we can bypass apiece of equipment and
route to atape machine."
Diverse missions

It's not just musical acts that keep the
engineering staff on their toes. The Sci-Fi
Channel has made the museum its choice
for aHalloween tradition, aradio drama
produced for Webcasting. Actors perform
the show and sound effects before alive
audience in the museum's theater.
The museum also teaches about the
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The Museum's New York Home
You'll find others as guests though,
names like KROQ, KABC, WHUD,
WQEW and many more. Most all of the
nationally syndicated shows too, from
"Rick Dees Weekly Top 40" to Tom
Leykis and Dr. Laura.
But it's not only today's broadcasts
coming from the Museum of Television
and Radio. The museum archives more
than 110,000 radio and television shows,
from the days when radio was known as
"wireless," to modern HDTV broadcasts.
Bicoastal

The museum opened the doors to its
East and West Coast facilities in 1975
and has actively promoted radio with a
steady stream of exhibitions, listening
series, seminars and education classes.
Among its exhibitions, the Annual
Radio Festival stands out as one of the
industry's key celebrations of the medium's place in American culture. The New
York City-based event gathers members
of radio's creative community together
for 10 days of seminars, live broadcasts,
family events and live radio drama.
For instance, the 2002 festival featured
"Radio Rookies," an award-winning pro-

The Ralph Guild Radio Studio in Los Angeles

history of radio by using satellite programming. Walter Cronkite, for instance,
hosted a project that was picked up by
more than 250 universities.
"Students can call or e-mail their questions during the program:' Mueller said.
"It's one way for arelatively small institution like us to spread our wings
throughout the U.S."
In Los Angeles, the museum also manages to introduce students to radio history
before they get to a university. On
Saturdays, kids from ages 9 to 14 are
invited to participate in " Re-creating
Radio," atwo-hour workshop where chil"1" he new technology is out there. Still, the
dren (usually accompanied by their parents) produce an old-time radio drama,
I patrons are here for the content.
compete with scripts, sound effects, and
— Ken Mueller
music.
The kids get hands-on experience in
casting and acting, plus microphone and
sound effects training. Shows include
dramas
based on " Superman," "The
tions
had
to
begin
days
ahead.
Much
of
it
The 2003 festival also marked the
Shadow," "The Lone Ranger" and others
because the radio stations and Chapman's
passing of Robert M. Batscha, president
from the early days of radio drama. The
record company brought in additional
of the museum, who died last summer in
shows are recorded and the $5 registraequipment.
Manhattan at the age of 58. Dr. Batscha
tion fee includes a tape cassette of the
"There's
a
tremendous
amount
of
joined as president in November 1981.
teamwork that goes on:' Jennings said. "I day's production.
He was appointed by the museum's
See MTR, page 19
talk daily to radio station engineers about
founder, William S. Paley, chairman and

At the 2003 festival, talk radio
received an in-depth examination, as did
two New York City institutions:
WCBS(FM), the longest-running oldies
station of " Motown, Soul, and Great
Rock n' Roll," and weekend radio
celebrity, Felix Hernandez, discussing the
long-term popularity of his classic soul
and R&B music program, " Rhythm
Revue."

Engineer Liz Jennings organized the stations into separate remote sites in the
museum's gallery and scheduled them for
individual interviews with Chapman.
Because the radio stations came from
different time zones and featured
Chapman on their morning shows, the
museum's staff was busy from 5 a.m.
until mid-afternoon. With an evening performance following at 7 p.m., prepara-
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MTR
Continued from page 18
On one spring day not long ago, an
enthusiastic group of kids performed
"The Lamp of Olah," a classic episode
from "The Shadow" radio series. Much
of the fun revolved around the sound
effects: pounding shoes on gravel, cranking wind machines and more. Many of
the devices were vintage sound effects
and props donated by NBC's radio division.
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age in the testing stage," Cotton said.
"It's about 300 hours of programming.
We're beating up the system to see if we
can break it. Things like pulling out the
hot swappable hard drives and interrupting the power supplies. But we haven't
broken it yet."

intensive step of transferring digitally
altered programs back to tape. The museum receives some of its vintage programming on transcription disks, some with
deep scratches, dirt and even mold. After
physically cleaning the disks, Jensen
records them to digital files and uses
Sound Forge and Sonic Foundry software
programs to improve the sound quality
further.
As the museum continues to evolve its
digital technology, Mueller would like to
allow the public to access the collection
through the Internet with streaming audio
and video. Of course, such services
would require higher budgets: and as a
non-profit institution, the museum struggles with funding its operations.
However, some manufacturers have
helped.
"We don't promote specific manufac-

Restoration
Patrons access the museum's archives
through a tape- based robotic system.
Hard-drive storage will allow fast nonlinear access, and it will be an improvement to the staff's archiving tasks.
"Digital files are a lot easier to index
and edit than the old way of fast forwarding or rewinding tape. We'll save alot of
time and labor costs plus back office support," Mueller said.
In the process of restoring old recordings, the system will eliminate the time-

Compared with the new, very sexy,

like kissing your grandmother.

neered by the name synonymous with the

And Since Rubicon has been engi-

No tease. Rubicon is much more

best in digital systems routing and network

than apretty face.
Extensively user-customizable and

design, you can be sure that your experi-

gorgeous body.

"The kids learn something while
enjoying themselves," says Program
Director Zachary Barton. "It's educational, yet they have no idea they're learning: .
After their introduction to live radio,
it's an easy walk from the studio to the
museums archives. Among the historical
treasures are anumber of rarities, such as
recently acquired radio recordings of the
1935 -Trial of the Century," the kidnapping and murder involving the infant son
of aviator Charles Lindbergh.
The archives are stored on tape, but
the museum is testing ahard drive-based
data storage system from Nexsan
Technologies. Using advanced ATA disk
drives, the system stores and protects
data with RAID technology.
"We have about three terabytes of stor-

demand. Yet working the board is never
intimidating— even to oweekend intern.

drooling set of features and adrop-dead

Amanda Hirsch readies an original
door from NBC's radio sound effects
department. Monica Di Biasio directs.

turers," Mueller said. "But as an example,
Panasonic really supported us when we
wanted to upgrade our video projector to
DLP technology. Now, if you play a
high- definition video on our 20- foot
diagonal screen, it's spectacular. They
also donated some 50-inch plasma displays."
Mueller, Cotton and Jennings are
upbeat about the museum's future.
"We would like to upgrade with anice
digital mixer and processors, plus newer
microphones and better editing systems,"
Cotton said. "But we have our work horses and have gotten our money's worth out
of them."
"The new technology is out there,"
Mueller said. "Still, the patrons are here
for the content."
Reach the author at eritchie@pacbell.net..

SAS Rubicon - control surface, working
behind any other console is, well, alittle

configurable, Rubicon sports a mouth-

ence will be nothing less than smokin' hot.
Need proof?
Dozens of Rubicons are streaming
into big cities across the country. In fact,

Turned on, Rubicon's sophistication

tune in right now to KABC Radio Los

and depth of capabilities delivers all the

Angeles. Their Rubicon is online, on-air,
and purring like okitten.

performance and satisfaction the most
intensive major market programming can

Rubicon.
Let the fondling begin.
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Engineering great radio
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MTR's New York
Radio Studio
Pacific Recorders 12channel
stereo audio console
Telos Zephyr codee
Denon DN 950 FA CD players ( 2)
Revox reel-to-reel tape recorder
(1/4inch, half track)
Tascam DA 30 R-DAT tape
recorders ( 2)
Tascam 122 MK Il analog
cassette decks
Electro Voice RE 16 microphones (4)
Electro Voice RE 27 microphone ( 1)
Signal routing options:
ISDN lines with aTelos Zephyr;
direct 2-way microwave connection to
Quicklink for satellite transmission;
Telos Hybrids for telephone hookups
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For information about the SAS Connected Digital Network including the Rubicon Console Control Surface, 32KD Digital
Audio Router , and RIOLink Remote 10call 1.818 840 6749, email salesesasaudio corn or visit www sasaudio com
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Terk Antennas: U.S. Success Story
by James Careless
Since 1985, Terk Technologies of
Commack, N.Y. has sought to combine
performance with style. In fact, some of
its products are in the collection of New
York's Museum of Modern Art.
Terk's rakish line includes the AM/FM
"pi" indoor antenna, aplastic FM tubular
loop, with a circular AM panel that
rotates on a base- mounted hinge, available in white or black; the slim, tall FM
Edge indoor FM antenna; a number of
slim tubular outdoor AM/FM antennas;
and the one that started it all, the needlelike AM/FM Tower indoor antenna.
They're sold in audio stores covering the

r

rrn

gamut tram Best Buy to Bose.
Along with these devices are
indoor/outdoor TV antennas; Leapfrog
wireless audio/video transmitters, allowing one satellite/cable TV feed to be seen
throughout the house; and, to regulate the
volume of TV commercials, the VR-I.
Placed between a satellite/cable TV box
and receiver, it keeps audio levels of ads
matched to levels on the program; no
more blaring.
At the recent CES 2004 convention,
the company introduced a number of
products including the HDTVi, the company's first indoor HDTV antenna; the
XMicro, a compact mobile antenna for
XM Satellite Radio reception; and the

XM Direct Connect tuner module/XM
Direct Cable adapters, which enable
satellite- ready car stereo head units to
receive XM.
Rock roots
The late founder Neil Terk, who died
of lung cancer in 2003, at the age of 55.
didn't start out as an antenna designer. In
fact, Terk was at the other end of the
spectrum in the 1970s and 1980s, designing album covers for rock bands.

The company was founded
by the late Neil Terk.
antenna. Launched in 1988, the pi features patented Gamma- Loop circuitry
that reduces interference and antenna
noise. Since then, "Terk has expanded to
indoor, outdoor and mobile antennas for
AM, FM, satellite radio and TV/HDTV,"
Roth said.

d

Flavors of pi: the indoor antenna has a plastic
FM tubular loop and a circular AM panel that rotates.
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Find exactly what you're
looking for with our new
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GUIDED SEARCH \
Mouser's new guided search has the advanced ability to match manufacturer's part numbers and keywords to "navigable" supplier and product categories. Allowing you to quickly limit your search to the product you are
looking for.
Guided search simultaneously searches manufacturer's part numbers,
Mouser stock numbers, keywords and cross reference part numbers.
Search results now include pricing, datasheets, manufacturer's part
number, catalog page, and inventory status.

Guided search is the perfect compliment to Mouser's " Project Manager" and
"Bill of Material Importer" for spreadsheets. These tools give engineers and
buyers a great way to manage multiple projects and keep up-to-date on
price and availability on aproject by project basis.

www.mouser.com

Success in importing the FM Tower
convinced Terk there was a market
for aesthetically-pleasing, high-performance antennas.
"Neil designed over 800 album covers,
including Dire Straits'
Making
Movies, — said Steve Roth, Terk
Technologies' president and CEO. "He
also consulted with Pepsi on their packaging. So when Neil saw an artisticallydesigned Italian- made antenna in 1985,
he saw the opportunity to create a new
category and started importing it."
This antenna was the FM Tower. It
hides an amplified FM vertical within a
black plastic conical shell, one whose
angle is so extreme that the FM Tower
looks like a needle. In contrast to most
AM/FM indoor wire antennas —"which
usually end up tacked to awall, or coiled
in aball behind the receiver," noted Roth
— the FM Tower is pleasing to look at.
In fact, it is the kind of device an audiophile would want to display on his stereo.
His success in distributing the FM
Tower in North America convinced Terk
that there was amarket for aestheticallypleasing, high-performance antennas. So
he hired engineers and industrial designers to join him in Commack. Their first
product was the "pi" amplified indoor

Designing for success
The company now has a48-employee
plant in Commack, home to R&D, industrial design and marketing/promotion
efforts. Manufacturing is outsourced to
trusted offshore firms.
Good looks aside, the first concern of
Terk's nine industrial designers, the company says. is consistent, reliable service.
In addition, the amplified versions offer
adjustable signal gain: the AM/FM Q
antenna even has LED lights which indicate the level of amplification and the
part of the AM/FM band being boosted.
"Performance is always the first criteria," Roth said. " For an antenna to make
it to market, it has to perform to the highest standards possible."
Design, however, clearly plays an
important role in the company's
approach. A case in point: the AM/FM
Q's panels are hinged at the bottom.
When rotated apart to improve separation, the panels still look good, rather
like abird taking flight.
The Terk TV-5 amplified set- top TV
antenna resembles two flat tubular diamonds, connected at a black 4- inch post
on asleek square base. Never mind that
the TV- 5 delivers 40 dB signal gain in
both VHF and UHF, putting it in the
same league as conventional set- tops
with long, wall- whacking rabbit ears.
Compared to them, the TV-5is the height
of visual discretion
A third element is ease of use; Terk's
antennas are easy to set up and operate.
In fact, in most cases you connect the
antenna wires to the receiver, and plug in
the amplifier AC adaptor ( when
required). Once this is done, the antenna
works.
"The idea is to put ourselves into the
consumer's mind set, to figure out the
problems they'll be faced with in sitting
up their equipment," said Roth. "We want
them to be able to do it themselves, and
for them to be happy with the result. This
is why we design in ease of use.
"This isn't the case for most consumer
electronics," he said. "In fact, 57 percent
of customers have to go back to retail to
complete the hook-up of their components. From our perspective, this is
wrong. We're not doing our jobs if consumers can't get it right the first time.
And it sure doesn't build repeat business
for our retailers if our products aren't
easy to set up and use."
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cal treasures.
Wonderful singers like Marie Greene on
World, Hal Derwin on Capitol and Kay
Armen on Standard made few commercial
records but cut dozens of songs on tranby Bill Ryan
The World Transcription Service origifor the March of Time movies.
scriptions.
nally was asubsidiary of the Decca Record
The Standard Transcription Service was
Iloved the John Scott Trotter, Ray Sinatra
An almost-forgotten feature of pre- 1950
Co. and featured many artists who were also
known for its array of dance bands. Rumors
and Johnny Green orchestras on World, the
radio is the canned music service, which
on the Decca label.
continually floated that the Lewis Williams
Norman Cloutier and Alan Roth groups on
provided all the melody astation needed or
The World Library in the 1940s and '50s
on Standard was really Tommy Dorsey
Thesaurus, the Claude Gordon Band on
could use.
featured hundreds of artists performing
under an alias.
Capitol and the Silver Strings on LangWorth. Few of these appeared on commercial records, although Trotter accompanied
Bing Crosby on hundreds of Decca sides.
Two factors led to the death of the transcription services. One was the 1949 advent
RECORDED MUSIC SERVICE
of the high-quality vinyl LP record. The other was the change in radio programming and
LANG-WORTH FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc
113 W. 57th St , Now York, N.Y.
production, which became less formal, with
TRANSCRIPTIONS
no need to keep on hand every kind of music.
As the contracts ran out, some of the services decreed that the stations could do as
COUNT BASIE
they wished with those hundreds of disks
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
rather than shipping them back. Some lanEel Warfel
Jimmy hiking
guished for years before becoming targets for
shooters or being melted down for further use.
I. Mew Deal ley Ne ( Veld. Warr»)
(PeNS)
A S-3:111 114)
One company owns alarge stock of tran: JINA A. ON
•••••114 ONymeettal...
A 8-315 IS)
scriptions and sells them to interested buy1: Harvard
R
I ( NYC).A e-oas ittu
4:
Per It Yee ( art)
A 1-1a11 11)
ers. Otherwise, the services that once provided music libraries to radio stations are
YTNT 4101
only adim memory.
This story first appeared in Nostalgia
Digest and is reprinted with permission.
Bill Ryan is a retired college professor
andformer broadcast news writer-editorfor
When jocks began playing recorded
every kind of music. World transcriptions
In working with transcription services, I UPI. Reach him at wryan1807@
music on the radio, the records were the
were unique in that the grooves started near
was always searching for and finding musiaol.com.
same as collectors could buy in stores.
the label and ran outward. The grooves
Made of pressed shellac, those 78-revoluwere also vertical cut.
tion-per-minute disks were seldom of high
It was explained to me that the needle in
audio quality, they broke easily and they
avertical cut groove bounced vertically to
BCM 104 High Resolution
wore out fast.
pick up ahigher-quality musical vibration;
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orld Library transcriptions were unique.
The grooves started near the label,

Think. Of It
As AStealth
Fighter For
Your Voice

running outward, and were vertical cut.
But pressed into those wide grooves
were the sounds of the popular singers and
bands of the day. To avoid playing scratchy
78s and to have on hand any type of music
needed, most stations subscribed to at least
one transcription service by the middle
1930s. The big I6-inch, 33-1/3 rpm disks
were made of better material, sometimes
vinyl, which if treated right did not have
scratches and pops or hiss and brought a
higher frequency response. None, to my
knowledge, were stereo.
Scripted
The libraries provided avast range of
music: dance band, marching band, popular
and classical singers, choirs, Hawaiian,
country and western and religious, plus production aids like fanfares and musical
bridges or segues.
Most services provided scripts to enable
the local announcer to put together a 15- or
30- minute program of music in which to
insert commercials.
Typically they also provided voice tracks
of the performers leading into their musical
program: "Hello, this is Frank DeVol in
Hollywood. I'd like to invite you to stay for
aprogram of my music. Let's begin with
'The Teddy Bear's Picnic."
The announcer would segue from
Frank's voice track to the music on that
Capitol I6-inch disk, which was of high
quality. Capitol Transcriptions, asubsidiary
of Capitol Records, was alatecomer in the
field. But then so was Capitol Records. The
transcriptions featured many Capitol artists.

in alateral cut, the needle vibrated against
the sides of the groove. So the station needed special pickup arms and cartridges to
play World Transcriptions.
All the services provided comprehensive
catalogs of the songs and performers in the
library, all cross-referenced for the local
program producer's convenience.
Nice segue
Besides Capitol and World, another fine
service which leased music to stations was
RCA Thesarus.
Ienjoyed working with this service and
its "Music of Manhattan" features. Besides
the voice tracks and scripts, Thesaurus had
tracks of aharpist playing progressions from
one key to another. The Thesaurus book told
what key each number began in and ended
in. Thus, you have Normal Cloutier's
Orchestra ending anice piece in A and the
next number begins in C#. You'd play the
harp segue from A to C# and start the next
number seamlessly. Now that was class.
With one exception, all the transcriptions
of this type Iever saw were stored in large
metal filing cabinets with pull-out drawers
for easy access to the envelope-encased
disks, which were kept in numerical order.
The Lang-Worth Company, like the others, used I6-inch disks and large filing cabinets. But they eventually went small, with
33-1/3 rpm records that looked much like
today's CDs. Lang-Worth's Silver Strings
was one of my favorites, with arrangements
by the great Morton Gould conducted by
Jack Shaindlin, who had written the music
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Neumann has been doing a lot of
listening lately. We've been listening
to the radio, and what we've heard
is that the world really does need
a better broadcast mic. A much
better one. Introducing the first
Neumann mic built expressly for
broadcast applications. Our new
BCM 104 is acondenser mic that
can handle any talent that's thrown
at it, and make it shine. And best
of all, it does it at a price that's
"broadcaster friendly."
Gain the clear advantage — grab
the new Neumann BCM 104,
and discover what a difference
Neumann can make for your voice.

NeumannIUSA
Tel: 860.434.5220 • FAX: 860.434.3148 www.neumannusa.com
Canada Tel .514-426-3013. Fax 514-426-3953 • Mexico: Tel. (
525)639-0956 Fax ( 525) 639-9482
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Designcraft Revitalizes U. of M. Studios
provider for Audio Broadcast Group Inc.
and an industry fixture since 1985, was
able to apply its expertise in furniture
design to Michigan Radio's specifications by creating systems that are unique
in terms of design and function. " You
can't walk into another station and find
the same exact system," states
Designcraft Vice President of Sales and
Marketing Dave Howland.
Upon completion of the project, Bob
Skon fielded questions from Howland.

This article was to appear in an earlier Buyer's Guide on studio design and
furnishings.
ANN ARBOR, Mich. Recently, the
University of Michigan funded the renovation of Michigan Radio's nine new studios in Ann Arbor, Mich. Bob Skon,
chief engineer of Michigan Radio,
WUOM(FM), chose Designcraft Studio
Furniture for its furniture systems after
discovering the company on the Internet
and learning more about the workmanship that is applied to its custom furniture.
Designcraft, aformer furniture system

Q: Can you provide a brief explanation of Michigan Radio's move?
A: Michigan Radio had been in its

original facility atop the LSA Building in
downtown Ann Arbor for 54 years.
Michigan Radio's move was prompted by
the University of Michigan, which will
be renovating the LSA Building in 2004.
We moved to alarger facility with more
studio space to accommodate our growing needs. We have four control rooms,
two talk studios and three edit rooms that
provide aquiet space for news personnel
to conduct phone interviews and produce
news spots. The university paid for the
new furniture and equipment out of its
general fund.
Q: How did you hear of Designcraft?

TAKE YOUR STATION TO

A: Iheard of Designcraft from its Web
site, which Ifound by surfing for studio
furniture designers. After contacting
them and finding that they were located
only a few hours away, Idecided to
investigate further.
Q: Why did you choose Designcraft for
your furniture?
A: After meeting with you and Rob
Smit, president of Designcraft, and viewing Designcraft's portfolio, Ifelt comfortable that they could give me personalized service, and design stylish furniture
that would befit the unique studios
designed by Russ Berger Design Group.
Q: What do you like most about our
furniture designs?
A: The furniture design is an extension
of the studio architecture with the choice
of wood, finish and laminate complimenting the studio finishes. Working
with Rob, we were able to come up with
afurniture design that is specific to each
room. For example, one production room
was in need of space for the engineer,
producer and call screener. Together, we
came up with adesign that fit our needs
and looked great in the room.

THE NEXT LEVEL.
y

ou

Listeners. advertisers, and technology...that's
what keeps Radio stations alive. Attend NAB2004
and take your revenues to the next level! Targeted
conferences. on-floor educational pavilions and
the world's largest broadcast marketplace offer
insight, cost- saving solutions and alternative
technologies to keep you competitive.
Whether you're a station owner. general manager.
program director. news director. sales manager or
radio engineer. ' ou need to he at NAB.
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into another

station and find
the same exact
system.
Dave Howland,
Designcraft
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Apra 17-22, 2004

Las Vegas, NV

Ilove the stand-up rooms. Coming
from studios that were all sit-down
height, this was abit of an experiment for
us. Half of the rooms were fitted with
stand-up height and the other half with
sit-down height. Stools were purchased
for the stand-up rooms. This gives the
operator the option of sitting or standing
while you work.
Several of our operators have commented that these are their favorite
rooms. In hindsight, Iwould have considered fitting all of the rooms with the
standing-height furniture. It's quite striking and inviting.
Q: Anything else you care to add for
potential buyers?
A: Michigan Radio went to great
lengths to make sure their new facility
would be one they could be proud of for
many years to come. Designcraft was an
essential part in making that areality.

Fehrhlts Monday, April 19 - Thursday. April 22

REGISTER TODAY ONLINE!

For further information, including
pricing, contact Dave Howland with
Great Lakes Area Regional Sales at (616)
847-2037, Michigan based Designcraft
directly at ( 616) 261-9658 or visit
www.woodlinefurniture.com..
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U.S. government census figures give
them nearly 29 percent of the U.S. population. They are active, hip and adventurous.
They spend money on large ticket items
and on smaller items. They do not consider themselves old.
They're the baby boomer generation,
born between 1946 and 1964. Some argue
that they are being woefully underserved
by today's radio programming.
While current alternative rock formats
and yesterday's beautiful music formats
don't suit most boomers, neither do traditional oldies, the format most associated
with the 25-to-54-year-old demographic
Consultant and author Donna Halper
says the oldies format is ripe for achange.
"This is avery tough time to be doing
oldies:" she says. "A lot of oldies stations are
flat in the ratings. It's not that people are so
much sick of the oldies, Ithink it's because
so many oldies stations have restricted themselves to the same few songs."

just found a marketing concept that
works."
That concept is Boomer Radio.
Mitchell, who programs KOCN(FM), a
Clear Channel station
in Monterey, Calif.,
preaches his format
on his Web site,
www.boomerradio.com.
"There are alot of
minds out there that
need to be changed,"
Mitchell says. He
Donna Halper
urges programmers to
reach the boomer generation through repackaging traditional
oldies, expanding the musical format and
marketing the mix with ayounger feel.
Traditional oldies formats, he believes,
are "still programming to the demographic, not the psychographic." The term
oldies, he says, doesn't apply to today's
34-54 demographic.

They're trying new experiences, active,
I sharp and aware. That generation is
being underserved.
— Scott Mitchell
Instead of afixed generational playlist,
Halper says, the oldies format is something
that should refine itself year after year.
"Historically, oldies has meant, to many
people, songs from the ' 50s."
The reality, according to Halper, is that
the oldies demographic today is composed
of diverse people who want that same
diversity in their musical choices.
"Today's boomers are still alive, active,
vibrant people for whom music and radio
are abig part of their lives."
Fix the mix
Scott Mitchell believes the baby
boomer market is virtually ignored by
commercial radio.
"There's this mass amount of people
with all of this income to throw around:'
Mitchell says. "You'd have to be an idiot
not to program aradio station to their
needs."
Traditional oldies formats don't provide
the right mix for the boomer market,
according to Mitchell. A baby boomer
himself, he has studied the format and the
musical tastes of fellow boomers and
drawn some conclusions.
The right mix, he says, offers more
variety and less of the same, tired songs
from the 1950s and ' 60s. Most important, Mitchell wants to change the
image of oldies to suit a demographic
that doesn't feel old. "I'm not actually
reinventing the wheel. Ibelieve that I've

A Spot?
Page 28
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Oldies: Talking ' bout an Evolution
by Lyssa Graham

Constitutes

Mitchell says baby boomers truly don't
feel old. Citing arecent Web survey, he
says that baby boomers consider 67 to be
old age, afull decade older than the far
range of the boomer demographic.
"It's adifferent generation," he says.
"They're trying new experiences, active,
sharp and aware. That generation is being
underserved."
Not all media are ignoring the boomers.
A study released in the summer of 2003
by CBS television took aim at the myth
that the money demographic is composed
of 18- to 49-year-olds. In truth, according
to the study, the real money is in the 25- to
54-year-olds.
The survey, conducted online by Insight
Express and MediaPost, questioned more
than 1,000 media professionals about their
buying preferences. While the study was
done independently of CBS, the network
did have some influence in the survey
design.
According to aMediaPost release, 30
percent of those surveyed identified adults
25-54 as their target audience vs. 21 percent who chose adults 18-49. CBS holds
the top position with viewers in the babyboomer demographic.
In the release, CBS Executive Vice
President, Research and Planning David
Poltrack said the survey "conclusively
demonstrates that the current singular
focus on adults 18-49 in the coverage of
television advertising marketing is result-

ing in adistorted view of the economics of
that market."
While television might be moving
toward a different view of the
baby- boomer
generation, radio
still lags behind,
according
to
Mitchell. "Radio
will have to
adjust," he says.
"They'll have to
answer to it
because we've
Scott Mitchell
got the money."
Mitchell says he
believes that mainstream advertising is
already starting to seek the boomer demo.
"I've seen this in trends:' he says, "(in) car
advertising in particular. There are ads
playing Led Zeppelin, using music from
my generation."
Slow to change
A change in the way Arbitron looks at
demographics would help focus radio attention on the baby boomers, he says, although
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he doesn't expect any changes soon.
"Arbitron is atanker compared to atugboat:' Mitchell says. "A tugboat can turn
on adime. It takes miles and miles for a
tanker to turn once that decision is made."
Halper agreed. "We need desperately to
keep nagging the folks at Arbitron for a
change," she says. "Instead of embracing
that audience, we're saying that it doesn't
exist. How silly of us:"
Thom Mocarsky, vice president of
communications for Arbitron, says the
35-64 demographic is simply the
industry standard. He says subscribers
have access to tools like the company's
Maximizer service, which allows users
to create specific demographics of
their own.
"35-64 is the most used demographic,
but it's not the only one available,"
Mocarsky said. "We've got the tools to
make your own demographic."
The key to asuccessful boomer format,
Halper says, is to really know your audience. "Don't just be museums of the past.
Do things that allow listeners to be apart
of the station. Don't just play the same
songs over and over and over."
And most important, "Have respect for
those people who are listening now
because those people don't think of themselves as old."
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ATrENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio Worldt readers. Reach Radio Station and
Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message
For information on affordable advertising
call Simone at 1-703-998-7600, ext. 154.
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360 Systems just cut the price on the Instant Replay! This
on-air staple redefined the term "Hot Keys", with acontrol panel that
offers rapid-fire playback of 50 sound cuts, ordered in 10 different
banks. Up to 24 hours of stereo audio can be stored on the installed
hard drive, allowing you to store up to 1,000 cuts of various lengths.
"Top and Tail" trim editing lets you select the exact portion of audio
you want to edit. Includes built-in D-NET file transfer network
capability; balanced analog XLR I/O; AES/EBU digital I/O.
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Instant Access to 50 Hot Keys
for Rapid-Fire On-Air Playback
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Old List 3,250°°
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codee. And we're tops at pushing ourselves to the
limit keeping our warehouse stocked with more
of what you need and getting it out the door
immediately. Call BSW and do business with the
#1 broadcast supplier...and leave the stress to us.

The Rolls
CS1000 tests ten
different types of
cable ends. Each cable
being tested has its pinout
scanned for continuity as well
as proper polarity. Plus, the unit
features a1kHz Test Tone oscillator
with acalibrated variable level control.
The balanced test signal is sent out each
of the jacks on one side of the unit providing
aconvenient way to verify proper operation
of audio equipment. It can be heard through
headphones and even has enough signal for a
speaker. The RJ jacks allow ringing out phone
lines and other installed wiring. The CS1000
also features Phantom Power Voltage and
polarity (both signals present) testing.
The CS1000 tests ten different cable ends,
including: Banana, Speakon (Neutrik), RCA,
1/4", 1/8", XLR female/male, MIDI, RJ11
(telephone), and RJ45 (Ethernet and Cat-5).
CS 1000

List 1201"'

USB Interface with
XLR/Line Inputs and
Recording Software

Secret Undocumented BSW
Employee # 11: Blissfully unaware
of Tacoma's "Most Stressful City"
rating, BSW headphone tester
Terry Slack begins another long
relaxing day on the couch...er....job.
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Orban's Optimod 8300
is amid-priced FM processor with
consistant and clean sound and op
easy "Less/More" adjustment offer
adjustments at the deepest levels.
optimized 15 ms mode is low enou
built in, including an Ethernet cor
up your station's sound with the
8300
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This super-affordable CD player
Start and arugged rackmount des
System (ADCS) to recalibrate the
R discs, with their widely-varying
search; instant start (within 0.03
jog wheel; frame-accurate search;
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The Innkeeper PBX digital hybrid easily converts your
multi-line PBX-type telephone system into aprofessional audio
interface with excellent separation of caller audio, connecting
between your telephone handset and the phone base. It's great
for interviews, talk radio and more. The DSP continuously
monitors both transmit and receive audio signals to deliver
excellent separation. It includes connections for microphone,
headphone, mixer, sound card, and telephone handsets. The
stereo output jack provides your voice on one channel and
the caller's voice on the other channel; the XLR output jack
contains only the caller's voice. The Handset and Broadcast
buttons select between talking on the handset, or sending and
receiving through the audio connections.
List 495°°
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JK Audio-

Easy Connection To
Multi-Line PBX Systems

INNKEEPERPBX

Call

Affordable
Rackmount CD
with Pro Features

CDX601

• • •
Receive

Lexicon's Omega Studio is an
integrated computer recording system
that includes the Omega 8x4x2 USB
I/O mixer, ProTracks Plus 32-track
recording software for PC and Bias
Deck 3.5 SE for Mac, and the highquality Lexicon Pantheon reverb
plug-in. The Omega Studio contains
everything you need to transform
your computer into aprofessional
24-bit recording studio with tons
of flexibility. The Omega I/O mixer
provides 8inputs - 2XLR with
1
_1
preamps, 48V phantom power and
TRS insert points; 4TRS balanced line inputs; an S/PDIF
input; and ahigh-impedance 1/4" instrument input. The mixer
provides apeak indicator for each analog input as well as an
assignable bar graph meter for signal level monitoring.
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High-End Audio
Processing at a
Mid-Line Price

Comprehensive Cable
Testing of XLR
Cat-5, RJ11
and More
Maybe you didn't see that recent wire story in all the
papers, but BSW headquarters Tacoma, Washington
was recently ranked the country's #1most stressful
city. Here at BSW we're proud to be # 1...and
probably contributed to the ranking with our
incessant drive to be the best. For instance, we're
#1 at sweating out the details getting you great deals
on gear, whether it's package pricing on abooth
full of new equipment or the perfect console, mic or

Call for Price

45900

ma's most stressed-out city
7,efee
ible Price
Cut Editor
vantage of the new lower price on
•Short/Cut Editor, which offers fast editing
dual channel audio. It offers everything you'll
ture and edit audio for commercials, voice-overs, and
urea: waveform display; real-time editing including cut, copy,
e; insert record; crossfades; fade-in/fade-out; gain changes and
netouch instant record; title and cut select with built-in keyboard;
or edited clips to 10 Hot Keys per directory; 10 directories with
.rotect; hard disk stores 12 hours of audio; reads and writes .WAV,
AIFF files on Mac or PC disks; weighs only 12 pounds; D-NET File
etwork capability lets you transfer finished audio; balanced XLR
(left channel input is switchable mic/line level); AES/EBU digital
58/II input; D-NET output.
d List 3,495°°
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Incredible Offer on
Telos Xport and
)(stream Bundle
Telos' Xport/Xstream combination is aperfect, trouble-free way to cover any remote event that
comes your way. By buying the rackmount )(stream studio codec and the POTS only Xport field
codec with BSW's limited-time special bundle pricing, you save over $ 1800.00!
You'll get the best-selling Zephyr )(stream for your studio, and the satisfaction of knowing you can
make CDquality ISDN connections to virtually anywhere using industry-standard MPEG Layer 3
or AAC coding. And for your remote kit, the awardwinning Xport has abuilt-in twochannel mixer
-perfect for sponsored remotes, sporting events, interviews and live appearances. Just plug in to any
POTS phone line for an aacPLUS link to your )(stream back in the studio, and you'll get stunning
audio and rocksolid connections.
BSW has special pricing on this limitedtime bundle! Call today and talk to your sales
representative for more details and to get in on this fantastic deal. Offer expires 2/29/04.
XPORT-XSTREAM

high-end features. Orban's advanced 5-band processing delivers
timizes your broadcast audio, regardless of station format. The
s simple tweaking of your sound, but the 8300 also lets you make
The low 5ms latency is ideal for live on-air talent, and even the
gh for at-the-mic use. Three different remote control capabilities are
tnection. You also get an AES/EBU I/O, ready to feed HD Radio. Beef
/ptimod 8300 - call today for BSW's low price.
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is afavorite best-seller, with broadcast-friendly features like Instant
ign. The CDX-601 makes use of Gemini's Auto Disc Calibration
CDX-601's laser to each new CD you play, especially useful for CDrecording conditions and specs. Features: multispeed jog wheel
;econds); digital output; mechanical anti-skip protection; multispeed
fly cue and single auto cue/continuous play.

gemini
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Broadcast Host

Digital Hybrid

e
Caller

JK Audio
Headphones

Quality Telephone Audio - Great
In and Out of the Newsroom
JK Audio's new Broadcast Host digital hybrid allows
you to send mic and line level signals into aphone line
while maintaining excellent separation between your
voice and the caller's, allowing anyplace with aphone
line to become aprofessional broadcast center. And if
you're already at the station, the Broadcast Host is a
great solution for making high-quality recordings of
telephone interviews or putting audio on-air for talk
shows. The stereo output jack on the back of the unit
provides your voice on one channel and only the caller's
voice on the other. The balanced XLR output jack
contains only the caller's voice.
HOST

List 495e
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List 6,850°° ( if purchased separately)

Call for Special Bundle Pricing

Feature-Packed Console
with 18 Input Modules
The modular AudioArts R90
console is packed with the
features engineers want: two
stereo program busses and
two mono busses, one preand one post-fader, optional dual phone
caller support with mix-minus feeds, 23 total
input module slots, and more. The R902018 is loaded with 18
input modules, leaving 5open slots for more inputs or accessories. Both
control room and studio monitoring with talkback are provided, including both preand post-studio and headphone level pot monitor feeds. Features: quad mic pre card;
LS-90 line selector module; count-up timer; control room and studio monitor module; dual
headphone support; digital timer ( manual and auto-restart); digital clock which reads ESE time
code; cue speaker with amplifier; hinged meterbridge with crimptype DB-25 connectors and
included tool for fast and easy installation. (R902018 pictured above with optional modules.)
R902018

List 11,979°°
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AUDIOARTS .ENGINEERING

Rugged MiniDisc Reporter's Kit
with Interview Mic, Charger and more
HHB's rugged MDP500 portable MiniDisc recorder features
balanced XLR mic/line inputs, RCA line outputs, headphone jack,
coax/optical S/PDIF I/O, and aUSB interface for transfer of files
to laptop editing systems. A memory buffer delivers glitch-free
recording on the move, and a6second pre-record buffer ensures
that you never miss atake. Additional features include auto gain
control, one touch recording, auto start/cut, time/date stamp and
more. Housed in atough Pelican case, the Reporter's Kit adds a
Sennheiser MD46 interviewer's microphone with cable, universal
charger/AC adaptor, two battery caddies, aUSB cable and six
HFIB MD80 80-minute MiniDiscs.
MDP50011/KIT

List 1,769°°

1,49900

HHb

BSW offers package pricing • Let us save you money on your next quote

800 • 426 • 8434 or online @ www.bswusa.com
Broadcast Supply
Worldwide.
Your Best Source
for Professional
Audio Products.
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The New Face of ' Old' Listeners
picture of your typical listeners for your
air staff.
Look at your median age. Let's suppose it's 43. Take some pictures of 43year- old men and woman. Do some
research for your station and find out
what percentage are married. Discover
how many kids they have and how old
those children are now.

PDs, Take Note: Classic Rock, Oldies
Don't Have to Live in the Past
by Mark Lapidus
"Man, this is so incredible," hyped the
afternoon jock. "The Allman Brothers
are coming to town. And get this, they're
coming with Journey! No doubt we'll
have people camping out for tickets. Of
course, we'll have tons to give away
here, too.
"You'll want to listen tomorrow morning to find out how you can win ' em. It's
gonna be the coolest show of the summer!"
Something has happened to many
oldies and classic rock-based formats. A
lesson commonly learned by program
directors of 10 years ago has been forgotten by many PDs of today. Perhaps
the latest generation learned it at one
time, or maybe they just don't believe it.
The lesson: Listeners who love radio
stations that play music from the ' 60s,
'70s and ' 80s don't live in the past. They
don't live as they did 40, 30 or even 20
years ago.
Yes, they love the music they grew up
with. They love the memories. But they
are different people now. They've grown
up — and out.
Different lives
The simplistic, but commonly ignored
truth: The vast majority of listeners over
40 do not hang out at bars getting wasted
every night.
They don't take big risks or look for
easy thrills on aregular basis. They don't
wear the same clothes they did when
they were 20. They don't have time to
waste standing in line for anything; and
their lives do not revolve around the next
big classic rock or oldies concert.

Promo Power

Sure, they might like to see a favorite
artist live, but only if it's convenient and
inexpensive and they haven't seen them
many times before ( when original members were in the band!).

by Mark Lapidus

T

he vast majority of listeners over 40

do not hang out at bars getting

chores. Many of the men may be bald or
gray and the women are concerned about
their weight ( their husbands' weight, that
is).
Here's the tough part: After you edu-

wasted every night.

So why do so many radio stations pretend their 40+ listeners are still 20 year
old?
Maybe:

Do a few listener panels and find out

I) Many of the PDs and DJs are
younger than the audience to which they
are broadcasting, so they project their
own feelings.
2) Those of us in radio are not like our
counterparts, even at the same age.
3) It's much easier to program aradio
station in the past than attempt to take
music from 20 years ago or more and
surround it with contemporary content.
Now that I've laid down the challenge
to improve, it wouldn't be fair if Ididn't
offer afew thought-starters about how to
infuse anostalgic based format with realism.
The process begins with painting a

how they spend their spare time. Ask
them about their fantasies. Given the
choice between aconcert by The Doobie
Brothers or dinner for two at a great
restaurant on the night of their choosing,
what would they pick? Who do they find
funny today and why?
Do they vote? Do they care about politics? Do they go out to movies or are
they more likely to rent DVDs? Do they
care about any chartable organizations?
Do both spouses work? Do they exercise? What are their hobbies? How often
do they use the Web?
Once you've gathered a profile, share
it with your air staff. They may be surprised to learn that their typical listener
has two kids under 12 and that most
spend their evenings helping with homework and doing mundane household

cate your air staff about what's important
to your 40+ audience, not all of your current DJs will be able to relate. If aDJ has
been dishing out Pink Floyd trivia for six
years, it may be impossible to transition
to extemporaneous material that relates
to the lifestyle of the audience.
All seriousness aside, your morning
show not only has to relate, they have to
entertain enough to memorable. There
are few in our business who can do so.
You may have to steal morning talent
from other adult formats ( like country or
talk) or from the talent pool working in
comedy.
A side benefit of making your classic
rock or oldies outlet more contemporary
is that it may help you catch and keep
some younger cumers who also dig the
music, but don't remember 1977.
Did Ijust say "dig"? Yikes.
The author is president of Lapidus
Media. E-mail him at marklapidus@yahoo.
com. e
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Products & Services

79,507 SIZES... IN STOCK!
A new Rack design enables you to put together
any size rack using only 3 STOCK parts.

RackFrame

Looking for a MANUFACTURER,

a DISTRIBUTOR, a CONSULTANT?

Look no further...

"Patent Pending"

e

The 2004
Radio World

Modular Rack System

Directory Source Book

3precisely engineered parts when connected together
form Wiggle- Free equivalent strength and integrity of
fully assembled welded rack enclosures. Choose any
width, depth, & height of dual-tapped E.I.A. rack rail
from one of 43 sizes in l - 3/4" rack unit increments.
Every RackFrame assembly ships knocked-down in
only 3small cartons. Build all kinds of neat stuff?

is available for purchase!

ONLY

$14.95

'friie

rfr:

Prices ranging from:

4 RU 13" Deep - only $ 159.85
43 RU 30" Deep - only $264.85
Shop Online
wwvv.rackframe.com
info@rackframe.com
Toll Free 888-214-8363

—

Equal
19"
width.
depth
& height,
with front, rear, left, right,
top & bottom access to 576
tapped 10-32 holes, for racking
19" width rack mountable equipment

The
"CUBE"

To order
copies contact:
'Simone Fewell at
,fewell@imaspub.com
or fax your request to:
703-671-7409

"

2004

, There will be no billing, all orders mue be pm-paid.
•We accept VISA, Master Card. and Ameican Express
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Expecting alittle more
from your AM processing?
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Omnia-5EX for AM delivers.
Many people are saying that HD Radio will benefit AM
stations most, because the fidelity improvement will be
so dramatic. Probably so But you'll need a processor
that gives you maximum quality on a low-bitrate coded
channel. You need a processor designed by people who
understand both processing and audio coding - and
nobody knows these aucho arts better than Telos / Omnia.

The new Omnia-5EX HD+AM has enhanced processing for standard AM, and a second igniter section and digital output for HD Radio. Both limiters
and outputs are included as standard.

The new Omnia-5EX HD+AM is the only processor that
accomodates both your analog and digital channels in
a single unit that easily integrates with your HD encoder
and transmitter.
Processing for the HD Radio side is smooth and clean,
capably handling AM's programming variety - and really
showing off the digital channel to listeners first sampling
the new medium.
And you get a potent upgrade for your analog AM.
Consider: Omnia AM processing is already on many

For those wno don't need HD Radio capability,
there's Omnia-3AM, with a four band limiter.
wideband AGC: and our famous hign-performance.
non-aliasing final limiter for sweet, clear natural
audio that keeps listeners hooked.

legendary 50kw stations. Understandably, most of these
want to keep their advantage a secret. But if you imagine
the major AM signals - the real flamethrowers that sound
great - you may very well be hearing an Omnia. CEs at
these stations tell us, " Phone calls are clearer than before.
And the bottom end is phenomonal, so the promos really
punch." "Amazingly clear - even when we're in the 5 kHz
analog mode for HD Radio compatibility."
You should expect more from your AM processing. More
clarity, more presence, more power, more flexibility.
Omnia-5EX HD+AM delivers.

On
A

Ia

elos Company

omniaaudio.com

Omnia is a registered trademark of TLS Corp. © 2004, TLS Corp. All rights reserved. HD Radio (tm) iBiquity Digital Corp.
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Just What Is and Isn't aSpot?
The FCC May Not Pull its Punches
The Next Time a Noncom Transgresses
by Harry Cole
"Out, damned spot! Out, Isay."
So said Lady Macbeth long ago, and so
said the FCC's Enforcement Bureau to a
noncommercial licensee recently.
In adecision directed to the licensee of
WAAQ(FM), anoncommercial educational FM station in Onsted, Mich., the bureau
spanked the station — but not too hard —
for broadcasting commercial announcements both on WAAQ and on atranslator
in nearby Mt. Pleasant.
In recent years, anumber of commercial
stations have expressed concern about a
seeming increase in "commercials" being
broadcast by noncommercial stations. The
bureau's recent action reflects the fact that
the commission can and will step in when
anoncom licensee steps over the line.
And what is that line?
No remuneration
Let's start with the obvious.
Noncommercial stations may not broadcast "advertisements." In this context the
Communications Act defines "advertisements" as program material broadcast "in
exchange for any remuneration" and
intended to "promote any service, facility
or product" of for-profit entities.
That looks simple enough, but the question gets more complicated when you realize that noncom licensees are permitted to
air "acknowledgements" of contributions
made to the station by commercial businesses. This is where things get a bit
murky, as such "acknowledgements" may
identify the contributor, but may not "promote" the contributor's products, services
or business.
Okay, then, what does " promote"
mean? According to the FCC, underwriter
announcements may not contain "compar-

ative or qualitative descriptions, price
information, calls to action or inducements to buy, sell, rent or lease:' But they
may contain non-promotional references
to the underwriter and its products.
How can you tell the difference? It's at
this point that the FCC becomes distinctly
unhelpful. It admits, "It is at times difficult to
distinguish between language that promotes
vs. that which merely identifies the underwriter." And at that point, the commission
accords the noncom licensee considerable
discretion to exercise its own reasonable,
good faith judgment on acage-by-case basis.
Rules of thumb
As apractical matter, there are several
rules of thumb that may come in handy.
If an announcement refers in any way
to price or adjustments to price (such as
discounts, rebates, two- for-one deals,
"free" offers, etc.), it is almost certainly an
"advertisement" that should not be broadcast on anon-commercial station.
Similarly, if the announcement contains
anything more than anon-detailed reference to the nature of the goods or services
provided by the underwriter, the chances
are that it could be an "advertisement."
And, of course, the more extensive, colorful and complimentary such references
become, the more certain it becomes that
the line has been crossed.
And if the announcement contains any
suggestion, direct or otherwise, that the
underwriter's goods or services are in any
way preferable to any other competitive
goods or services, you're almost definitely
on the wrong side of the line.
All of which is an elaborate way of saying that, if it sounds like aspot, there's a
good chance that it is aspot.
Which makes it abit puzzling that the
WAAQ licensee could have seriously

A Rectifier To Fit
Your Transmitter
We Have
CCA Rectifiers

No matter what transmitter
you own, we can provide
quality rectifiers from stock.
We have areliable,
cost-effective
solution to
meet the
requirements
of most AM
and FM
transmitters
built since the 1950s
at prices better than
the manufacturers'.

• •

good chance that
it is a spot.

Ditto for the announcement for the cellular company that could give you "the
safety and security of cellular" for "less
than $ 10 a month," with " 100 anytime
minutes, for life, and the phone is free."
And the other cellular company, where
you could get digital handsets "for only
$19.00 and Go American Plans with free
long distance and roaming."
And so, too, for various other underwriters, all of whose announcements
included price information, qualitative
descriptions and, in some instances, suggestions of comparative superiority.
Translation problem
For its part, the WAAQ licensee apparently sought to emphasize its claim that
these announcements ( which it claimed
were not really advertisements) were not
broadcast over WAAQ, but rather were
aired on its FM translator pursuant to the
rule which permits translator licensees to
originate up to 30 seconds of programming per hour for fund-raising purposes.
According to the licensee, that rule contemplates the broadcast of "advertising
messages" promoting for-profit sponsors.

Name: Leslie Paula Stimson

HVCA
872B

Experience: 26 years of industry experience, including
more articles on IBOC DAB than any journalist in the
world. Former reporter for radio stations, VOA, Maryland
News Network, MPR. McGraw-Hill, NAB's Radio Week,
NAB Daily News and Radio Business Report.
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spot, there's a

Title: News Editor/Washington Bureau Chief

— Rectifier Upgrades
Available
_ Same Day Shipments
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If it sounds like a

More to come?
This decision probably is good news to
noncommercial broadcasters, who may take
comfort in the fact that the broadcast of
even these particular announcements did not
lead to afine. But there is likely to come a
time when the FCC will determine that it
has issued enough guidance and warnings.
While the commission may have pulled
its punch this time, it may not be inclined to
do so the next time, or the time after that.
By contrast, this decision is almost certainly good news for commercial broadcasters who feel threatened by increasing
commercialism in the noncommercial end
of the band. This is particularly so in view
of the substantial number of noncommercial translators for which applications were
filed during the open window last summer.
If the bureau had held that noncommercial translators could properly broadcast
real "advertisements," the line between
commercial and noncommercial —
already somewhat indistinct — would have
gotten considerably blurrier and, with the
likely arrival in the near term of boatloads
of new noncommercial translators, the
competitive environment would likely have
become considerably more difficult.
If you have concerns about whether any
particular announcement may be an
"advertisement" — perhaps you're anoncommercial licensee looking to stay out of
trouble, or maybe you're acommercial
operator concerned about the commercial
tendencies of anoncommercial station in
your area — you should consult with
communications counsel.
Harry Cole is amember of the law firm
of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.
Reach him via e-mail to cole@
fhhlaw.com. •
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thought its announcements were anything
but spots.
For example, according to one of the
announcements (for a local appliance
store), the underwriter was "putting the
freeze on prices with cool rebates," including a "$75 rebate" on the Amana refrigerator with the "easy freezer pull out drawer
and spill saver adjustable glass shelves."
The announcement also helpfully
advised that the Amana Side-by- Side
refrigerators — you know, the ones that
are "packed with features" — were available with a $50 rebate.
So here you've got repeated instances
of pricing information and relatively
detailed descriptions of various qualitative
aspects of the underwriter's goods. Those
of you who guessed that this was aspot
were correct.

The bureau rejected that interpretation,
holding instead that "the same restrictions
that apply to noncommercial FM station
are applicable to noncommercial FM
translator facilities!' Thus, if it's aspot on
the main channel, it'll still be a spot on
the translator.
Moreover, the bureau went on, it turned
out that the licensee ran these advertising
messages on the translator in blocks several minutes long. But that means that the
licensee was also violating the 30-second
per hour limitation on program origination
on the translator as well.
In view of the pretty obviously commercial nature of the announcements at issue
here, the bureau might have been expected
to slap the licensee with areasonably hefty
fine. Instead, perhaps motivated by the
good cheer in the year-end holiday season,
the bureau declined to assess any monetary
forfeiture. It merely admonished the
licensee to do better next time.

I

www.rectifiers.com

800-M9-6370

Speaker/Panel Moderator: Consumer Electronics Association, Federal Communications
Bar Association and regional equipment shows
Heroes: My husband, and my late parents Catherine and Burt Stimson

Roclia Wdorlds pages are home to the finest writers and columnists in the industry.

Like Leslie Stimson. Just one more reason we're the newspaper for radio managers and engineers.

ONE I
NTERCONNECT DOES I
TALL!
THAT'S RIGHT— ONE DUPLEX FIBEROPTIC L
INK OR ASINGLE CAT5WIRE = 64 channels
of simultaneous bi-directional digital audio, intercage communication, logic signals, XY
controller commands, plus auxiliary RS232 data streams. This single interconnect
between .
your studio and central rackroom can save you thousands— if not TENS of
thousands— of feet of wire in atypical installation!
THE W HEATSTONE BRIDGE DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER can start small with a
single cage and only a few cards, or fully populated units can be stacked to form
larger systems. Wheatstone's STAR TOPOLOGY ARCHITECTURE lets you connect multiple
locations to your central rack room, providing shared resources for all yet still permitting
independently functioning studios each with its own combination of plug-in modules
specifically suited for aselect set of gear.
SIGNALS ARE ROUTED entirely in the digital domain.
All AES cards have
sample rate converters on each input, freeing you from
worry about varying
sample rates throughout your facility. A family of plug-in
, connector modules
makes installation easy, letting you mix varied signal
technologies and
i
e
standards all within the same cage. W HEATSTONE'S intuitive \:(Or,"
graphic based
setup software handles system configuration, matrix selection
and salvo presets. All systems interface directly with Wheatstone consoles \
for seamless
source selection and display.

THE BRIDGE

DIGITAL AUDIO
NETWORK ROUTER

tor-)
tel 252-638 - 7000/ sales
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Consolidation Muffles Farm Radio
by Steve Tarter

Farm radio is not what it used to be.
With the announcement that
Chicago's WGN(AM) will drop its
noon agribusiness show, farm broadcasters are fast becoming an endangered species.
"Our numbers are down 20 percent
in the last year," said Ken Root, executive director of the National
Association of Farm Broadcasters in
Kansas City, Mo.
Consolidation in agriculture has
resulted in fewer advertisers for farm
programming all over the country, he
said.
WGN's Orion Samuelson and Max
Armstrong will still file daily reports,
but the hour-long noon show, a mainstay for more than 50 years, will be
eliminated.
The Chicago Sun- Times reported
that the noon show was still generating
more than $ 1million a year in advertising for the station, but that figure
was down from $5 million in previous
years.
Farm reports are avictim of consolidation, both in agriculture and broadcasting, said Colleen Callahan, a farm
broadcaster for more than 30 years at
WMBD(AM) in Peoria.
"The bottom line is that agriculture
on radio doesn't generate the revenue
it once did," she said.
The rise of Roundup Ready in the
seed industry, with a70 percent market
share among soybean growers, has led
to fewer ads by seed companies, said
Callahan.
Days gone by

Farm reports have a long history in
radio, she said.
"Farm programs on clear- channel
stations ( like WGN) were mandated by
the federal government in the 1940s to
provide agricultural programming for

the nation's rural areas," said Callahan.
Now with fewer federal restraints and
fewer owners, radio stations are more costconscious than ever before, said Root.

Another factor is the rise of ag
information on the Internet.
"Twenty years ago, farmers told kids
to be quiet so they could listen to the

ur numbers are down 20 percent
in the last year.
— Ken Root
National Association of
Farm Broadcasters

"You've had stations that go from
two farm broadcasters to one, while
others eliminate ag reports entirely," he
said.
Radio stations in Decatur and
Springfield, Ill., are among those that
have dropped local farm reporter positions in recent years, said Root, noting
that there are 161 farm broadcasters in
his organization.
"That number will be down" by the
first of 2004 he said.
While a drop in advertising is considered the major cause in the decline
of agricultural broadcasting, the reduction in the number of farmers is also
cited.
"There are now 1,600 farmers in the
WMBD listening area in central
Illinois, according to the station manager," said Root.
Earlier this year, WMBD moved its
weekday farm show from noon to 10
a.m. to accommodate syndicated talk
show programming.

noon farm reports. Now farmers get on
the computer and have pagers that give
them specific price information.
Technology has really increased the
acceleration of information for farmers," said John Hawkins, spokesman
for the Illinois Farm Bureau.
STATION

While the Illinois Farm Bureau provides farm reports to stations throughout the state, Hawkins bemoaned the
loss of local farm reporters.
"For a lot of small rural counties,
that was their only source of local ag
information," he said.
The attrition in radio's farm show
category doesn't surprise Rod Thorson,
a farm reporter for WLPO(AM) in
LaSalle, Ill., who criticizes many of
his fellow farm broadcasters for being
cheerleaders for agribusiness rather
than journalists.
"The way some people practice the
form ( farm reporting) is somewhat
archaic," he said.
Farm reporters " are just reaping
what they've sown. They've been led
around by the farm and commodity
groups who said concentration was
OK. Generally, people in agriculture
don't want to rock the boat," said
Thorson.
"I tell advertisers that it's not my
job to sell your product, but to draw an
audience for you to sell to," he said.
"I expect another exodus of ( farm)
broadcasters once the courts throw out
the check-off issue. A lot of them are
living on check- off advertising right
now," said Thorson.
This story originally appeared in the
Journal Star newspaper of Peoria and
is reprinted with permission.
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'Daddy G' Targets
LPFMs, Noncoms
With Oldies
One-hit wonders, rare B-sides and flops may not make it onto most radio shows,
but they are just the kind of thing Gerald Gaule loves.
Gaule, an oldies music consultant who has worked at several stations in the northwestern United States, is syndicating and hosting "The Daddy G Show," acommercial-free show recorded at his studio in Lebanon, Ore. It is targeted at the 35-54+
demographics, and in particular at noncommercial/LPFM and Internet stations.
"I cover music from the Top 40/Hot 100 from 1954-1979, R&B, gospel, AM radio
classics, Northwest regional hits and more," he stated.
The show — recorded, Gaule says, in "glorious mono" — is available on CD to stations for anominal fee to cover material and shipping.
For information contact the company in Oregon at (541) 451-5734 or e-mail daddygradio@yahoo.com.

You
cari measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before.. You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream.

eLicuR

www.belarcom

(
610) 687-5550

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET. DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333
Collor write for more information on BelarAM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.

Members of the board of the N.J. Broadcasters Association gathered in the
fall at a biennial retreat in San Juan, PR. Topics discussed included development of a more effective EAS system for the state and potential translator
and LPFM interference. Rear, from left: Tony Gervasi, Dan Spears, Richard
Swetits, NJ BA Chairman Robert McAllan, Leith Springer, Allen Lewicki and
Charles McCreery. Middle, standing: Executive Director Philip Roberts,
Thomas O'Neill, Robert Goldberg, Andrew Chavkin, Gregg Skall, Robert
Dunphy and meeting facilitator Phillip Russo. Front, kneeling: Don Finn,
NJBA's Mary Yaccarino and Don Delesio.
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KBIG Founder
John Poole Dies
John H. Poole died on Dec. 25 at the
age of 86 after ashort illness. He founded southern California stations KBIGAM and FM, a Los Angeles TV outlet
and, later, Mount Palomar Winery in
Temecula, Calif.
According to information from his
family, his life also spanned careers
including tuna fisherman, merchant seaman and shipboard radio operator. Poole
was born in Detroit in 1917, the child of
Col. John Hudson Poole and Caroline
Boeing, sister of Boeing Aircraft founder
William Boeing.
He began his broadcasting career at
the age of 16 when he ran live broadcasts
of evangelist Aimee Semple McPherson.
He was certified as a radio engineer at
the RCA Institute in Chicago, and
became a radio operator, navigator and
fisherman on tuna clippers, fishing off
the Central and South American coasts.
Later, he was a Merchant Marine radio
operator and navigator in the Caribbean
and Atlantic.
Poole was
commissioned as a
lieutenant in
the
U.S.
Army
Air
Corps Signal
Corps during
World War
II
and
assigned to
the
Royal
Air Force in
Great Britain
where
he
John H. Poole
helped develop early military radar use. He met
Olivia de Reya there; they married in
1943 in the remains of abombed chapel
in London. "She became the first WWII
European war bride to return to the U.S.
with her G.I. husband," according to the
family.
Poole bought 250- watt KSMA in
Santa Maria, followed by KALI in
Pasadena, which he changed to a
Spanish format. In 1952, he started
KBIG, known as "The Catalina Island
Station!'
Poole was an early entrant in FM and
UHF television. He ended his broadcast
career in 1969, by which time he'd been
involved in founding nine radio and four
TV stations.
Following the sale of his broadcast
interests, Poole began Mount Palomar
Winery in 1975, the second winery in the
new Southern California wine region.

News Staff Needs
To Be Ready
The next news emergency could happen in less time than it takes to read this
paragraph. Is your station ready to handle
it in away that furthers trust in your station? Can you provide accurate and timely
information that may save lives?
The time to plan for an emergency,
whether natural or man-made, is before it
happens, not on the fly.
Radio- Television News Directors
Association President Barbara Cochran
moderated adiscussion on the subject at
last fall's NAB Radio Show.
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Ed Perry, president and general manager of WATD(FM) in Marshfield, Mass.,
which has won RTNDA's Edward R.
Murrow Award for news excellence,
reminded stations of the importance of
checking backup generators, as was
demonstrated during the Northeast power
blackout last summer.
Preparation at WATD is part of the
overall news philosophy. Perry said,
"People expect quality (in the news product), and they know the difference."
Ed Tobias, assistant managing
editor/broadcast news for the Associated
Press, spoke of the need for crisis planning
and gave examples of the thinking behind
those plans.
"Know the community leaders," Tobias
said, "and not just the police, fire and
emergency medical service people. Make

contact with the local National Weather
Service meteorologists, the hospital and
the local department of transportation."
He said attendees should plan alternate
methods of broadcasting in case the main
studio becomes unavailable, and lay in a
supply of food, cots, first-aid supplies and
drinking water in case people are stranded
at that location. His rejoinder: "Do it
now."
Cpl. Wayne Sheppard, supervisor at the
Pennsylvania State Police Bureau of
Criminal Investigation, explained how his
agency runs its part of the AMBER alert
system. Sheppard talked about the decision to issue an alert and the steps he uses.
"If there is an abduction in Erie ( in
northwest Pennsylvania), we won't notify
the stations in Philadelphia, unless we
have credible information that the abduc-

31

tor is headed for that area.
"From the time the decision is made to
issue an alert, Ican have that on the way
to the stations in 17 minutes!'
Pennsylvania's system uses laptops and
asatellite channel to get the information to
stations.
Mike Starling, vice president of engineering for NPR, discussed the ongoing
Emergency Alert System controversies.
The system was not activated for the
attacks on Sept. 11, 2001. Starling also
talked about arecommendation to have
embedded media at emergency operations
centers, so information could be disseminated more quickly. He seconded Perry's
suggestion to check the backup power
before it is needed.
— Paul Kaminski
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KIRO Equips Vehicles With SRPT-40A
requited you to remove the top cover to get
at them.
That wasn't going to work. Ihad to find
something better. We have three RPU frequencies licensed to Entercom Seattle for
all eight radio stations, and frequency-agile
transmitters would allow our teams of

Northwest Radio Station Selects Marti
RPU System for Its New Trucks
by Paul Carvalho
Studio Engineer
Entercom Seattle
SEATTLE
KIRO(AM) 710 News
Radio pumps out live news, sports, traffic
and weather 24/7. Traffic and weather are
broadcast with in-depth news coverage
every 10 minutes on weekdays during
morning and afternoon drive time. KIRO
also provides live and local interactive
talk programming, in addition to a slew
of remotes as the flagship station for the
Seattle Seahawks.
This station alone keeps our reporters
on the go; and with seven other Entercom
stations in Seattle needing spot news coverage and traffic, there's simply no time
for problems in the field. We have up to
six news vehicles rolling along the streets
at any given time, with agoal of providing the best news coverage in the
Northwest.
KIRO has the best coverage, but our
GM wanted it to sound better than any other
Northwest station. Entercom Engineering
was given the task of putting RPUs in all six
news vehicles. The system had to be easy
and fast. This meant designing the system
so that anon-technical person could operate
it without having to put up amast, aim the
directional yagi antenna depending on the

location of the receive sight and checking
signal strength.
To do this, frequency-agile RPUs and
roof-mount high- —
gain omnidirectional antennas
were required.
We purchased
these RPUs, not
as replacements
for other equipment, but specifically for the
news project. We
were starting
from the ground
up, with one for
each truck.
We were
determined to
get frequencyagile RPU transmitters for the
vehicles, even
KIRO(AM) 'sMarti RPU system features a 3dB gain
though at the
omnidirectional screw-on replacement antenna (upper left,
time few quality
in drawer) and a Lectrosonics wireless transmitter (lower left).
RPUs with this
flexibility existed. The biggest hurdle was
reporters to do back-to-back coverage of
finding afrequency-agile RPU that anonlocal news and not interfere with other
technical person could use. In the past, a remote broadcasts.
screwdriver and dip switches were needed
At the time, the only RPU transmitter
to change frequencies. Some manufacturers
that fit our requirements was Marti's
SRPT-40A. Iwas told this unit was an
upgrade of the SRFT-40 that used Marti's
frequency synthesizer and RF poweramplifier design found in the company's
STL product line. The audio circuits provided quality audio with astrong signal. I
also liked that the unit doesn't use the crystal- controlled design of so many past

AkAudemat-Aztec

REIS FM Datacasting
Use your FM RDS sub carrier to boost your
audience and distinguish yourself from your competition.
Display your station's call letters or slogan,
«g titles, artist names, and many other services....

worked out of the box.
Iinstalled the first SRPT-40A during the
summer of 2003. The DC kit made it practical to rack-mount the unit in the vehicle. All
Ihad to do was snap four clips onto the
RPU, bolt it to the rack shelf, interface the
pre-wired DC to the fuse box and connect
the remote transmit feature to the wireless
receiver.
Summer in the city
Icould dial in the exact frequency from
the front panel in our allocated 450 or 455
MHz frequency band. And with the omnidirectional antennas on the vehicles, our news
staff just had to punch up one of the three
frequencies and begin the remote news
broadcast. Iwas impressed. Just hit execute
and it goes right to the frequency.
In addition to the frequency agility of the
unit, we found the remote transmit feature
to be agreat addition for newsgathering.
Our news staff can now be several blocks
away from the news vehicle and still broadcast live on location (using aLectrosonics
UDR200C wireless diversity UHF receiver
and belt- pack UM250 frequency agile
transmitter coupled to the SRPT-40A).
The newscaster turns on the wireless
mic transmitter, which triggers the SRPT40A to go from standby to transmit operation. With three mic inputs and one line level on the unit, one reporter can open the
wireless mic for abrief news update, and
another reporter can pick up the frequency
from another wireless microphone elsewhere on location. We've been able to
broadcast up to four city blocks from the
vehicle so far.
After aweek of field-testing, one unit
lost final RF power. This was due to overheating in the summer, for the temperature
of in the news vehicle was 200 degrees.
However, it should have gone into thermal
shutdown. Marti's technical support told me
there was apower supply upgrade solution
for that problem, and fixed the six units at
no cost to KIRO.

liked that the unit doesn't use the crystal' controlled design of so many past RPUs,
which means it stays on frequency
regardless of operating temperature.

Affordable static ROS generator:
Dynamic ROS generator with embedded web server:

FMB1 0
FMB80

Digital stereo generator, ADS and DARC generator', sound
processor and composite clipper

FMX410/FMX480

www.audemat-aztec.com - Aventura, FL USA tel. + 1 (305) 692 7555
Fax - 1 ( 305) 682 2233 - ussales@audemat-aztec com

RPUs, which means it stays on frequency
regardless of operating temperature.
Iwas assured that the new design
would give us the flexibility we needed
to set frequencies on amoment's notice
instead of having to set dip switches.
The SRPT-40A features eight pushbutton switches, and the operator need only
enter the desired frequency and push
the execute button. 710 KIRO purchased six of the SPRT-40As with
optional pre- wired DC Mobile Repeat
cable kits and Mobile Mounting kits.
The installation was smooth, and all six

710 KIRO has multiple receive sites at
Tiger Mountain, Gold Mountain, Indian
Hill, Queen Ann Hill and Capital Hill, all
taking full advantage of the omnidirectional
antennas and the frequency-agile Marti
SRPT-40A.Our reporters and our general
manager have been happy with the news
reports we have been able to put on the air
since the addition of our RPU and wireless
equipment.
For more information, including pricing, contact Marti Electronics in Illinois at
(217) 224-9600 or visit www.martielectronics.com.
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Introducing The New Recording Standard
PMD670
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Why waste time rendering audio into your
editing software? The Marantz Professional
PMD670 will record 48k uncompressed . way
audio files and allow adirect transfer into
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your computer. Get back to quality recording
without the hassle.

6hours of uncompressed 48k . way
recording on 2gig card
USB direct download ( no real time transfer)
5-7 hour battery life (
alkaline, NiCAD, NiMH)
XLR inputs with 48v phantom power
One- touch record with 2sec. audio cache
[DL markings during record or playback
No moving parts/no maintenance
$899 suggested retail price
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DaM Professional
1100 Maplewood Dr., Itasca,
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IL 60143

630.741.0330 f: 630.741.0652 www.d-mpro.com
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What's in My Bag and Why
Are You a 'Road Warrior'? Here's a
Handy Checklist for Your Kit Bag
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recorder since 1998) and incorporate it
into an immediate report or one filed for
future use.
Iuse Sony MiniDisc recorder/players

audio file in mono is 1/2 the stereo file
size, and easier to crunch into amanageable MP3 file). Use ahigher encode rate
when converting that sound to MP3. It
will keep the audio more robust; you really can hear the difference between rates.

Staying connected
1use a Shure SM-77 short-barreled
by Paul Kaminski
directional mic when Ido voice work or
Partial List:
live shots on the phone through the
If you are a "road warrior," as Iam, you
RemoteMix Sport. The microphone
JK Audio RemoteMix Sport with AC power transformer and two 9V batteries
know that lots of things can happen on the
cables in my kit are made with Belden
Shure
SM-77
directional
dynamic
mic
with
small
folding
stand
road.
1804a Star Quad microphone cable. It's
Shure
SM-63
omni
dynamic
mic
That was the premise behind an article
much lighter than conventional mic
XLR-XLR adapters ( 1each 24- and 60-inch)
some years ago recounting what Icarried in
cables and stands up to the use Igive.
XLR-to-1/8-inch TRS plug adapters (for MD connection) (2)
my kit. I've learned much since then,
For real-time road information, Icarry
Sony
MZ-M1
MiniDisc
portable
recorder/player
with
acquired more equipment and use almost
a handheld CB, with an external BNC
charger and external battery pack
every piece in some way, shape or form
window- mounted rubber duck antenna,
Sony MZR-37 MD portable recorder/players (2), with external battery
when I'm in the field.
so Ican monitor Channel 19. Icarry a
charger/AC power pack
My ideas had their inspiration from
National
Weather Service receiver and a
Rayovac
NiMH
1-hour
charger
with
AC
adapter
and
DC
adapter
and
Army practice, where soldiers must take
Sony AM/FM/shortwave radio for keep8AA NiMH cells
enough equipment ("basic load") with them
ing up with what's happening elsewhere.
74- and 80-minute MiniDiscs (8-10)
to be self-sustaining and accomplish their
Other items Icarry include aMaglite
Telex
Earpiece
with
1/4-inch
and
1/8-inch
cords,
earmolds
and
acoustical
tube
assigned missions. Mine is to get reports or
AA flashlight and headband — keeps
Western Electric and GTE Voice-Act telephone microphone replacements
programs back to wherever they need to be,
your hands free when using the flashlight
Retractable telephone cords (4)
whether in astandard sports, news or emer—
a set of tools for emergency repairs
2-to1
RJ-11
adapter,
inline
RJ-11
couplers,
small
Swisstel
ET
741
dial
phone
gency situation.
(Toolzall multi function tool, wire stripRJ-11-to-alligator clip adapter (clips on aterminal block
pers, Vise-Grip miniature pliers, solderand connects to Ri-11 equipment)
Be prepared
ing iron, a spare XLR and length of
Shure 50 AC Acoustic Coupler
If your station is planning for news emer1804a wire, and two alligator clips bolted
Surge
Protector
cube
for
phone
lines
and
AC
lines
gencies (at this time of year, blizzards and
together as an "L" for asmall stand) and
Six-foot extension cord with swivel head
inclement weather come to mind), perhaps
a surge protector for the AC and teleUSB A-to-B adapter cord
my equipment list and rationale can help
phone line, to which Iconnect my extenBackup ModemBlaster USB modem
you devise one of your own that will work
sion cord with swivel head.
Other
consumables,
survival
pack,
MagLite
AA
Flashlight
and
in your situation.
Because most of my connections to
Nite Ize headband flashlight holder
Two things are constant:
the world involve a POTS line, Ihave
Crescent Toolzall multi function tool, ViseGrip Toolbox pliers, soldering iron
Independent Technologies line testers in
300-watt inverter ( in the car when not flying to an assignment)
•If something can go wrong, it will.
both my laptop bag and kit. After abattle
(And your listeners expect you to deal with
with digital lines that fried amodem and
— one MZ-Nl and two MZR-37 units —
When Ireport from the field, my usual
it when it does.)
10/100 Ethernet card on my laptop (RW,
with
a
Shure
SM-63
short
barreled
omni
practice is to gather sound (notice Ididn't
•It is much easier to plan for contingenSept.
10, 2003, "Beware of Funky Phone
microphone
for
most
field
interview
write
"tape"
—
I
haven't
used
a
cassette
cies before they happen.
Lines"), Iam even more cautious when
work. The MZ-Nl runs on arechargeable
connecting to press room and other lines.
battery and battery pack; the MZR-37s
Wireless public access or Wi-Fi is
UPDATE
TECH
take standard AA cells.
becoming more prevalent and can help when
MiniDisc recorders give a reporter
uploading large files, like MP3 voicers,
some good options for editing pieces,
Onyx Debuts Plug-On RepoFlash
wraps, etc. If you are on the road and need to
because of the format's random access
file, Flying JTravel Plazas — not just for
and
ability
to
delete
and
move
tracks
of
Onyx, a Netherlands-based company, manufactures professional audio equiptruckers — have their own Wi-Fi and highsound into proper order. Iuse Rayovac
ment for radio reporters. The RepoDisc, a portable MiniDisc recorder, and
speed Internet access in most locations. And
NiMh rechargeables almost exclusively,
RepoFlash, aplug-on MP3 Flash recorder, were introduced in 2003.
it's likely abetter place to be stuck in during
with
alkaline
AA
backups.
The
charger
The RepoFlash, shown in photo, is asolid-state digital audio recorder. It can be
asnowstorm than in asnowdrift.
can be used with 120 volts AC or 12 volts
plugged onto the reporter's
If Iget stranded, Ihave aspace blanket,
DC ( car power point). One of the first
microphone and records in MP3
disposable
rain poncho and inflatable pilthings Ido when Iset up is to put aset of
audio format. RepoFlash features
low
in
the
kit
so Ican stay warm whether
batteries
on
charge.
128 MB of fixed internal Flash
in acar or airport terminal. Ialso carry an
Depending on the assignment, Ican
memory for two hours of MP3
extra refill for my pen, earplugs, anotepad
process the sound through aDell Latitude
digital audio recording. After
and some pre- addressed envelopes, in
Laptop
with
Cool
Edit
Pro
and
BSI
Stinger
recording, a USB connection
which Imail receipts back to my office.
software.
If
you
have
a
live
shot,
you
can
facilitates file transfer to computWhen Itravel by car, Iusually have at
load your audio actuality into Stinger and
er.
least
asix-pack of bottled water, and always
fire
it
appropriately.
It's
also
effective
RepoFlash is delivered with
some
survival snacks like dried fruit, beef
when
you
do
a
live
or
recorded
wrap;
no
USB cable and upload/download
jerky, trail mix, packs of instant oatmeal,
recues of audio needed for aretake.
software.
plastic forks and spoons, or acooler of
The Dell connects to a JK Audio
The RepoDisc mono/stereo
sandwiches and atravel cup that can be
RemoteMix
Sport
console,
which
provides
MiniDisc recorder, not shown, is
microwaved,
with freeze dried packs of coftelephone
interface
capability
for
sending
useful for interviews and news
and recording on aPOTS line along with a fee. (After all, java is the mother's milk of
gathering. It is built around an
early morning journalism)
three- input mixer, headphone amp,
unmodified consumer Sharp MDAll of these items, except for the lapIFB/cue
input
and
a
line
output
XLR.
My
MT290H MiniDisc portable that
top, will fit in a standard 22-inch carryearly model didn't have the 2.5 mm jack
is fixed to a metal chassis. The
built in, so Idevised my own interface to a on bag with wheels. I've never been close
chassis is fitted into aprotective
to going over on the luggage allowance.
cell phone. It came in handy when covercase and comes with ashoulderIt would be arrogant of me to tell you
ing
a
hostage
situation
at
Case
Western
length carry strap.
that what Ido is right for all situations.
Reserve University in Cleveland for CBS
RepoDisc has two XLR microThe solid-state RepoFlash
You have to assess the situations that you
News. The RemoteMix Sport also works
phone/line inputs that are balrecords in MP3 format.
will encounter, plan how you will deal
well
with
POTS
codecs
and
even
a
satellite
anced by use of mic input transwith them and work backwards from that
link ( with the line level output). It runs on
formers with outputs that feed the
assessment to assemble a kit that will
9volt batteries and AC power.
mic input of the Sharp MiniDisc unit. Three record switches convert both inputs to
work for you and your listeners.
With
the
laptop,
I
have
the
capability
to
line-level, connect the left XLR input to both input channels ( for use with amono
Paul Kaminski is news director for the
file
sound
via
e-mail
or
FTP.
I
can
also
source) and activate alow-cut filter.
Motor Sports Radio Network and past
write scripts and e-mail them for consulAlso available are a 1/4- inch stereo jack headphone socket, astereo cinch line
news director for the Armed Forces
tation if necessary. You might be tempted
output and a DC input to charge the internal rechargeable NiMH battery of the
Radio
and Television Service Armed
to
use
a
lower
sampling
rate
when
you
Sharp MiniDisc unit.
Forces Desert Network in Saudi Arabia.
record audio on the hard drive in order to
For more information, including pricing, contact Onyx in the Netherlands at
He also contributes reports for CBS
make a smaller file. Don't. When you
+31-30-2599571 or visit www.onyx-audio.com.
Radio News.
record your audio, do so in mono ( the
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THE POWER PORTABLE
Only PORTADISC has the strength, sound quality and features necessary for the most demanding portable recording applications.

USB Connectivity

Flexible Powering Options

PORTADISC is the only
MD portable with aUSB
interface for transferring
audio to and from
computers. So a
PORTADISC
and alaptop
with the
appropriate
software is all
you need to record
and edit finished pieces
in the field.

Three separate powering options are all
supplied as standard: Rechargeable Nickel
Metal Hydride batteres, an AC mains
adaptor/charger (that connects to the 12-15V
DC input) and aspare caddy for 8standard
AA alkaline batteries.

PORTADISC Reporter's Kit
This unbeatab
package includes a
PORTADISC, a
Sennheiser MD46
interviewers mic and
afull range of
accessories in a
rugged, waterproof
Pelican case.

Iltarl

The PORTADISC
portable MiniDisc
recorder combines
exceptional sound
quality, arugged,
dependable MD drive and
afull complement of
professional features
including a6second pre- record
buffer, 40 second memory buffer
and lockable controls.
Comprehensive connectivity includes balanced

XLR Mic/Line inputs,
RCA/phono line outputs and
coaxial and optical digital I/0s. An On- board
sample rate converter is included and Mic
inputs feature switchable attenuation, bass
roll- off, limiter and 48V phantom power.

Comprehensive Connectivity

For further information, visit

• An intuitive menu
structure makes it easy
to configure the PORTADISC
for your precise requirements. There
are five user programmable set ups so you
can switch quickly for different recording
applications. The large illuminated display
also provides clear metering, margin
indication and track, time and battery
formation while working in the field.

5 User Set-Ups

www.hhbusa corn

Exclusively distributed in the USA and Latin America by:
Sennheiser Electronic Corporation T: 860 434 9190 E: HHB-Salesesennheiserusa.com
In Canada: HHB Communications Canada Ltd T: 416 867 9000 E: salesehhbcanada.com
In other territories: HHB Communications Ltd T: +44 ( 0)20 8962 5000 E: sales@hhb.co.uk
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Comrex GSM Module Tours the Globe
through on the first attempt and
reports from the other end suggest the
line quality was on par with a good
telephone line.
Irepeated this test with the same
results in Bangkok, Singapore and
Canberra. In every location where the
signal strength was good, the unit
worked perfectly and the connections
were usable. At several locations, we
were able to keep broadcasting while
on busses between venues, or on the
plane straight after landing and just
before taking off. The GSM module
gave us that little extra bit of flexibility when we couldn't be near our fixed
ISDN line, and when we didn't have
time to setup the sat phone.
As for my headache over the stop in

by Mark Orchard
White House Producer
BBC News
WASHINGTON Traveling with the
White House presents many technical
and logistical challenges for broadcasters. The need for tight security and the
fast pace of travel can sometimes make
it hard to provide consistently high
quality radio from every location the
president visits.
On President Bush's recent Asian
tour, Isaw a need and an opportunity
to try something new for the BBC.
With alittle help from the kind folks at
Comrex, my reporter and Iwere able
to keep broadcasting wherever we
went.
The Asia trip itinerary was daunting.
In 10 days we were to travel nearly
24,000 miles with eight stops from
southern California to eastern
Australia. I've always felt the best way
to approach these kinds of trips is to
incorporate as much flexibility and
redundancy as possible. In most locations, we have access to a pool ISDN
line that connects through the BBC
offices in Washington to our leased circuits to London. Additionally, Ialways
carry aNera M4 sat phone and Comrex
Matrix to provide our own ISDN and
POTS capability where necessary.

TECH

Jet- setter
What worried me about the Asia trip
was aproposed stop on the Indonesian
island of Bali. The White House was
nervous about the visit, and had scheduled just three hours on the ground for
the president to meet with local
Muslim leaders.
With such a tight schedule, it
became impractical to set up the usual
press- filing center. The White House
planned to leave the bulk of the traveling press corps on the press plane.

RcicJi W*rld
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The Newspaper for Rodio Managers and Engineers

Our readers have
something to say
"Workbench lets us engineers share ideas that no
one else appreciates. I
enjoy the product reviews;
and you have more classifieds and for-sale ads
w than anyone else. I
truly 19ok forward to
receiving it in the mail.'
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UPDATE

A BBC correspondent from the DC
bureau uses the Comrex GSM module
(at right, in the grass) while covering
the World Trade Organization
Conference in Cancun.
Faced with the prospect of trying to
file from a chartered Boeing 747 on a
runway in Bali, Iturned to Comrex and
its new GSM module for the Matrix
codec.
The small device plugs into the bottom of the Matrix and includes an
external antenna. Setup is easy. The
user provides an appropriate GSM sim
card, which slots directly into the module. With a battery pack, users have a
portable device that can provide 7 kHz
frequency response across GSM cellular networks.
My first test of the GSM module
came on the third day, when we
arrived in Manila. During a short bus
ride into the city, Iswitched on the
Matrix and stuck the antenna to the
window frame. The connection went

Bali, in the end the White House
solved the problem for me. They
decided not to land the press plane at
all, so we stayed in the air and carried
on to the next country. Iwas a little
annoyed that Ididn't get a chance to
use the GSM module there as Ihad
planned. But based on my experience
in every other location on our trip, I
have no doubt that it would have
worked just fine.
If Ihad one suggestion, it would be
to make the module tri band compatible. As it is, you have to choose either
the 1900 MHz North America model
or the 900/1800 MHz unit for use in
the rest of the world. This isn't going
to be an issue for most users, but for
those of use who travel globally it
would be abig help.
For more information, including
pricing,
contact
Comrex
in
Massachusetts at ( 978) 784-1776 or
visit www.comrex.com.

Tascam Distributes
Kamesan Mixers
Kamesan's KST-2000 and KS- 342 location mixers were made available to
the United States through adistribution partnership with Tascam.
The Japanese company touts the mixers' small size, light weight and long
battery life and says the mixers are suitable for camcorder production. Also
available is the MoniCough, astand-alone microphone preamp, talkback/headphone monitor system and mute switch for commentary applications.
The KST-2000 three-channel ENO mixer has three balanced XLR inputs
that can be switched between line or microphone sensitivity. Additionally, 48volt or A- B ( 12V) phantom powering sensitivity control adjusts the input
amplifier gain to optimize its amplification for any level.
Its size is attributed to the mixer's single meter, which has stereo capability.
The transformer-balanced outputs appear on XLR connectors and can drive at
professional line level or switched down to a low, microphone signal level.
Two RCA jack connectors enable the connection to typical camcorder microphone inputs. The KST-2000 runs for up to five hours on four AA batteries,
and will accept and regulate an external DC supply in the range of 10 to 15
volts.
The KS-342is afour-channel compact mixer that has latex bar- grip knobs on
channel faders. Thumb- knob master level controls prevent accidental adjustment, and the signal passes through switchable compressors before the final
output stages.
A multiway link socket is included; it can be used to cascade astereo input
from another mixer without sacrificing channels. A discrete connector and
sturdy locks attach and integrate arange of modules that expand capabilities.
Two variations are available: the KS-6001, afour-channel sub mixer with identical input features; and the KS-6002, a block of four parametric equalizers
and compressors.
For more information, including pricing, contact Tascam in California at
(323) 726-0303 or visit www.tascam.com.
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KamesanS KST-2000 three-channel location mixer is available through Tascam.
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TFT RPU Models

Portadrive Records

Are BAS- Ready

On Hard Disk

When the FCC revised Part 74 of the Broadcast Auxiliary Service Rules in 2002,
the industry faced new compliance issues for simple aural remote pickup systems.
Emission masks and band plans complicated what had been relatively simple.
One of the challenges for equipment certified under Part 74 for aural BAS was to be
frequency-agile in steps of 3.125 kHz. Another was to provide different deviations for
different band segments. TFT said it determined that these certifications were met in
the designs of current products, the Model 8888 RPU transmitter and Model 8889
RPU receiver.
In addition to
being
frequencyagile, the RPU system
features DTMF control, so operators can
switch between frequencies and deviations from the remote
transmitter location or
via telephone connection. If the channel is
noisy, the IF bandwidth of the receiver
can be changed. The
same control can be The frequency-agile TFT RPU system features DTMF control.
used to key arepeater
or other auxiliary equipment.
The 8888 transmitter has three audio inputs ( both high- and low-level), three selectable RF power output levels up to 20 watts, external audio processor patching and a
test-tone oscillator for level adjustment. The unit has front-panel metering, VSWR
protection and alarm; it can be AC- or battery-powered.
For information, contact TFT in California at ( 408) 943-9323 or visit
www.tftinc.com.

HHB products are now distributed in the United States, Mexico, Central America,
South America and the Caribbean by Sennheiser Electronics Corp. The companies
reached an agreement in October of 2003. SEC distributes HHB's Portadisc and
Portadrive location sound recorders, in addition to HHB professional recording media
and CDR830 BurnIt and BumIt Plus CD recorders.

INPUT LEVELS
88188124112 0s91%
.48.8 - 18.5 -81.2 -81.2 -08.5 -801

The Portadrive portable multi-channel recorder records approximately four hours of
uncompressed 8-channel 24-bit/96 kHz audio onto aremovable 40GB hard disk.
A range of input and output connectivity avoids the requirement for non-standard
signal cables. The unit offers eight line inputs, four line outputs, eight channels of digital I/O and six high-gain, low-noise XLR microphone inputs.
Mic inputs feature individual phantom powering; gangable limiters; input pads; a
high-pass filter; adjustable delay, useful when working with radio microphones; and
phase reverse, which enables Portadrive production mixers to capture sound from multiple microphone sources while mobile.
For more information, including pricing, contact Sennheiser USA in Connecticut at
(860)434-9190 or visit www.sennheiserusa.com.

Marantz Offers
Portable Flash
The Professional PMD670 from Marantz is a compact Flash recorder that
records various levels of MP3 or MP2, and uncompressed 48k DAT-quality
recording with no moving parts. The solid-state recorder offers one- touch digital
audio recording capability of 74.5 hours on 1GB compact Flash cards or IBM
M icrodrives.
The portable tabletop PMD670 is touted by the company for its recording and playback versatility. It features anon-stop record function with four hours of battery life,
or six hours when using NiMH batteries. Included is an EDL marking system for creating files on the fly during recording, which provides file selection during playback.
The PMD670 offers variable bit-rate recording with user-adjustable sampling rates
from 16 to 48 kHz.

The PMD670 features non-stop recording and an EDL marking system.
Mehdi Alister, avice president of D&M Professional Americas, said the unit also is
suitable for courtrooms, boardrooms, classrooms and other applications where an
affordable portable audio recorder is helpful. He cited its digital audio quality and
long-recording capacity.
Marantz said lockdown panels secure the recording- setting switches and media
door from accidental changes in the field. Record and mark functions also can be
operated via wired remote control.
The PMD670 includes a USB connection that allows it to be linked to a PC or
MAC for file transfer. When thus connected, users can drag and drop recorded files to
the hard drive in minutes, without the disadvantages that come with real-time delay.
MiniDisc or DAT recording. Optional PMDEdit software facilitates EDL recognition,
file management and editing.
For more information, including pricing, contact Marantz at (630)741-0330 or visit www.d-mpro.com.

Every AudioScience soundcard is Bue for Broadcast' to expand your audio options and automation
capabilities. Features like new T.SX'm time scaling algorithm* give you pitchless stretch and squeeze
by up to 20%. With

MRXTM

multi- rate mixing you can record, play and mix multiple audio streams

to iHz precision. And advanced SoundGuard multilayer Transient Voltage Suppressors (TVS) dissipate
power peaks of over 1000W. Our onboard DSPs let you record and play the latest compression
formats including MPEG-1 Layer II and MP3, with multistream capability. Expand your sonic options.
Call us at + 1-302-324-5333 or go to www.audioscience.com.
Contact soul AudioScreoce dealer for lb, rsature

Soundrosmeems,
AwwErceMece
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Telephone Solutions by CircuitWerkes

SIX MILLII1
THUNDERSTORMS HIT
T, EARTH EVERY YEAR!
PUT YOU OFF TH

.

The STATI -CAT LIGHTNING
PREVENTION SYSTEM provides
acontinuous, low-resistance
discharge path For the static
electric charge on tall structures.
Dissipation points are 1/8"
stainless steel rods.
This aFFordable and rugged system has
prm,en itself- in the Field For over 20 years.

Ceraná
Wrote or call for aFree brochure and de,nin
P.O. Box 2548, Farrnongton, N.M. 81499-2548
Toll Free: 888-325-5336 • Fax 505-326-2337 • www.cortanacorporation.com

(
The HC-3hybrid telephone autocoupler
The HC- 3is ideal for many tasks like listen & concert
lines, remote broadcasting, IFB interfaces, & More.

The ilea, Telco-6, six line,
incoming, ring detector

Is someone calling? Find out with the new Telco- 6!
The telco-6 detects telephone ring signals from one to
six lines and provides adry relay output for each line.

.0••ox

•

•
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CP-1 & CP-2 call progress decoders
Did you ever connect atelephone coupler to a phone
Ine or PBX only to discover that it won't hang up?
".',ircuitWerkes' call progress decoders can save the
'lay on most systems. They listen for dial- tone or busy
,ignals and, when present, force your couplers offline.

CircuitWerkes

The AC -12 telco autocoupler bank
Get up to adozen, full featured, telephone autocouplers in
just 5.25" of rack space. The coupler bay features a
common power supply and two audio busses for easy
mass feeds. Individual couplers can be used for sending
or receiving seperately from the rest - perfect for IFBs.
Newly updated design improves audio performance and
overall reliablility to anew standard of excellence!

352 ,335 6555 Fax 380 0230 http: www,circuttwerkes.com 2805 NW 6th Street. Gainesville, FL 32609

AM Antenna Solutions

WEATHER RADIO
Model CRW

LBA Technology, Inc is your
proven supplier of innovative,
digital- ready AM antenna systems
Our products include tuning units,
phasing systems, multiplexers. AM/
wireless isolation systems and
RF Components

LBA Turiipole
Folded lhipole Systems

components for every power level
We help hundreds of broadcasters
in the USA and worldwide to --

Reach further sound better!
Diplexer, Triplexer and
Phasor Systems

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO

LBA Technology, Inc.

Vacuum Capacitors

3400 Tupper Drive, Greenville, NC 27834
80C-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 / Fax 252-752-9155 / Email Lbatech@Lbagroup.com / www Lbagroup com

Looking for Reliability, and Affordability?

Price $540.00
Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting.
All 3frequencies. Alert tone demutes receiver.
closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm rear
terminals. Another set of rear terminals has
continuous 600 ohm audio output. Double
conversion crystal controlled, crystal filter in
first IF., ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual gate
MOS FET front end. 50 ohm coaxial input.
Adjacent channel (-±-25 kHz) down to 70 dB
19" rack mount, 3.5" H. all metal enclosure. In
stock—available for immediate delivery.

LBA

since

1963

257 W. Union St. • Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898
www.gorrnan-redlich.corn/jimg@gormanredlich.com

COMET NORTH AMERICA
421 Wards Corner Road
Cincimat 1:1h.o 45140

Have you forgotten about the
"CLASSIC"

PACEMAKER 1032?

Ph 1511831 - MI
Fe 1511831 7889
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www.autogramcorp.com
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PocketREC Links Studio and Field

SureShot Is for
Remotes, News
Arizona Engineered Products' SureShot series of antenna positioning systems for
remotes are useful to stations scheduling multiple commercial remotes per day or live
reports from breaking news locations.
The rack-mounted systems — SureShot Microwave, Receive and Mobile-Uplink —
use GPS and acomputer to determine azimuth and elevation to atargeted receive site.
The company says accuracy of +/- 1degree vertically and horizontally can be achieved
in one pass.

:
'-)*14re5Aet

The SureShot series uses GPS and promises accuracy of +/- 1degree.
SureShot stores 40 receive sites and/or repetitive bounce shots, and alive shot can
be set up with the use of three keys, two to select the receive site and one to initiate
antenna movement. The system pans the antenna's pan/tilt level around to the correct
azimuth, then adjusts elevation and aligns the antenna with the receive site. Reciprocal
heading data is displayed for use with directional receive antennas.
AzEP offers an upgrade to the field unit, and asimilar rack-mounted controller for
the receive antenna that enables SureShot to control and position the receiving antenna
remotely for line-of-sight shots. After the field operator tasks the system to aparticular
receive site, SureShot sends positioning information to the receive site.
Other features include software for an optional Windows interface via RS232, the
capability to automatically unpark and park the antenna and 110V AC or 12V DC
operation.
For more information, including pricing, contact Arizona Engineered Products at
(520) 891-5858 or visit www.azep.us.

Compact Courier
Offers USB Connection
The Courier from Sonifex is abattery-powered digital recorder for field applications and news gathering.
The company touts its compact size and weight of about 4 pounds. It records in
broadcast formats including linear WAV and MPEG Layer H.
Courier has large keys with "feel-in-the-dark" operation and accidental switch-off
prevention. A confidence monitor confirms a safe recording; abacklit LCD display
gives information on recording levels, battery and disk time remaining.
"Record Styles" and parameters, such as sample rate, file format and compression,
can be defined for compatibility with editing and automation systems. The PCMCIA
hard disks or Flash cards used by the system can be plugged into the PC for editing
and playback.
To file reports from aremote location, Courier can be connected to amodem or to a
mobile phone where data is sent down the phone line. Live reports are carried out with
an optional ISDN version or CO-TBU telephone balance unit.
Courier
uses
rechargeable camcorder batteries. A
large battery can
give four hours of
record time. An
internal rechargeable
battery will give over
one minute of hotswap time, during
which the main battery can be changed.
A cigar lighter-adaptor assists in covering emergencies and
breaking stories.
The Courier has been enhanced with aUSB connection for downloads to aPC. The
USB B connector supports USB 1.1, which has atheoretical data rate of 12 Mbps. Due to
aWindows overhead, Courier USB data transfers have been carried out at 4Mbps, which
enables downloads to the PC of up to 60 times real-time speed (for ISDN based recordings at 64kbps).
Software is supplied to enable a connection with Windows Explorer in MS
Windows 98 and 2000. Once the Courier is connected via USB, the Courier hard disk
looks like another hard disk on the connected PC system, from which audio files can
be transferred, copied and deleted.
The USB connection allows the hard disk used for recording to be permanently
stored in the Courier without the need for removal. Files can be downloaded to aPC,
the disk wiped and recording started again in less time than normally needed.
For more information, including pricing, contact Independent Audio in Maine at
(207) 773-2424 or visit www.independentaudio.com.

PocketREC turns astandard PocketPC into amobile digital audio workstation for
field news journalist or reporters. The unit won Radio World's "Cool Stuff" Award at
the most recent NAB show.
Four modules offer
professional tools to
record and play broadcast-quality audio ( current recording format is
up to I6-bit, 48-kHz linear WAV); edit audio;
manage multimedia content; and transfer complete text, audio and
images using standard
wireless and wired connections.
PocketREC
uses
Microsoft
PocketPC
2002 and 2003 (Windows
Mobile) operating systems. The company says
the software is designed
for ease of use through
interviewing, note taking
and filing and transfer.
PocketREC loads data onto the DAW or playback system at the studio or docking
system, ISDN, mobile phone, modem or direct Internet connection. The transportation
of alaptop or tablet computer and recorder to an assignment is rendered unnecessary.
A cableset is included that connects an external professional microphone to
PocketREC's PocketPC devices. A headphone can be connected in parallel with the
microphone to the PocketREC, enabling professional recordings of up to 48 kHz/16bit mono, without blocking one of the integrated expansion slots.
For higher recording resolutions and stereo recording, the unit supports the
PDAudio-CF S/PDIF interface card for up to 96-kHz, 24-bit stereo.
For more information, including pricing, contact Harris Broadcast at (800) 6220022 or visit www.broadcastharris.com.

The Mic on the Bike'
The editors of our international edition pointed out this item, and we just had to
include it here.
In the small city of Weimar in eastern Germany, astation called Radio Lotte has set up
an unusual remote rig. It is known as the "mie on the bike" — abicycle rickshaw equipped
with everything needed for alive remote froadeat. It ma .
,even market the darn thing.
Radio World's
Michael
Lawton
reports that the setup
is powered by a
retractable roof made
of four solar panels
feeding two lead-gel
batteries. The signal
is delivered to the
studio
via
a
Sennheiser SR 3054U stereo UHF transmitter. The idea came
up in discussions
with students of the
Bauhaus Universitât
successor to the trailblazing
Bauhaus
school of art, design
and architecture.
"The first designs
Radio Lotte is looking to market its unique rickshaw.
looked abit like the
tricycle used by an ice-cream vendor," station founder Mathias Buss said.
With help from companies and government, the station and the university developed a
prototype. It has aretro design based on an old-fashioned radio microphone; the microphones themselves are retro Shure SA55s.
"We added aradio microphone, aMiniDisc player and monitors so that the people
passing by could hear what was going on," said Technical Director Burkhard Blum.
U.S.-made textile-based solar cells power two 38-amp hour lead-gel batteries that drive
the audio equipment via atransformer. The batteries allow for up to six hours of broadcasting in the dark, if necessary.
Transmission of the signal is possible if there is line of sight to the studio. If not, the
system sends the signal to aDialog4 MusicTAXI codec at anearby ISDN connection.
Buss wants the rickshaw to go into commercial production, perhaps in summer, but he
is not yet saying who will manufacture it.
Other gear includes aMackie mixer, Denon CD players, Sony MD player, Symetrix
528E voice processor and an ElectroVoice MR2500 wireless microphone, all of which
is removable in case the remote is up steps or through anarrow door.
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/Competitive Prices
/Extensive Renta Fleet ( RF Codecs

Test Equipment, Audio)

Buy with
)nfidence /

PRE-OVVNED

INDUSTRIAL EI Fr 1Rm !

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

All equipment is sold with documentation and
a30-day Limited Warranty.

/Experienced Staff

We also repair and refurbish PR&E

/Used Trade- Ins Welcomed

consoles, modules and accessories.

New and Rebuilt RF and Audio

We speak BMX-I, II, III, AMX,

/Custom Studio Design and
Furniture

ABX, Newsmixer,

/Representing Over 600 Quality
Manufacturers

Stereomixer & Radiomixer.

/Turnkey Installations Available

Visit our web site for available equipment
and news updates.

You Know We Know Radio
800-438-6040 • www.scmsinc.com • Fax 704-889-4540

www.mooretronix.com

Pretty much A to Z in RF for FM and N
The Bext 35 kW FM transmitter is pictured here.
Not shown: Acatalog of reliable transmitters at all power
levels, solid state and tube, plus STLs, translators, antennas, combiners, etc.
We offer complete RF packages such as this little sweetheart, with coax and amulti-bay broadband circularly
polarized antenna, at fully discounted pricing.
To check out some system examples at different power
levels, or to as for aquote on anything RF, see bext.com.
To talk it over with your Bext rep, call toll free.
We love to hear from new LPFM aid translator applicants,
all the way up to regional managers with 100 kW projects or
engineers combining frequencies into one antenna, and
have packages prepared for your specific needs, too.

MET

RF innovations for the broadcast world since 1985
www.bext.com / toll free 888-239-8462
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RADIO WORLD'S

Products and Services Showcase
provides aperfect medium
for marketing your
products and services.
For more Mlormation. call Simone at

703-998-7600, ext. 154
to request a media kit.

PREVENT LIGHTNING DAMAGE!
IMPROVE RELIABILITY!
STAY ON THE AIR!
NEW! PovverClamp surge suppressors prevent lightning-inducec
AC spikes and surges from damaging your equipment!
PovierClamp virtually eliminates the transients. surges. and viaveform
distortions that cause transmitter and studio gear failures, computer
lockups, and unexplainable malfunctions.
PovierClamp vill protect your investment and keep you on the aid
HENRY

FE

For user testimonials and detailed information.
visit vmw.henryeng.com or contact any Henry Engineer ng dealer.

ENGINEERING

Tel: 626-355-3656
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Nagra Ares- Pli
Records in Linear

Provides
DigaTravel Enables
Mobile Editing
DigaSystem software, developed by
D.A.V.I.D., features applications such as
audio editors and automation systems. In
1995, D.A.V.I.D. began developing
DigaTravel, amobile notebook-based system offering the features of DigaSystem to
the reporter on the road, or wherever a
remote vehicle can't be used. News editors and reporters can work in the same
system environment, which allows shortterm scheduling and playback as soon as a
contribution
is
transferred
to
the station.
DigaTravel consists of anotebook, OS
and pre-configured software package that
includes EasyTrack Editor, athree-track
multi-format editor for production and editing, and Database Manager for management and administration of audio files and
metadata. The modules both feature a
recording function, and data is transferable
to the home station via ISDN phone or
satellite with optional hardware/software
packages.

VXpocket v2 Sound Card
The hardware components are
Compaq notebooks or the Panasonic
Toughbook. Optional components
include an ISDN PCMCIA adapter
and/or Inmarsat's Satellite IP Modem.
DigaTravel can be equipped with
Digigram PCMCIA sound cards, and
users can choose between the PCXpocket
v3, with MPEG encoding/decoding and
mixing on the card, or the VXpocket v2.
Both feature two inputs that can be analog ( line/mic switchable) or digital
(S/PDIF or AES/EBU), two analog or
digital outputs, and a LTC ( SMPTE)
time-code input for synchronization.
With the cards' compact format,
reporters need only carry the breakout cable
with XLR connectors for the analog
inputs/outputs, phono (CINCH) connectors
for the digital input/output and amini-jack
for headphones.
Audio can be transferred to the station
via an ISDN adapter and DigaTrans software. If terrestrial -communication networks are overloaded or not available,
such as in war zones or disaster areas, the
transfer to a FTP server can be established through RBGAN satellite service.
In contrast to areal-time transfer, where
available bandwidth determines audio
•quality; the transfer alternatives are based
on file transfers; which preserve the original audio quality.
.ISDN-based transfer with DigaTrans
enables audio conversion on the fly into the
receiving station's preferred audio data format. It is registered in the station's database,
including metadata, for playback..
. Contact Digigram in Virginia at ( 70.
3)
875-9100 or www.digigram.com, or
D.A,V.I.D. at ( 703) 396-4900 or
www.digasystem.com.
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Live Links

The Ares-Pand RCX220 from Nagra are handheld solid-state Flash memory audio
recorders that enable areporter to transport an editing system on location.
Nicom USA's RPU/1919 organizes
The company said they are resistant to environmental extremes of temperature,
humidity and shock, and record to removable PCMCIA Flash media. Both feature the
live links to the studio. It will begin
broadcast audio file format of MPEG Layer II.
shipping by April, the company said.
The Ares- P and RCX220 differ in that the latter incorporates a USB port for file
The system can be ordered on any
transfer and an on-board engine for PC-based audio workstations. In other aspects, the
frequency between 170 and 960 MHz
models are similar and use the same peripherals.
in 20 MHz steps, and additionally on
the FM band 87.5 to 108 MHz.
Recording is by an ALC system that adjusts recording levels in concert with incoming signal levels, increasing to capture distant sounds, decreasing with loud passages.
RPU/1919 can be set on two frequencies through rotary switches; the use of Recording levels are shown on the bar graph-style modulators and with three-color
LEDs on the control surface that show low, normal and high recording levels, calibratfrequency "A" or frequency " B" can be
ed to give ballisselected through a lever switch on the
tics.
front panel. The output power can be
NagraVision
selected between " low" ( approx. 2
watts) and " high" ( up to 20 watts),
SA developed the
Ares Pli to meet
depending on the need.
demand for linear
A mixer is built in, with three balrecording, which
anced XLR inputs that can be switched
eases the manipubetween mic and line. Level regulators
lation of data once
for inputs are included; the correct
input level can be verified through a it is recorded.
The Ares-PII
specific indicator. An ALC circuit
comes as a linear
equipped with a limiter avoids distorPCM
recorder
tions and guarantees an optimal moduusing aFAT16 file
lation level. The output mixer signal is
format. Software
available on a connector that can be
options
allow
used for PA purposes.
MPEG compresThe RPU/1919 uses avariable monitor output for headphones from 8 to
sion ( up to 384
The PC- and Mac-compatible AresPli PCM
kbps), or the abili600 ohms, and it may be connected to
recorder uses a FATI 6 file format.
ty to emulate an
an AUX external signal to have playRCX220 ( PCX
back through an FM receiver. The unit
sound card). Operating keys are on the top panel, and above these keys is an LCD discan be powered by regular AC, or
play that gives information about the state of the card, recording levels and operating
through a DC external 12V input. The
mode of the machine. A system of software-driven menus guides the user through a
RPU/1919 also may be powered by an
visual set-up.
optional belt battery pack that can supFeatures include PC and Mac compatibility, the ability to save . WAV files and indiply power for about an hour. The unit
vidually delete files from the directory, aVortex filter to rid wind noise, speaker, line
comes in acarrying case with ashouloutput connection and +48V microphone Phantom powering.
der strap.
Markers can be inserted during record and playback, and voice- start recording
Transmitting and receiving units
and templates for personal settings are featured. The Ares-PII can accept
have " N" connectors to provide conMicrodrives, if desired. Single-button record and automatically generated directonection to the proper antenna device.
ries are included.
Directional antennas and magnetic
Existing Ares- P and RCX220 models can be upgraded with a DSP board to add
antennas can be supplied as options.
some of these features, such as linear recording up to 48 kHz and compressed recordFor more information, including pricing up to 384 kbps.
ing, contact Nicom USA in California
For more information, including pricing, contact Nagra USA in Tennessee at (800)
at ( 619) 477-6298 or visit www.
813-1663 or visit www.nagrausa.com.
nicomusa.com.

Your HO Audio Connection
MatchMaker>
RCA to XLR and XLR to RCA
Level and Impedance Converters

Ideal for

e

NO Compromise Sound Quality
28dB Headroom

e

e

Digital Workstations
BetaCam / Firewire
ENG Dubbing
Console Interfaces

THD and IMD < 0.005%

Transformer Isolation
Excellent RF Immunity

SNR > 105dB

10 additional Analog and
Digital MatchMakers available.

Hear why more Engineers and Sound Professionals are specifiying ATI
For your nearest Dealer call 1-800-922-8001 or visit our new webpage at www.

All

audio.com

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS

MISCELLANEOUS

Want to Sell

TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell

AcousticsFirsr

[

For mike flags
It's
www.mikeflags.com

=888-7M-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.

Want to Sell

TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell

Microphone
Flags

AM Ground Systems
Reliable, On-time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair

Custom & Blank
www.micflags.com
800.450.6275

www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999
Andrew RFS 1-5/8" or 1/2" hard line,
new, priced to sell. Photo available at:
http://classified.ndntp.corniClassified
s/XcClassPro.asp. Contact Dr. Video
at 501-624-5565.

REACH 7 STATES! Send your
message from the top of Mt.
Mitchell, NC, the highest point
east of the Mississippi River.
Tower and room space is now
available
at
great
prices!
Call
Paul @
Blue
Ridge
Broadcasting, 828-669-8477 or
via email: pzettel@brb.org.

RW rty niasse

Want to Buy

www.rworiline.com

30KW natural gas generator.
Adolph Santorine, Schedule Star,
55827 National Rd, Bridgeport
OH 43912. 740-633-6010.

11
,

Tower Registration Signs
FCC and OSHA Compliance
Tower Leasing Signs
Your Wording Added

1111111111
.Li

O

610-458-8418
www.antennalD.com
• Antenna ID Products Glenntoore, PA .

AUDIO

THE RIGH
PlAdt

PRODUCTION

STATIONS

SYNDICATION COMPANY FOR
SALE. Great growth potential,
turnkey operation. Owner retiring.
Serious inquiries only, reply to:
radiomichaeI2000@yahoo.com.
Want to Buy
AM/FM radio stations; C.P.;
Translators, in the areas of RI, CT,
MA, FL. No station to small. Will
consider partnership. Call after
6PM EST. Michael Cardillo, 151
Morgan St., Cranston RI 02920.
401-942-8341.

W ' rid.

Want to Sell
Optimod FM 8100A, excellent
condition, $ 2800. J Wilkins,
Wilkins Comm., 805- Stockton Hill
Rd., Kingman AZ 86401. 928-6929613.
COMPLETE

ent
en
r
From the It to the und
WWW.BEXT.COM

888 239 8462

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

For more informati
cati Simone Fewell at
703-998-7600, ext. 154

Want to Sell

OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040
S You Know We Know Radio

S

LIMITERS/
AUDIO PROCESSING

SWE RENT FOR LESS S
Blueboxes
Zephyrs
POTS Codecs
RF/Audio Gear
Il

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps
STL's
Test Equiprnen

we dont have it, we will net it!

SCMS, INC. ( 800) 438-6040

s "You Know

Know Ratio"

S

Want to Buy
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild 660's &
670's, any Pultec EQ's & any other
old tube compressor/limiters, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

davicom
MAC+ & MiniMAC+

MICROPHONES
THE MOST FLEXIBLE

Want to Buy

SECURE-IF

REMOTE MONITORING SYSTEMS
ON THE MARKET

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

COMLAB INC.
2300. Leon-Harrnel. Surte 220
Ouebee. OC, GIN 1L2
Tel: 418.682 3380 Fax: 418.682.8996
sait tecarnial3 < en VIfl

ilaver. cela

• Create stunning " real-world"coverage maps and
interference studies using Lengley-Rice, PTP,
Okamura/Hata and FCC with Probe II

TM

.

• Search for FM channels under spacings and
contour to contour protection using FMContnA.

McMartin BF-5K, 5kW FM. Factory
rebuilt in perfect, like new condition,
includes new tubes, tested & tuned on
your frequency. Guaranteed, fully
adjustable from 0to 5.5 kW. Goodrich
Enterprises Inc, 402-493-1886.

Want to buy translators, AM's or
FM's in western US. Please
contact Dougs@ihradio.org or
530-584-5700 ext 11.

COM)E
Vacuum and
Gas Capacitors
Standard equipment
in all major AM
and SWtraners

51 -050 1› ,4
www.com
om

• Prepare AM skywave and groundwave allocations
studies and map FCC contours with AM- Pro n•I .
•

Plot STL paths over 3D terrain with Terrain- 3D Tu.
The leader in broadcast

A non-profit 501©(3) Christian
Ministry, seeks tax deductible
donations of working professional
grade live/post radio production
equipment of studio automation
systems, modulation monitors, DAT,
CD players, mikes, turntabies, mixing
boards, and other radio production
equipment. Also, need transmitters,
translators, transmission lines, and
antennas to be used in our Youth
Radio Ministry Training Program. All
donations will receive a tax
deductible
receipt and God's
blessings for their donations. Minister
Dr. R. Hodges, 916-721-3285 or
info@lwcrorg.
TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT
CM:1 Prima 120 rack mount ISDN
unit, excellent condition, manual
included. Great on-air/sports
backup, $2000/B0.
Andrew
Skotdal, KRKO, 2707 Colby Ave..
Ste 1380, Everett WA 98201.
email: Andrew.skotdal@krko.com.

WWW.v-SOft.COM

(
800) 743-3684
Want to Buy

S

OFF THE AIR?
S
Emergency Back-up Rentals

Looking for used AM/FM Part 15
transmitters. Must be complete.
Call after 6PM EST.
Michael
Ca -dillo, 151 Morgan St., Cranston
RI 02920. 401-942-8341.

FM Exciters - STL SFM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc (
800) 438-6040
S "You Know We Know Radio"

s

• SEE YOUR AD
•
•
HERE!

RCA 10E1, 10KW FM Transmitter.
Excellent condition, great for
start up or backup, S6000/B0.
800-678-4762.

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

Ptek 400 watt FM amplifier, solid
state, excellent condition, $2200.
J Wilkins, Wilkins Comm, 805
Stockton Hill Rd., Kingman AZ
86401. 928-692-9613.

To advertise, fax Simone e

703-998-7600,
ext. 154

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Fine

Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
USED FM TRAMS/41718S

NEW TV TRANSMITTERS

151.

1987

BE FMI 5A

25kw

1978

Collins 83152

35.

1988

BE FM3SA

35.

1992

Hams HT3 5

5kw

1983

Hams FM5K

10.

1980

Hamos FM 10k

20.

1978

Collins 831 G2

201.

1982

Hams FM2OK

201.

2000

Farris Z20 CD

BE FX30 Exciter

20kw

1989

0E1 FM020.00013

Continental 802B Exciter

25kw

1991

Continental 816838

25kw

1980

CSI T-25- FA (Arnold*, Only)

Belar AMM3 Mod. Monitor

25kw

1982

Haros FM25K

30kw

1986

BE FM30A

Harris AMS-G1 AM Stereo

50i.

1982

Hams Combiner w/auto exciteraransmitter switcher

Inoyonics AM Stereo Processor, Model 250-01

USED AM TRANSMITTERS

VHF AND UHF. 10 w TO 10kw
TV Antennas
TV STL
Contact us for aquote
USED MISC. EQUIPMENT

Denon 720R Cassera Recorder

Kintronics 50kw AM RF Switch, Model RFC8-1

5.

1982

Hams MW5A

5.

1996

Nautel NDS

10kw

1987

Hams MW1OB

10kw

1987

Meute' Ample! 10

Potomac Phase Monitor AM19, 2Tower

50kw

1985

Commentai 317C2

Potomac TU -16 Rerdote Control

50kw

1986

Nautel AMPFET 50

Optimod 91006
Potomac Phase Monitor AM1901, Digital. 2Tower

2655 Philmont Ave # 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO:

•
•
•
•

Radio World's

TRANSCOM CORP.

&

MICROWAVE

STUDIOrSTUTRANSMITTER/ANTENNA

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

CCA 1000DS, IOKW FM Transmitter
Excellent condition, retired as main
transmitter on major Chicago
station, 89500/B0. 800-678-4762.

EQUIPMENT
REMOTE

811 11 1

(5) Five KW FM's; ( 5) 10 KW AM's;
CSI T- 25-F 25 KW ( GG) FM; ( 5)
5KW
AM
Harris
MW-5-B.
Continental Comm., 314-664-4497,
ContComm@sbcglobal.net.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE

FACILITIES
NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

uing-

engineering consulting software.

Want to Sell
THE
ANTENNA SITE STORE

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

Ft F. COMMIMiOniON Software

SPACE LEASE

80180N BLOY/ERS »ID PUTE 81.00CERS,
new & rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, OEA,
CS1, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

ANTENNAS/

oft

COMMUNICATIONS®

and Engineering Cansulting

n5r" i
nta St

www.acousticsfirst.com

VS

transcorn@frnamtv.com

BEE
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ECONCO NEW TUBES

TEL 800-532-6626
INTL + 1-530-662-7553

New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO al

FAX +1-530-666-7760

our award winning facility in Woodland California!

www.econco.com

Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

quality power tube rebuilding.
Want to Buy

TUBES

FOR THE BEST PRICE

8 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/ports, new F. rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent. at 402-493-1886 day or night,
vnvw.goodrichenterprises.com.

Want to Sell

4CX15,000J (
or YC-130) dud
suitable for rebuilding. Chris Hood,
5 Harrison St., Grafton PA 15205
412-921-2911/leave message.

BEST PRICE AND
WARRANTY

CONSULTANTS

44114,111SEVANS
SOCI

New USA manufactured tubes

It

1.

FASTER__

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

Consulting
C,ommunicalions

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping

Engineers

3CX and 4CX series
3000 hr. full no hassle warranty

•EIPAAC • TAYLOR • ECONCO • SVETLANA

starts at installation)

Also
Motoroka•Toehibe • SGS-Thornion
& Mitsubishr, Semiconductors

800-870-9233

•Fully integrated databases

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning

•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

Upgrade 8 Relocation Studies • AM Dv ectional Array Tuning 8 Proof
Î

Vr--t
-,3cr

EXPERTS d11
TV • DTV Trans,Fon • FM • Direchorral Antennas • RF Exposure
r:

www.rjbbroadcast.com

210 S. Main St . Thienswle, WI 53092, ( 262) 242-6000. FAX (262) 242-6045
http:/Meweevansassoc.com
Member AFCCE

(check us out, we are more than tubes.)

SIM
Broadcast Constructors dic Consultants
Ifoulon. TCLIN

C Electronics

j,

)

Visit us on the the web at www.radiosoft.com
109 West KnappAve • Edgewater • FL • ( 386)4252521

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
•FCC Applications and Field Engineering

111111425-5649

•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-17FSLPTV

An International
Distributor of RF Components

»

Antenna & Transmission

RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

Itill St, its Iroi

Pro-Tek ®

onwwwwenwe & Po+,

EEV

SVETLANA
USA DISTRIBUTOR

tee

pctiCeS

To Order:

Worldwide Availability

1-800-881-2374

Made in U.S.A.

°tin

S7oc,

3089 Deltrma Blvd.

352-688-2374
BEST SERVICE

Fax 352-683-9595

MehNite: www.dandrelectronit,com

a.

Col /

Check out the web site!

M Celenza
Communications Consultants
Applications, Amendments.
Upgrades. Frequency Searches,
Directional Antennas
held Work ( Station Inspections)

631-928-0077
Fax: 631-928-1905
41 Kathleen Croieent. Comm Si 1. 11727

grml

4
,›
4

dstswePle

rInn.PrIn

DISTRIBUTOR DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would
be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave.. Suite A
Carlsbad. California 92008
(7( ,e) 438-4420 Fax: 17601 438-4759

ss ss.,110,111.V0111

(frer 3 5 Iritis engineering
and rim:writing experience

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

Com«..ar e.t.a., • Pe., heiwenrs

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

t•

and
Iat dill, I
ksigit

FM-Am-Tv-Lvry-LPFM

Se Habla Español

Spring Hill. FL 34M9

lb» anon le.

I

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

,,m.w.grahainhmck.0 ,111

FR OM

Outside U.S. (352) 688-2374

sr ch

BROW( %,1Ti iII\ It kl Court I\ \ Is
'Kral ' in 551,1 51/11, \ `tt ri

116.

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

I010 ,

Fax 1661) 764-7541
s,

GRAHAM BROOK, INC.

Structural Analysis

Wow-

SI,NO

c-inail

651-784-7445

RPU. MOSFETS. VACUUM CAPACITORS. SOCKETS
=

&MOW

inforbowlenecom

5644 llama» Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 56126

EXCITERS- TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS- CONSOLES. RADIO LINK

NEW POWER TUBES

iMM

Complete Tower Service

3111.

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT. STLS, ANTENNAS.

The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com

Jib

Line Diagnostics

NEW & REBUILT

CALL 800-414-8823
lnt I ( 650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

Special ists

Tubes
ISO 9001—éertifled

•EMC Test Lab- FCC and European ( IEC)

AM- FM Site Construction

,

lithe.

17'

mmunications Technologies, Inc

*Design & Optimizatan ot
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation. And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work
*Expert Testimony

Radio Frequency / Broadcast
Engineering Consultants
AM FM TV LPTV
Cellular/PCS Site Analysis
P.O. Box

nnwalatanorld.com
800-368-5754

PROMOTE YOUR
BUSINESS!

RADIO! The beat goes on!

ADVERTISE!

1130 n
, Marlton,

NJ 08053

Tel: 856/985-0077
Fax: 856/985-8124

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757
email: mullengreaol.com

web: commtechrf.com

Clarence M. Beverage
Laura M. Mizrahi

1)ong Vernier

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

...country, top 40, news,
urban, talk, jazz, the classics,
mixed bag...

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS

E

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers

Tole

wlion Consultant..

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FMITV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

N

dataworld.com
fax: 301-656-5341
fo a

oft

Software for your PC

(800) 743-3684
www.y-soft.com

CASH POOR AM?
TIE MCI SOLUTIIII
IS IISIIESS 11111

For more information, call
Simone Fewell at

METRO RADIO. INC.
CONSULTING

703.998.7600, ext. 154.

WWW.METRORADIOINC.COM
571-331-5958

tops in broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen
kkannapolis@att.net

Are You a Distributor?
ADVERTISE HERE! Space is available.
Call 703-998-7600, ext. 154.

e

4, AnA4, Amt

1—L

I

P
m

I— C.

To advertise, call Simone 703-998-7600, ext. 154.
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HELP WANTED

e

POSITIONS WANTED

MORRIS

Morris Communications Company,
owner of Columbia River Media
Group, based in Wenatchee, WA,
has an immediate opening for a
Radio Chief Engineer. Our markets
include Wenatchee. Moses Lake,
and Wilson Creek, WA. Candidate
should have an SBE certification,
with 5 years experience in radio
broadcasting, with experience in FM.
AM directional, AudioVault, studio
maintenance, FCC compliance,
EAS, and computers, as well as a
solid background in electronics troubleshooting. Candidate should be
motivated, dedicated, and ready to
play a key role as part of a winning
team. Send resume to: Jay White,
Corporate Director of Engineering.
Morris Communications Company,
LLC, 1321 North Gene Autry
Trail, Palm Springs, CA 92262,
fax (760) 322-5493 or e-mail,
jay.white@morris.com.

Assistant Engineer ( KJZZ/KBAQ
(Specially
Funded),
S33,303
$36,809, Rio Salado College, Opens:
12/8/03, Closes: 2/20/04, Posting #.
03040065.
Provides
technical
support to KJZZ, KBAQ and Sun
Sounds in the area of broadcast
operations; the position reports to the
Chief
Engineer.
Employment
opportunities are posted online at:
www.distmaricopa.edu/hrweb, and
for public view at the District Office,
Room 226, 2411 W. 14t h St., Tempe
AZ 85281 or call 480-731-8444.
Applications are required. MCCCD is
an AA/EEO.

AC

Fresh out of school and willing to
travel. Ambitious to starts a new
career in radio. Carlos. 405-210-1412.
Hey! Do you like Ranae? Ya know,
big smile, great at production, air,
news, even commercials. If so, check
yes! bluejoeyrose@yahoo.com, 405782-0999.
Self- motivated
and
adaptive
woman prepared to step into the
fast-paced and exciting industry of
radio broadcasting. Relocation? No
problem! My bags are packed.
Patience, 405-356-2518.
Sports announcer or radio
personality with tons of enthusiasm
and loves his work. Willing to start
at bottom and work to the top.
Michael, 904-733-8163.
Broadcasting
School
Grad
seeking position with progressive,
stable
broadcasting/advertising
company in the Tulsa area. Quick
learner looking for an opportunity.
Jennae, 918-557-0098.
Friendly, Eager to work, ISCET
Certified, Commercial FCC License
with radar, NABER Certified two way
radio technician, amateur radio extra,
seeks CE, asst CE, FT, PT, Contract,
AM/FNM, Cable, TV. Mitchell Rakoff,
mitchellrakoff @ yahoo.com; 718-9695224.

ADVERTISER I
NDEX

Recent ABS grad interested in
on- air production, or copywriting.
Classic rock or Country fo ,mats
preferred. Willing to relocate. Paul,
918-486-7726
or
email:
twopcs1030@cs.com.
Recent broadcasting school
graduate
seeking
on- air
operations
or
production.
Hardworking, dependable and
willing to relocate. Corey, 918-4559739.
Rookie ABS grad looking for a
position on- air, in production, or as
aboard operator. Will consider any
radio job. Mitchell, 918-836-4589
or
918-378-9713
or
email:
miles@fullnet.net.
Seeking voice over, production
or on-air work. Good vocal and
interpretive skills. Hard worker and
dependable. Willing to work any
shift. Call Nils, 918-850-7184.

GET THE
JOB DONE!
Call Simone Mullins
for all the details at
703-998-7600.
ext.

154 ' deb«

www.rwonline.com
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EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for radio stations only. An other end users will be charged
This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on a paid basis only.
Send your listings to us by filling out the form below. Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear.
The listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

Are . ou currently a subscriber to

Please print and include
;ill information:

_i Yes

Radio World?

_iNo

Signature

February 11, 2004

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
PAGE

ADVERTISER

WEB SITE URL

41

ATI

www.atiaudio.com

32

Audemat-Aztec Inc.

www.audemat-aztec.com

37

AudioScience

www.audioscience.com

38

Autogram Corporation

www.autogramcorp.com

30

Belar

www.belar.com

40

Bext

www.bext.com

5

Broadcast Tools

www.broadcasttools.com

14

Broadcast Tools

www.broadcasttools.com

24-25

BSW

www.bswusa.com

4

Burk Technology

www.burk.com

38

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

28

CKE/HVCA

www.rectifiers.com

38

Comet North America

www.cometna.com

6

Comrex

www.comrex.com

7

Comrex

www.comrex.com

1

Continental Electronics

www.contelec.com

38

Cortana

www.cortanacorporation.com

33

D&M Professional

www.d-mpro.com

15

DAVID.

www.digisystem.com

3

Electronics Research Inc.

www.eriinc.com

38

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.

www.gorman-redlich.com

23

Grace Broadcast Sales

www.gracebroadcast.com

40

Henry Engineering

www.henryeng.com

35

HHB/Sennheiser USA

www.hhbusa.com

16

Inovonics

www.inovon.com

8

JK Audio

www.jkaudio.com

38

LBA Technology

www.lbagroup.com

40

Mooretronix

www.mooretronix.com

20

Mouser Electronics

www.mouser.com

11

Musicam USA

www.musicamusa.com

21

Neumann/Sennheiser Electronics

www.neumannusa.com

31

OMB America

www.omb.com

9

Omnia, aTelos Company

www.omniaaudio.com

27

Omnia, aTelos Company

www.omniaaudio.com

26

Rack Frame

www.rackframe.com

40

S.C.M.S.

www.scmsinc.com

12

Sabre Communications

1- 866- 4- A- TOWER

19

Sierra Automated Systems

www.sasaudio.com

10

Sine Systems

www.sinesystems.com

13

Telos Systems

www.telos-systems.com

17

Tieline America

www.tieline.com

2

Wheatstone

www.audioarts.net

29

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

47

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

48

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

23

www.radio-mall.com

www.radio-mall.com
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Will IBOC Demand Ever Top Supply •9
An Industry Veteran Wonders If Consumers
Will Abandon Analog for Pricier Digital
by Jim Loupas
As the radio industry blithely races
toward digital transmission technology,
someone has to stop and ask areally simple question: What is the radio audience
hearing?
The answer is just as simple as the
question. For the next 10 years or so, the
bulk of the radio audience is going to be
hearing analog transmissions. Heresy?
Not at all.
No matter how marvelous digital radio
sounds, or how fast IBOC receivers are
produced, consumers are simply not going
to rush out and buy newer and more
expensive digital receivers to replace the
perfectly good analog radios they already
own. And even when consumers do purchase new radios, many of them will continue to choose the less expensive, more
familiar analog products.

U

nless the FCC

establishes ' 160C

Police' ... the millions of
radios in use will
continue to outnumber
160C receivers.

We in radio, entranced with our own
new technologies, tend to forget that consumers really don't care that much about
audio quality. In most cases they are alot
more interested in their jobs, kids, friends
and bank balances than digital radio,
HDTV, broadband Internet or any other
new technology.
Eventually, these new technologies will
probably dominate their respective markets. But the key word here is eventually.
Arbitron doesn't ask whether listening
is via digital or analog receiver. If you poll
your listeners, most of them probably
won't know or care to which type of signal they are listening. Isuspect that many
consumers are not even aware there is
such athing as digital radio.
Unless the FCC establishes a Big
Brother-like force of "IBOC Police" to go
door-to-door demanding that American
citizens give up their analog receivers, the
millions of clock, kitchen and car radios in
use all over the country will continue to
largely outnumber IBOC receivers. Digital
may be great, but the radio industry should
maintain its analog integrity along with its
digital quality.
Money for nothing
Which brings me to my second point.
The IBOC system requires receivers to
default to analog whenever the digital sig-

nal is deficient. So, even when consumers
do shell out their precious hard-earned
bucks for anew digital radio, poor digital
signals can cause even the IBOC receivers
to default to analog.
What will the consumer hear?
Something "funny." They won't know it's
the signal flipping back and forth between
digital and analog. They'll just know that
they've spent alot of money and your station still doesn't sound right.
Digital car radios are likely to present
even more problems. The urban environment will cause signal shifts from building
clutter while suburbs frequently suffer
from distance issues. No matter the cause,
the mobile listener will hear those shifts
from digital to analog and back again as
disturbances to their listening pattern.
Punch goes the button. And there goes
your quarter hour.
Even now, when digital receivers are
just beginning to penetrate the vast consumer market, audio quality parity
between the analog and digital signals
must be made close as possible to minimize the disruptive effects of the default to
analog sound.
That's important enough to repeat:
audio quality parity between analog and
digital signals is critical, until the far-off
day when there are no more analog radios
in your listeners' homes.
Most audio processing manufacturers
now offer single packages that process the
digital and analog signals concurrently.
This helps develop the parity required for
IBOC receivers. But e\ ery radio station

and by class of car in afleet. Notice the
difference between a Delco radio in a
Cadillac, and aDelco radio in aChevy
Nova.
And speaking of car radios: there are
ugly rumors that some receiver manufacturers may start manufacturing products
that present analog default only in mono,
or what is optimistically called "blended
stereo." Imagine defaulting from digital to
analog when the analog is not only 30 dB
louder, but in mono. Pray it isn't so.

must still maintain the analog signal that it
needs to compete in its marketplace on a
day-to-day basis. Remember, the analog

Jim Loupas wonders if
radio listeners will ever be willing
to pay for IBOC receivers.
sound will be the one measured most by
ARB in the near future.
The IBOC receiver manufacturers will
probably do agood job of matching the
audio properties of the analog and digital
elements. But the loudness of each element must also be at parity. What if a
receiver defaults from digital to analog
and the analog is 30 dB louder? Now
that's agreat way to screw up quarter-hour
performance.
As if that isn't enough, remember the
sound of traditional car radios differs
wildly. Speaker systems, distortion, equalization and bandwidth vary by make of car

Robert Lambert
Iwas pleased to see the article on Robert Lambert
("Lambert Made News Early and Often," Dec.17) yet saddened when reminded of how much Imiss him.
Iwas his successor and CE at WCOS(TV) for 21 years. The
article's picture shows him around 1950 or so, before he needed the thick glasses that he wore when Iknew him, from 1967
on. The photo was of the Edgewood Avenue site to which he
moved the station in the late 1940s, and from which Imoved it
in 1969.
The RCA 250D and racks are now in the State Museum.
Unfortunately, some lowlife harvested the big RCA meatball
emblems from the tops of the racks. This was the original
WCOS equipment package from 1939. The xmtr and mod
monitor were working quite well when removed from service
in the early 1990s and relocated to the museum — the xmtr
being the nighttime xmtr until the class IVs got 1,000-watt
nighttime authority.
The 250D was pre-BTA nomenclature, had transformer
coupling between all the audio stages, no feedback, and yet
would pass aclipped waveform with almost no tilt and sounded and measured great. The mod monitor had the original
meter movements still working.
But Idigress. If you're ever in the area, do stop by.
Milton R. Holladay Jr.
Columbia, S.C.

What a surprise when Iread Ken R.'s story about Bob
Lambert. Iknew Bob Lambert as well as Milt Holladay. When
Iwas an EE student at USC ( 1970-72) Iworked at WCOS(FM)
("Stereo 98 — the Sound of the Good Life"). Iwas hired to do

Service first
Here's the bottom line: Digital's great,
but every radio station's analog signal will
continue to be hugely important in the
near future.
Processing digital and analog in tandem may work in some situations, but
there are many markets and many stations that will have to treat the signals
differently to maintain their existing
audience. This means using different
processors for each system and treating
them independently.
The listener, after all, is our end user —
our customer. The listener's perceptions
are what drive our numbers, both in the
ratings books and at the bottom line. The
listener's convenience and satisfaction are
what make aradio station successful. We
get lost sometimes in the airy realms of
new technology, and we think everybody
else cares as much as we do. But do they?
Of course not.
It's our job to sound good to the listener, no matter what technology or combination of technology is used to receive our
signals. It's as simple as that.
The author is president of James
Loupas Associates, a broadcast technical
consultancy. He also consults with cable
television networks on using audio to
attract and hold audience share.

•

a Big Band show and aSunday morning MOR program. If
those walls at the Cornell Arms Apartments could talk.
Bob Schroeden N2HX
Communications & Warning Officer, NJOEM
West Trenton, N.J.

Equal Time
Has your newspaper become asubsidiary of Clear Channel
Communications? It seems that in every issue, you highlight
another staff engineer from Clear Channel.
Granted, Clear Channel is the largest radio group in the
country, but they are not the only ones in radio. Ipersonally
know several engineers that deserve to be put into print and
work for other companies.
Jon Blomstrand, CSRE
ABC Radio
Minneapolis

Mitre and LPFM
Regarding the article, "Don't Ease Up on Interference ( Dec.
3)," if Mr. Hieb feels that the Mitre report was flawed, and
LPFMs may possibly interfere with afull-power station if they
are allowed on the third-adjacent channel, then please ask him
to explain what an LPFM will do that atranslator on the first-,
second- or third-adjacent won't do.
Paul Smith
W4KNX
Sarasota, Fla.
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Radio Should
Reinvent Itself,

PocketREC's
Learning Curve
This spring, Radio World gave the
PocketREC a "Cool Stuff' Award. We
are excited about the PocketREC and
its potential for the field news journalist. Perhaps our most difficult challenge has been keeping the expectations on the ground.
Some audio engineers are critical of
the product until they learn that floating-point processing is not possible on
this platform. Therefore, we have been
creating our own fixed integer environment to enable us to achieve the high
quality and performance that we do.
The PocketREC will grow as it continues to develop.
Heretofore, the only thing many
compared the product to is another
product that runs under a much faster
CPU and includes a floating-point
processor and faster bus. So the "sell"
to these engineers has been and will
remain a challenge that we enjoy and
eventually win.
Many journalists are placing orders,
regardless of their station's engineering and corporate management. The
major reasons are the physical characteristics, light- weight and small; the
ability to do rough editing; and the
ability to take the SD or CF storage
cards out of the PocketREC, plug in
directly to their notebook, call up Cool
Edit Pro and start immediately without
having to wait for the dub from their
MiniDisc or tape device.
Perhaps the most significant experience within the community is the realization that the FDA and the PocketPC,
which represent the hardware and software
platforms
used
by
the
PocketREC, are computers. And just
like all computers, the hardware and

Clarification:
In the Dec. 17 issue, Radio World
identified the author of the Guest
Commentary, "The Case for LPAM,"
Fred Baumgartner, as an employee with
Comcast. The opinion belonged solely
to the author, and is not intended to represent Comcast's position in any way.

software must be maintained. Periodic
checking for software and driver
updates directly from the suppliers is
necessary. Management of battery
power and careful software installation
are imperative tasks.
If readers are interested in reading a
copy of our white paper titled, "Before
You Start," Radio World has it posted
at www.rwonline.com.
Working to create anew paradigm is
agreat challenge. The PocketREC and
certainly the PocketPC and PDAs will
become part of every news journalist's
kit of tools.
Claude " Marty" Martin
CEO, Business Development
PocketREC Inc.
Vienna, Va.

Again
Throughout radio's first century, every time acompeting medium emerged to
challenge its vitality as aprimary delivery vehicle of information and entertainment, radio fought back by reinventing itself. Radio has always been able to
adapt its product to meet the ever-changing needs and tastes of the mass-media
consumer.
More infotainment choices and resources than ever vie for the time and attention of every target audience. Radio has been able to protect its turf and remain
successful by programming compelling content that advertisers are willing to
sponsor. Yet disturbingly, the practice of how advertisers' messages are packaged within that content has become uncompelling.
Ever since FM out-dueled AM in the early 1980s for music format dominance, programmers have wanted to increase time spent listening to bolster ratings. Extended uninterrupted music blocks have been showcased, while ads get
dumped, one after another, into long commercial stop sets once or twice an hour.
We've counted as many as 12 in arow on some stations. It's aclock model
embraced and followed religiously by the vast majority of PDs.
Is it any wonder radio loses some of its appeal and popularity employing such
tactics? Further, advertisers lose. Consumers know that commercials pay the
bills and are afact of life in mass media. But studies have proven that too many
ads in arow will trigger listener tune-out.
Typically, PDs consider ads as anecessary evil that must be isolated from the
rest of their precious programming, even though advertising makes the business
possible. That mind-set is at the heart of the problem. It needs to change.
Ad buyers must sense that if their commercial is deeper than the second or
third ad played in astop set, ahuge chunk of the audience has tuned out mentally or has switched channels. The effectiveness of their ad diminishes dramatically. Yet the paradigm persists and advertisers do not challenge it.
Arbitron's People Meter is just liable to reveal this dirty little secret sooner
than many in the industry care to imagine.
There has got to be abetter way. Ads that are cleverly written and produced
can be powerfully effective and memorable. Witness the popularity of commercials aired during the Super Bowl. Foremost, we need better and more creative
copywriting and production talent to attack the malaise of boring and ho-hum
ads with fresh and unconventional thinking.
Why is 60 seconds so sacred? With the average consumer's decreasing attention span, 10- to 15-second zingers or 30 seconds of innovative copy could well
do abetter job.
Forward-thinking stations have been experimenting with fewer and shorter
ads in three stop sets per hour. If they are done well and deliver better results,
their value goes up — along with the justification to price them higher. Less
clutter and abetter product can yield the same or even higher revenue.
And how about using live-read ads more often, woven into the casual banter
of alive DJ rather than prerecorded and buried in astop set? Spontaneous and
personalized live commercials delivered with sincerity are almost always more
appealing than the same canned ads heard over and over.
Radio needs to reinvent the way commercials are presented. Otherwise, NCE
stations, satellite, Internet and other services that play few or no commercials are
sure to erode commercial radio's base further.

'Routine' Practice
Paul Lotsof makes a valid point in
his letter ( Oct. 22). This practice of
"abusing FCC policy" is nothing new.
Every large market has services
licensed to small suburbs with the
intention of serving the larger market.
There is an FM station licensed here in
Hubbard, WRBP, that has had no local
presence since the day it went on the
air. The studios are in Youngstown.
The transmitter isn't even in Ohio.
Their programming has zero Hubbard
content.
Recently the FCC granted a CP to
WFJY(AM) in Portage, Pa., to change
frequency from1470 to 660 kHz and
change their city of license to
Wilkensburg, amove of 60- plus miles.
This will take away the only local
Portage AM service. Look for
Wilkinsburg on the map. You'll find it
buried in the Pittsburgh market. WFJY
will even share atransmitter site with a
station that is licensed to Pittsburgh.
Can someone explain to me how this
serves the public's interest and convenience?
James Viele
Hubbard, Ohio

— RW

Sirius Demand
After 10 years, Iwonder if there's a
"groundswell" demand for artist/title
info brought on by common usage of
XM/Sirius. I've been listening to XM
regularly for the past year and Iglance
over at the receiver if Ihear a song I

don't recognize. In fact, it's become
such a habit, Inow do it on my car
radio even though Iknow the info isn't
there.
To my knowledge, XM/Sirius' usage
of current artist/title info is the first
real exposure of this type of data to a

large audience. Could it be driving the
demand?
Just ahunch.
Luther Pierson
Programmer
Wicks Broadcast Solutions
Columbus, Ind.
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY! WHEATSTONE'S fourth
generation digital console has what you need: dual- domain
input modules that accept both analog and digital sources; builtin router integration with 8- character displays; a choice of features like auxiliary sends, equalization, dynamics control and
event memory/recall—all without the aid of an external. computer.
The D-8000 is an all- modular design with no active components
mounted inside. And best of all, it uses Wheatstone's exclusive
VDIP'setup software, letting you easily configure individual
console modules, logic modes and automatic functions. Contact
Wheatstone— the digital audio people!

sales@wheatstan
tel 252-638-7000
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The On-Air Control

Surface for High- Traffic Studios

Ple4.41,4v-t4,4"

Quality is Easy to Identify with stainless
steel construction, easy servicing, and a
clean yet compact layout.
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ONE CAT5W IRE conveys all the control from this
surface to Wheatstone's Bridge System. You can bring
any system source ( inputs or mixes) to any console
fader or monitor pot ( source visibility software
controlled). You can set destinations for mixes, aux
sends and MXMs to anywhere in your facility. For
example, you coud allow (or software disallow) your
news console to go to your on- air chain, or feed any
mix desired to atalent or remote position.
THIS MAJOR MARKET CONSOLE can handle all
the call- ins and remotes you'll encounter. Four faders
dedicated specifically to-phone segments provide
errorfree interface -to four callers or remotes, each
with independent caller and fader feeds, user
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irtElfririalDnill
selectable talkback communication and adjacent
channel linking. A dedicated LCD display screen keeps
the operator informed and in control.
YOU CAN STORE AND NAME switch and fader
settings for each operator's task and recall them by
simply spinning an encoder and hitting a TAKE
button. And like our larger G-9, the G-8 has 12 user
programmable switches for salvos and intercoms plus
additional programmable TALK buttons for IFB
functions. And with full color LCD display screens the
operator will know for certain that his signal is clean,
his sources correct, and his preset signal is ready and
wait ng. The G-8 has the layout and features to let
your operators work fast and accurately!

the digital audio leaders
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA 28.562
tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-635-4857/ sales@whéatstone.com
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